
COURTROOM
1 MUNICIPAL PLAZA
BEACON, NY 12508
AND LIVE VIA ZOOM

Mayor Lee Kyriacou
Councilmember George Mansfield, At Large

Councilmember Paloma Wake, At Large
Councilmember Molly Rhodes, Ward 1

Councilmember Justice McCray, Ward 2
Councilmember Wren Longno, Ward 3

Councilmember Dan Aymar-Blair, Ward 4
City Administrator Chris White

1. Resolution No. 142 - Authorizing the City Administrator to Sign an Agreement with Keane &
Beane, P.C. for Legal Services

2. Resolution No. 143 - Authorizing the City Administrator to Sign an Agreement with Lanc &
Tully Engineering and Surveying, P.C. for Engineering Services

3. Resolution No. 144 - Authorizing the City Administrator to Sign an Agreement with John
Clarke Planning and Design, LLC for Planning Services

4. Resolution No. 145 - Approving Proposed Local Law No. 12 Which Amends Chapter 119 of
the Code of the City of Beacon Concerning the Administration and Enforcement of the New
York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Code and the State Energy Conservation
Construction Code to Incorporate Recent Updates to 19 NYCRR Part 1203

5. Resolution No. 146 - Authorizing the Naming of the Townsend Street Extension

 
December 5, 2022

7:00 PM
City Council Agenda

Call to Order

Pledge of Allegiance

Roll Call

Community Segment
 
Swearing in of Jerome Burton to the Position of Police Officer
 Presentation by Dutchess County Industrial Development Agency Regarding PILOT Programs
 
Public Comment

Public Hearings
 
Public Hearing for Proposed Local Law No. 12 Which Amends Chapter 119 of the Code of the City
of Beacon Concerning the Administration and Enforcement of the New York State Uniform Fire
Prevention and Building Code and the State Energy Conservation Construction Code to
Incorporate Recent Updates to 19 NYCRR Part 1203
 
Reports: Mayor, City Council, and City Administrator

Local Laws and Resolutions
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6. Resolution No. 147 - Approving Amendments to the 2022 Operating Budget

1. November 21, 2022 Minutes

 
Approval of Minutes
 

 
Public Comment - Second Opportunity

Adjournment
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City of Beacon City Council Agenda
12/05/2022

Title:

Swearing in of Jerome Burton to the Position of Police Officer

ATTACHMENTS
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City of Beacon City Council Agenda
12/05/2022

Title:

Presentation by Dutchess County Industrial Development Agency Regarding PILOT Programs

ATTACHMENTS

Dutchess County Industrial Development Agency: Uniform Tax Exemption and Criteria Policy

Mirbeau of Beacon PILOT Analysis
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https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1687961/2022-DCIDA-Uniform-Tax-Exemption-Policy-v3.pdf
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DUTCHESS COUNTY INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY 
 
 

UNIFORM TAX EXEMPTION AND CRITERIA POLICY 
 
 

The general policy of the Dutchess County Industrial Development Agency (the “DCIDA”) is to 
provide certain financial assistance (“Financial Assistance”) to projects enumerated in Article 18-
A of Chapter 24 of the N.Y. General Municipal Law (the “IDA Act”), including real property tax 
abatements, sales and use tax exemptions, mortgage recording tax exemptions and, in limited 
circumstances, non-recourse tax-exempt bond financing. 
 
The DCIDA will grant Financial Assistance only after it considers the factors outlined below, no 
single one of which is determinative (the “General Policy”). 
 
The standard real property tax abatements offered by the DCIDA are those equal to that provided 
under Section 485-b of the N.Y. Real Property Tax Law using the following schedule of 
exemptions (the “Standard PILOT Schedule”): 
 

Accelerated Strategic Exemption Schedule 
   
Year of Exemption  Percentage of Exemption 
   

1  50 
2  50 
3  50 
4  40 
5  30 
6  20 
7  10 
8  10 
9  10 
10  5 
11  0 

 
 
The DCIDA will consider a deviation from the Standard PILOT Schedule for eligible projects 
requesting enhanced real property tax abatements only if the Applicant meets the criteria outlined 
under “Deviation from General Policy” below. 
 
While the DCIDA will consider projects authorized under the IDA Act, it generally does not 
approve Adaptive Reuse Projects, For-Profit Market Rate Housing Projects, and Hotel and/or 
Motel Projects for Financial Assistance unless it meets the additional requirements outlined under 
“Special Projects” below. 
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I. General Criteria (for all Applicants) 
 

1. The nature of the business of the proposed project (e.g., manufacturing, office, retail). 
 
2. The nature of the property before the project begins (e.g., vacant land, vacant buildings). 
 
3. The economic condition of the area at the time of the application. 
 
4. The impact of the proposed project on existing businesses and economic development 

projects in the vicinity. 
 
5. The extent to which a project will create or retain permanent, private sector jobs. 

 
a. Number of permanent jobs to be created 
b. Anticipated job growth 

 
6. The impact on services and the extent to which the proposed project will require the 

provision of additional services including, but not limited to, additional educational, 
transportation, police, emergency, medical or fire services. 

 
7. The effect of the proposed project upon the environment. 
 
8. The amount of private sector investment generated or likely to be generated by the 

proposed project. 
 
9. The likelihood of accomplishing the proposed project in a timely fashion. 
 
10. The percent of exemptions provided and the period of exemption. 

 
a. Real property taxes (real property tax abatements apply to the increased value of 

the project only) 
b. Sales tax 
c. Mortgage tax 

 
11. The impact of the project and the proposed tax exemptions on affected tax jurisdictions. 
 
12. The extent to which the proposed project will provide additional sources of revenue for 

municipalities and school districts in which the project is located. 
 
13. The extent to which the proposed project will provide a benefit (economic or otherwise) 

not otherwise available within the municipality in which the project is located. 
 
14. The extent to which the project will utilize to the fullest extent practicable and 

economically feasible, resource conservation, energy efficiency, green technologies, and 
alternative and renewable energy measures. 
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15. The demonstrated public support for the proposed project. 
 
16. Amount of recapture of real property tax abatements through Payment in Lieu of Taxes 

(PILOT) agreements. 
 
17. Recapture of lost revenues if goals are not met will be addressed through PILOT 

agreements. (see Agency’s Performance Based Incentive Policy) 
 
 
II. Deviation from General Policy (for Applicants requesting enhanced real 

property tax abatements) 
 
The DCIDA may deviate from its General Policy subsequent to notification of the affected taxing 
jurisdictions.  Real property owned and controlled by an IDA is subject to special assessments and 
user fees. 
 
The DCIDA shall consider the guidelines outlined in the policy and any other special facts and 
circumstances deemed appropriate when deciding to deviate from its General Policy. 
 
At the request of an Applicant, the DCIDA may deviate from the Standard PILOT Schedule and 
instead devise a project-specific PILOT Schedule. Before the Board will consider any deviation, 
the Applicant shall provide the DCIDA with the following: 
 

• Project projections; 
• Written justification of the requested deviation; 
• Any proof of support from affected taxing jurisdictions; 

 
In addition to the criteria under the General Policy, where an Applicant is requesting an enhanced 
real property tax abatement that deviates from the Standard PILOT Schedule, the DCIDA will 
consider: 

• the size of the project; 
• number of employees; 
• type of operation; and 
• the prospects to generate income and revenue through payroll and sales tax to the extent 

that it will offset any loss in real property taxes. 
 
The enhanced abatement will be provided on the increased assessed value attributable to the 
improvements resulting from the proposed project. However, current property tax levels already 
in place will continue to be paid on an existing building. 
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III. Special Projects (for Applicants requesting Financial Assistance for certain 
additional business activities) 

 
In addition to the criteria outlined in the General Policy above, the DCIDA will require that 
Adaptive Reuse Projects, For-Profit Market-Rate Housing Projects and Hotel/Motel Projects meet 
the additional requirements outlined below. 
 
Adaptive Reuse Project – The DCIDA will consider granting Financial Assistance to an Adaptive 
Reuse project that involves adapting old structures or sites for new purposes, including potentially 
a mix of business and commercial uses, and/or market rate housing, but excluding hotel and motel 
uses except otherwise permitted within this policy.  An Adaptive Reuse Project is one that will 
benefit Dutchess County by redeveloping a blighted site or structure, promoting infill development 
utilizing existing infrastructure, creating new economic activity at difficult sites and buildings thus 
helping to eliminate neighborhood slum and blight, promoting re-use of existing buildings and 
sites and helping to maintain a neighborhood’s fabric. 
 
Adaptive Reuse projects are projects that prevent economic deterioration and promote employment 
opportunities.  The DCIDA will consider approving Financial Assistance for an eligible Adaptive 
Reuse Project after consideration of the following factors: 
 

• The age of the structure and the challenges to its redevelopment; 
• Time period the structure has been vacant or underutilized; 
• Appropriate evidence indicating financial obstacles to the development of the project with 

IDA or other public assistance; 
• Evidence of local taxing jurisdictions’ support; 
• Whether the structure or site present a significant public safety hazard or its re-use would 

involve significant environmental remediation costs; 
• Whether the site or structure is located in a distressed census tract; 
• Whether the site or structure is presently delinquent in property tax payments; and 
• Such other criteria as may be developed by the DCIDA from time to time. 

 
For-Profit Market-Rate Housing Projects - The DCIDA will consider approving Financial 
Assistance for an eligible For-Profit Market-Rate Housing Project after consideration of the 
following factors:  
 

• If the project has received written support from the taxing jurisdictions in which it is 
located; 

• If the project is consistent with the applicable municipal master plan; 
• If the project advances efforts to create walkable neighborhoods and communities in 

proximity to important local amenities and services; and 
• If an independent market study show a significant unmet need in the local community or 

specific neighborhood where people are unable to find appropriate housing opportunities. 
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Hotel / Motels Projects – The DCIDA will consider approving Financial Assistance for an 
eligible new hotel or motel construction project or a hotel or motel renovation project after 
consideration of the following factors: 
 

• If the project has received written support from the taxing jurisdictions in which it is 
located; 

• Completes a third-party market analysis report; and 
• Meets one or more of the following criteria: 

 
o It is a new hotel or an existing hotel that is substantially renovated in connection with 

a new or existing convention center and would substantially and directly impact the 
operations of such convention center;  

o It is a new hotel associated with a new conference center that primarily services out 
of area users provided that the center has stand-alone food service facilities and 
provide state of art conference center amenities;  

o It is a new hotel constructed in connection with a major regional destination attraction 
and the new hotel would directly support the operations of the major regional 
attraction; and/or 

o It is a component part of an Adaptive Reuse Project that meets the additional 
requirements for the such Adaptive Reuse Projects as outlined above. 

 
 

Adopted 1/8/2020 
Readopted 1/13/2021 
Readopted 1/12/2022 
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Mirbeau of Beacon PILOT Analysis

25,000,000$   

Year Year Assessment Increase Tax Rate Full Tax Bill PILOT % Tax Payment

2022 3,000,000$   -$   $33.27 99,810$   

2023 3,000,000$   -$   $33.27 99,810$   

2024 1 10,000,000$   7,000,000$   $33.27 332,700$   50% 116,445$  

2025 2 12,500,000$   9,500,000$   $33.27 415,875$   50% 158,033$  

2026 3 15,000,000$   12,000,000$ $33.27 499,050$   50% 199,620$  

2027 4 17,500,000$   14,500,000$ $33.27 582,225$   50% 241,208$  

2028 5 20,000,000$   17,000,000$ $33.27 665,400$   50% 282,795$  

2029 6 22,500,000$   19,500,000$ $33.27 748,575$   45% 356,821$  

2030 7 25,000,000$   22,000,000$ $33.27 831,750$   45% 402,567$  

2031 8 25,000,000$   22,000,000$ $33.27 831,750$   40% 439,164$  

2032 9 25,000,000$   22,000,000$ $33.27 831,750$   35% 475,761$  

2033 10 25,000,000$   22,000,000$ $33.27 831,750$   30% 512,358$  

2034 11 25,000,000$   22,000,000$ $33.27 831,750$   25% 548,955$  

2035 12 25,000,000$   22,000,000$ $33.27 831,750$   20% 585,552$  

2036 13 25,000,000$   22,000,000$ $33.27 831,750$   15% 622,149$  

2037 14 25,000,000$   22,000,000$ $33.27 831,750$   10% 658,746$  

2038 15 25,000,000$   22,000,000$ $33.27 831,750$   5% 695,343$  

Total 15 Years6,295,516$ 
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City of Beacon City Council Agenda
12/05/2022

Title:

Public Hearing for Proposed Local Law No. 12 Which Amends Chapter 119 of the Code of the City of
Beacon Concerning the Administration and Enforcement of the New York State Uniform Fire Prevention
and Building Code and the State Energy Conservation Construction Code to Incorporate Recent
Updates to 19 NYCRR Part 1203

ATTACHMENTS

Keane & Beane P.C. Memorandum Regarding Proposed Local Law No. 12 of 2022

19 NYCRR Part 1203 (adopted December 2021)

Proposed Local Law No. 12 - Amending 119 of the Code of the City of Beacon
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 Main Office
445 Hamilton Avenue
White Plains, NY 10601
Phone 914.946.4777
Fax 914.946.6868

 Mid-Hudson Office
200 Westage Business Center
Fishkill, NY 12524
Phone 845.896.0120

 New York City Office
99 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016
Phone 646.794.5747

MEMORANDUM

TO: Mayor Kyriacou and Members of the 
City Council of the City of Beacon

FROM: Keane & Beane, P.C.

RE: Proposed Local Law to Amend Chapter 119
Of the Code of the City of Beacon 

DATE: November 17, 2022

Our office has prepared a proposed local law to amend Chapter 119 of the Code of 
the City of Beacon (the “City Code”) to incorporate new requirements set forth in 
Part 1203 of Title 19 of the New York Codes, Rules and Regulations, adopted on 
December 31, 2021. 

Pursuant to Executive Law § 381(1) and the Energy Law § 11-107, the Department 
of State is authorized to promulgate regulations establishing minimum standards for
administration and enforcement of the Uniform Code and the Energy Code. 
Additionally, unless otherwise prescribed by the Secretary of State, Executive Law     
§ 381(2) requires local governments to administer and enforce the Uniform Code and 
the Energy Code. Chapter 119 of the City Code provides for the administration and 
enforcement of the Uniform Code and the Energy Code in the City of Beacon.

Updated versions of the Uniform Code and the Energy Code became effective on 
May 12, 2020 and, as a result, corresponding changes were necessary to Part 1203 of 
Title 19 of the New York Codes, Rules and Regulations: Uniform Code and the 
Energy Code: Minimum Standards for Administration and Enforcement (19 NYCRR 
Part 1203). Thereafter, on December 29, 2021, the Department of State filed a Notice 
of Adoption of a rule repealing and replacing 19 NYCRR Part 1203. This rule will 
become effective on December 30, 2022. Local governments have until December 
30, 2022 to update their code enforcement programs to comply with the new 
provisions of Part 1203. 

The proposed local law amends Chapter 119 of the City Code to comply with the 
minimum administration and enforcement standards set forth in 19 NYCRR Part 
1203.  The changes set forth in the proposed local law are mandated by the State. 
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RULE TEXT  

(19 NYCRR Part 1203) 

 

Part 1203 of Title 19 of the NYCRR is repealed and a new Part 1203 is added to read as follows: 

 

Part 1203 Uniform Code and the Energy Code: Minimum Standards for Administration and 

Enforcement 

 

Section 1203.1 Introduction and definitions. 

(a) Introduction. Section 381 of the Executive Law directs the Secretary of State to promulgate rules and 

regulations for administration of the New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Code and the New 

York State Energy Conservation Construction Code.  

(b) Definitions. Unless otherwise expressly stated, for the purposes of this Part, the following terms shall 

be deemed to have the meanings shown in this subdivision: 

(1) Assembly area. An area in any building, or in any portion of a building, that is primarily used or 

intended to be used for gathering fifty or more persons for uses including, but not limited to, amusement, 

athletic, entertainment, social, or other recreational functions; patriotic, political, civic, educational, or religious 

functions; food or drink consumption; awaiting transportation; or similar purposes.  

(2) Authority having jurisdiction. Any city, town, village, county, state agency, or other governmental 

unit or agency responsible for administration and enforcement of either or both of the Codes. 

(3) Building permit. A building permit, construction permit, demolition permit, or other permit that 

authorizes the performance of work. 
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(4) Certificate of compliance. A document issued by the authority having jurisdiction stating that work 

was done in compliance with approved construction documents and the Codes.  

(5) Certificate of occupancy. A document issued by the authority having jurisdiction certifying that the 

building or structure, or portion thereof, complies with the approved construction documents that have been 

submitted to, and approved by the authority having jurisdiction, and indicating that the building or structure, or 

portion thereof, is in a condition suitable for occupancy.  

(6) Codes. The Uniform Code and Energy Code. 

(7) Energy Code. The New York State Energy Conservation Construction Code, Subchapter B of 

Chapter XXXIII of this Title, adopted pursuant to Article 11 of the Energy Law. 

(8) FCNYS. The 2020 Fire Code of New York State as currently incorporated by reference in Part 1225 

of this Title. 

(9) Fire safety and property maintenance inspection. An inspection performed to determine compliance 

with the applicable provisions of Part 1225 of this Title and the publications incorporated therein by reference 

and the applicable provisions of Part 1226 of this Title and the publications incorporated therein by reference.  

(10) Hazardous production materials. A solid, liquid, or gas associated with semiconductor 

manufacturing that has a degree-of-hazard rating in health, flammability, or instability of Class 3 or 4, as ranked 

by NFPA 704 (Standard Systems for Identification of the Hazards of Materials for Emergency Response), and 

which is used directly in research, laboratory, or production processes which have, as their end product, 

materials that are not hazardous. 

(11) Mobile food preparation vehicles. Vehicles that contain cooking equipment that produces smoke or 

grease-laden vapors for the purpose of preparing and serving food to the public. Vehicles intended for private 

recreation shall not be considered mobile food preparation vehicles. 
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(12) PMCNYS. The 2020 Property Maintenance Code of New York State as currently incorporated by 

reference in Part 1226 of this Title. 

(13) RCNYS. The 2020 Residential Code of New York State as currently incorporated by reference in 

Part 1220 of this Title. 

(14) Repair. The reconstruction, replacement, or renewal of any part of an existing building for the 

purpose of its maintenance or to correct damage. 

(15) Sugarhouse. A building used, in whole or in part, for the collection, storage, or processing of maple 

sap into maple syrup and/or maple sugar. 

(16) Uniform Code. The New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Code, Subchapter A of 

Chapter XXXIII of this Title, adopted pursuant to Article 18 of the Executive Law. 

 

Section 1203.2 Program for administration and enforcement. 

(a) Every city, village, town, and county responsible for administration and enforcement of either or 

both of the Codes shall establish a code enforcement program to provide for such administration and 

enforcement by local law, ordinance, or other appropriate regulation. Such code enforcement program shall 

include the features and provisions described in section 1203.3 of this Part. 

(b) Where the State is responsible under section 1201.2 (d) of Part 1201 of this Title for administration 

and enforcement of the Uniform Code, the state agency or agencies determined in accordance with the 

provisions of Part 1204 of this Title shall administer and enforce the Codes in accordance with Part 1204 of this 

Title and section 1203.3 (j) of this Part. For the purposes of section 1203.3 (j)(5) of this Part, the period fixed by 

the code enforcement program of such state agency, as the interval between periodic condition assessments, 

shall not exceed three years. 
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(c) Every state agency responsible under section 1201.2 of this Title for administration and enforcement 

of the Uniform Code and not otherwise included in subdivisions (a) and (b) of this section shall provide for 

administration and enforcement of the Codes in regulation. Any such regulation shall include the features 

described in section 1203.3 of this Part. 

(d) Every authority having jurisdiction responsible for administration and enforcement of the Uniform 

Code shall exercise its powers in due and proper manner so as to extend to all people of the State protection 

from the hazards of fire and inadequate building construction. Every authority having jurisdiction responsible 

for administration and enforcement of the Energy Code shall exercise its powers in due and proper manner so as 

to further the purposes of Article 11 of the Energy Law, as applicable. 

(e) An authority having jurisdiction may contract directly with an individual or business entity to 

perform “building safety inspector enforcement activities” or “code enforcement official enforcement activities” 

(as those terms are defined in Part 1208 of this Title) on behalf of the authority having jurisdiction, subject to 

the following conditions: 

(1) Where an authority having jurisdiction contracts directly with an individual or a business entity to 

perform any building safety inspector enforcement activities on behalf of such authority having jurisdiction, the 

authority having jurisdiction shall satisfy itself that each individual performing such contracted-for building 

safety inspector enforcement activities has qualifications comparable to those of a person who has met the 

requirements of Part 1208 of this Title applicable to building safety inspectors.  

 (2) Where an authority having jurisdiction contracts directly with an individual or a business entity to 

perform any code enforcement official enforcement activities on behalf of such authority having jurisdiction, 

the authority having jurisdiction shall satisfy itself that each individual performing such contracted-for code 

enforcement official enforcement activities has qualifications comparable to those of a person who has met the 

requirements of Part 1208 of this Title applicable to code enforcement officials.  
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(3) No agreement shall be made by which building permits, certificates of occupancy, temporary 

certificates of occupancy, certificates of compliance, orders, appearance tickets, or other similar documents 

related to administration and enforcement of either or both of the Codes are issued by other than public officers 

of the authority having jurisdiction.  

(4) “Special inspections” (as defined in the Uniform Code), including but not limited to, electrical 

inspections, elevator inspections, welding inspections, and smoke control system inspections are not considered 

to be building safety inspector enforcement activities or code enforcement official enforcement activities (as 

defined in Part 1208 of this Title). Accordingly, a special inspector performing a special inspection is not 

performing a building safety inspector enforcement activity or a code enforcement official enforcement activity 

and is not required to have qualifications comparable to those of a person who has met the requirements of Part 

1208 of this Title. However, an authority having jurisdiction shall not accept or rely upon a special inspection 

unless the person performing such special inspection  

(i) is a qualified person employed or retained by an agency that has been approved by the authority 

having jurisdiction and  

(ii) has been approved by the authority having jurisdiction as having the competence necessary to 

inspect a particular type of construction requiring such special inspection. 

(f) The persons, offices, departments, agencies, or combinations thereof, authorized and responsible for 

administration and enforcement of either or both of the Codes, or any portion thereof, shall be clearly identified. 

 

Section 1203.3 Minimum features of a program for administration and enforcement. 

A program for administration and enforcement of either or both of the Codes shall include all features and 

provisions described in this section 1203.3. Each authority having jurisdiction must provide for each of the 

listed features through local law, ordinance, or appropriate regulation. Such authority having jurisdiction may 
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adopt provisions for administration and enforcement that are more stringent than the minimum standards set 

forth in this section. 

(a) Building permits. 

 (1) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

building permits to be required for work that must conform to either or both of the Codes. Where expressly set 

forth in their code enforcement program, an authority having jurisdiction may exempt from the requirement for 

a building permit any one or more of the categories of work listed in section 1203.3 (a)(1)(i) through (viii). An 

exemption from the requirement to obtain a building permit shall not be deemed an authorization for work to be 

performed in violation of either or both of the Codes. The following categories of work may be exempted from 

the requirement for a building permit: 

(i) construction or installation of one-story detached structures associated with one- or two-family 

dwellings or multiple single-family dwellings (townhouses), which are used for tool and storage sheds, 

playhouses, or similar uses, provided the gross floor area does not exceed 144 square feet; 

(ii) construction of temporary sets and scenery associated with motion picture, television, and theater 

uses; 

(iii) installation of window awnings supported by an exterior wall of a one-or two-family dwelling or 

multiple single-family dwellings (townhouses); 

(iv) installation of partitions or movable cases less than 5′-9″ in height; 

(v) painting, wallpapering, tiling, carpeting, or other similar finish work; 

(vi) installation of listed portable electrical, plumbing, heating, ventilation, or cooling equipment or 

appliances; 

(vii) replacement of any equipment provided the replacement does not alter the equipment's listing or 

render it inconsistent with the equipment's original specifications; and 
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(viii) repairs, provided that the work does not have an impact on fire and life safety, such as:  

(a) any part of the structural system; 

(b) the required means of egress; or 

(c) the fire protection system or the removal from service of any part of the fire protection system for 

any period of time.  

 (2) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

an application for a building permit, or an amendment thereto, to include information sufficient to enable the 

authority having jurisdiction to determine that the intended work accords with the requirements of the Codes. 

An application for a building permit shall include, but not be limited to, the following information and 

documentation: 

(i) a description of the location, nature, extent, and scope of the proposed work; 

(ii) the tax map number and the street address of any affected building or structure; 

(iii) the occupancy classification of any affected building or structure; 

(iv) where applicable, a statement of special inspections to be prepared in accordance with the 

provisions of the Uniform Code;  

(v) construction documents (drawings and/or specifications), in the format and quantity acceptable to the 

authority having jurisdiction, prepared in compliance with section 1203.3 (a)(3);  

(vi) any additional submittal documents in the format and quantity acceptable to the authority having 

jurisdiction as required by the applicable provisions of the Codes; 

(vii) any other information and documentation that the authority having jurisdiction may deem necessary 

to allow the authority having jurisdiction to determine that the proposed work conforms to the Codes. 

(3) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

construction documents submitted as part of an application for a building permit to be drawn to scale on suitable 
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material or in electronic media. The authority having jurisdiction shall not approve required construction 

documents unless they show in sufficient detail that they contain the information and/or documentation required 

by the applicable provisions of either or both of the Codes, and including but not limited to the following, where 

applicable: 

(i) describing the location, nature, extent, and scope of the proposed work; 

(ii) showing that the proposed work will conform to the applicable provisions of the Codes; 

(iii) showing the location, construction, size, and character of all portions of the means of egress; 

(iv) showing a representation of the building thermal envelope; 

(v) showing structural information including but not limited to braced wall designs; the size, section, and 

relative locations of structural members; design loads; and other pertinent structural information; 

(vi) showing the proposed structural, electrical, plumbing, mechanical, fire-protection, and other service 

systems of the building; 

(vii) a written statement indicating compliance with the Energy Code; 

(viii) a site plan, drawn to scale and drawn in accordance with an accurate boundary survey, showing the 

size and location of new construction and existing structures and appurtenances on the site; distances from lot 

lines; the established street grades and the proposed finished grades; and, as applicable, flood hazard areas, 

floodways, and design flood elevations;  

(ix) evidence that the documents were prepared by a licensed and registered architect in accordance with 

Article 147 of the New York State Education Law or a licensed and registered professional engineer in 

accordance with Article 145 of the New York State Education Law and practice guidelines, including but not 

limited to the design professional’s seal which clearly and legibly shows both the design professional’s name 

and license number and is signed by the design professional whose name appears on the seal in such a manner 

that neither the name nor the number is obscured in any way, the design professional’s registration expiration 
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date, the design professional’s firm name (if not a sole practitioner), and, if the documents are submitted by a 

professional engineering firm and not a sole practitioner professional engineer, the firm’s Certificate of 

Authorization number; and 

(x) include any other information and documentation that the authority having jurisdiction may deem 

necessary to allow the authority having jurisdiction to determine that the proposed work conforms to the Codes. 

(4) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions 

requiring the authority having jurisdiction, or an individual or entity contracted by the authority having 

jurisdiction and satisfying the requirements set forth in section 1203.2 (e)(2), to examine applications for a 

building permit or for an amendment thereto to ascertain whether the proposed work is in conformance with the 

requirements of the Codes. Construction documents and any other submittal documents approved as part of a 

building permit application shall be so marked in writing and by stamp, or in the case of electronic media, an 

electronic marking. One complete set of approved construction documents and other submittal documents shall 

be retained by the authority having jurisdiction. One complete set shall be returned to the applicant to be 

available at the work site for use by the authorized representatives of the authority having jurisdiction.  

(5) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

building permits to contain a statement indicating that all work shall be performed in accordance with the 

approved building permit application including any supporting information and documentation, such as 

construction documents, written statements, submittal documents, etc. In addition, a building permit shall 

include a directive indicating that the building permit holder must notify the authority having jurisdiction 

immediately in the event of changes occurring during construction. 

 (6) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

building permits to be issued with a specific expiration date. The authority having jurisdiction may provide that 
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a building permit shall become invalid unless the work authorized is commenced within a specified period 

following issuance. 

(7) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

that when a building permit has been issued in error because of incorrect, inaccurate, or incomplete information, 

or the work for which the building permit was issued violates either or both of the Codes, such building permit 

shall be revoked or suspended until such time as the building permit holder demonstrates that all work 

completed and all work proposed shall be in compliance with applicable provisions of the Codes. 

(8) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

building permits to be visibly displayed at the worksite and to remain visible until the project has been 

completed. 

(b) Construction inspections. 

(1) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

the authority having jurisdiction, or an individual or entity contracted by the authority having jurisdiction and 

satisfying the requirements set forth in section 1203.2 (e)(2), to perform construction inspections required by 

the Codes including those listed in this paragraph, either in-person or remotely. Remote inspections in lieu of 

in-person inspections may be performed when, at the discretion of the authority having jurisdiction, the remote 

inspection can be performed to the same level and quality as an in-person inspection and the remote inspection 

shows to the satisfaction of the authority having jurisdiction that the elements of the construction process 

conform with the applicable requirements of the Codes. Should a remote inspection not afford the authority 

having jurisdiction sufficient information to make a determination, an in-person inspection shall be performed. 

Inspections shall include but not be limited to the following elements of the construction process, where 

applicable: 

(i) worksite prior to the issuance of a permit; 
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(ii) footing and foundation; 

(iii) preparation for concrete slab; 

(iv) framing; 

(v) structural, electrical, plumbing, mechanical, fire-protection, and other similar service systems of the 

building; 

(vi) fire resistant construction; 

(vii) fire resistant penetrations; 

(viii) solid fuel-burning heating appliances, chimneys, flues, or gas vents; 

(ix)  inspections required to demonstrate Energy Code compliance, including but not limited to 

insulation, fenestration, air leakage, system controls, mechanical equipment size, and, where required, minimum 

fan efficiencies, programmable thermostats, energy recovery, whole-house ventilation, plumbing heat traps, 

high-performance lighting, and controls;  

(x) installation, connection, and assembly of factory manufactured buildings and manufactured homes; 

and 

(xi) a final inspection after all work authorized by the building permit has been completed.  

(2) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

work for which a permit has been issued to remain accessible and exposed until inspected and accepted by the 

authority having jurisdiction and requiring building permit holders to notify the authority having jurisdiction 

when construction work is ready for inspection. 

(3) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

that after each inspection, the authority having jurisdiction shall note the work or a portion thereof to be 

satisfactory as completed, or the building permit holder shall be notified as to the manner in which the work 

fails to comply with either or both of the Codes, including a citation to the specific code provision or provisions 
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that have not been met. The code enforcement program shall also include provisions requiring work not in 

compliance with applicable provisions of either or both of the Codes to remain exposed until it has been brought 

into compliance with the Codes, re-inspected, and found satisfactory as completed. 

(c) Stop work orders. 

Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions for the 

authority having jurisdiction to issue stop work orders to halt work that is determined to be contrary to 

provisions of either or both of the Codes, is being conducted in a dangerous or unsafe manner, is being 

performed without obtaining a required building permit, or when a building permit has been issued in error. A 

stop work order shall state the reason for its issuance and the conditions which must be satisfied before work 

will be allowed to resume. 

(d) Certificates of occupancy, certificates of compliance, and temporary certificates of occupancy. 

 (1) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions for the 

authority having jurisdiction to issue a certificate of occupancy or a certificate of compliance for any work 

which is the subject of a building permit and required to comply with either or both of the codes and for all 

structures, buildings, or portions thereof, which are converted from one use or occupancy classification or 

subclassification to another. The code enforcement program shall provide that, except as provided in section 

1203.3 (d)(4), permission to use or occupy a building or structure, or portion thereof, for which a building 

permit was previously issued, or which has been converted from one use or occupancy classification or 

subclassification to another, shall be granted only by issuance of a certificate of occupancy or a certificate of 

compliance. 

 (2) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program a provision that 

precludes the authority having jurisdiction from issuing a certificate of occupancy or a certificate of compliance 

until the authority having jurisdiction shall have: 
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 (i) inspected the building, structure, or work and determined that the building, structure, or work is in 

compliance with all applicable provisions of the Codes; 

 (ii) where applicable, received and reviewed each written statement of structural observations and/or a 

final report of special inspections required by any applicable provisions of the Uniform Code and determined 

that the information in such written statement or report adequately demonstrates compliance with the applicable 

provision of the Uniform Code;  

 (iii) where applicable, received and reviewed flood hazard certifications required by any applicable 

provisions of the Uniform Code and determined that the information in such certifications adequately 

demonstrates compliance with the applicable provision of the Uniform Code;  

 (iv) where applicable, received and reviewed each written statement of the results of tests performed to 

show compliance with the Energy Code and determined that the information in such statements adequately 

demonstrates compliance with the applicable provision of the Energy Code; and 

 (v) where applicable, verified the affixation of the appropriate seals, insignias, and manufacturers’ data 

plates as required for factory manufactured buildings and/or manufactured homes. 

 (3) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

a certificate of occupancy or certificate of compliance to contain the following information: 

(i) the building permit number, if any; 

(ii) the date of issuance of the building permit, if any; 

(iii) the name, address, and tax map number of the property; 

(iv) if the certificate of occupancy or certificate of compliance is not applicable to an entire structure, a 

description of that portion of the structure for which the certificate of occupancy or certificate of compliance is 

issued; 

(v) the use and occupancy classification of the structure; 
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(vi) the type of construction of the structure; 

(vii) the occupant load of the assembly areas in the structure, if any; 

(viii) any special conditions imposed in connection with the issuance of the building permit;  

(ix) the signature of the official issuing the certificate of occupancy or certificate of compliance; and  

(x) the date of issuance of the certificate of occupancy or certificate of compliance. 

 (4) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions allowing 

the authority having jurisdiction to issue a temporary certificate of occupancy prior to the completion of the 

work that is the subject of a building permit. The code enforcement program shall provide that: 

(i) A temporary certificate of occupancy shall be limited to a specified period of time during which the 

building permit holder shall undertake to bring the structure into full compliance with applicable provisions of 

the Codes.  

(ii) The temporary certificate of occupancy shall specify the portion or portions of the building or 

structure that may be occupied pursuant to the temporary certificate of occupancy, and any special terms or 

conditions of such occupancy that the authority having jurisdiction may deem to be appropriate to ensure the 

health and safety of the persons occupying and using the building or structure and/or performing further 

construction work in the building or structure.  

(iii) The temporary certificate of occupancy shall also include the information mentioned in section 

1203.3 (d)(3).  

(iv) An authority having jurisdiction shall not issue a temporary certificate of occupancy until it 

determines that the following conditions are met: 

(a) the structure or portions thereof may be occupied safely;  

(b) any required fire and life safety components, such as fire protection equipment and fire, smoke, 

carbon monoxide, and heat detectors and alarms are installed and operational; and 
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(c) all required means of egress from the structure have been provided. 

 (5) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

a certificate of occupancy, certificate of compliance, or temporary certificate of occupancy issued in error or on 

the basis of incorrect information to be suspended or revoked by the authority having jurisdiction if the relevant 

deficiencies are not corrected within a specified period of time. 

(e) Notification regarding fire or explosion.   

Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program procedures t for the 

chief of any fire department providing firefighting services for a property to notify the authority having 

jurisdiction of any fire or explosion involving any structural damage, fuel-burning appliance, chimney or gas 

vent. 

(f) Unsafe structures and equipment and conditions of imminent danger. 

Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program procedures for the 

authority having jurisdiction to identify and address unsafe structures and equipment and conditions of 

imminent danger consistent with the requirements of the Uniform Code. 

(g) Operating permits. 

(1) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

operating permits for conducting any process or activity or for operating any type of building, structure, or 

facility listed in this paragraph as follows: 

(i) manufacturing, storing, or handling hazardous materials in quantities exceeding those listed in the 

applicable Maximum Allowable Quantity tables found in Chapter 50 of the FCNYS; 

(ii) buildings, structures, facilities, processes, and/or activities that are within the scope and/or permit 

requirements of the chapter or section title of the FCNYS listed and described in section 1203.3 (g)(1)(ii) as 

follows:  
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(a) Chapter 22, “Combustible Dust-Producing Operations.”  Facilities where the operation produces 

combustible dust; 

(b) Chapter 24, “Flammable Finishes.”  Operations utilizing flammable or combustible liquids, or the 

application of combustible powders regulated by Chapter 24 of the FCNYS; 

(c) Chapter 25, “Fruit and Crop Ripening.”  Operating a fruit- or crop-ripening facility or conducting a 

fruit-ripening process using ethylene gas; 

(d) Chapter 26, “Fumigation and Insecticidal Fogging.”  Conducting fumigation or insecticidal fogging 

operations in buildings, structures, and spaces, except for fumigation or insecticidal fogging performed by the 

occupant of a detached one-family dwelling; 

(e) Chapter 31, “Tents, Temporary Special Event Structures, and Other Membrane Structures.”  

Operating an air-supported temporary membrane structure, a temporary special event structure, or a tent where 

approval is required pursuant to Chapter 31 of the FCNYS; 

(f) Chapter 32, “High-Piled Combustible Storage.”  High-piled combustible storage facilities with more 

than 500 square feet (including aisles) of high-piled storage; 

(g) Chapter 34, “Tire Rebuilding and Tire Storage.”  Operating a facility that stores in excess of 2,500 

cubic feet of scrap tires or tire byproducts or operating a tire rebuilding plant; 

(h) Chapter 35, “Welding and Other Hot Work.”  Performing public exhibitions and demonstrations 

where hot work is conducted, use of hot work, welding, or cutting equipment, inside or on a structure, except an 

operating permit is not required where work is conducted under the authorization of a building permit or where 

performed by the occupant of a detached one- or two-family dwelling; 

(i) Chapter 40, “Sugarhouse Alternative Activity Provisions.”  Conducting an alternative activity at a 

sugarhouse;  
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(j) Chapter 56, “Explosives and Fireworks.” Possessing, manufacturing, storing, handling, selling, or 

using, explosives, fireworks, or other pyrotechnic special effects materials except the outdoor use of sparkling 

devices as defined by Penal Law section 270;  

(k) Section 307, “Open Burning, Recreational Fires and Portable Outdoor Fireplaces.”  Conducting open 

burning, not including recreational fires and portable outdoor fireplaces; 

(l) Section 308, “Open Flames.”  Removing paint with a torch, or using open flames, fire, and burning in 

connection with assembly areas or educational occupancies; and 

(m) Section 319, “Mobile Food Preparation Vehicles.”  Operating a mobile food preparation vehicle. 

 (iii) energy storage systems, where the system exceeds the values shown in Table 1206.1 of the FCNYS 

or exceeds the permitted aggregate ratings in section R327.5 of the RCNYS. 

 (iv) buildings containing one or more assembly areas;  

(v) outdoor events where the planned attendance exceeds 1,000 persons; 

(vi) facilities that store, handle or use hazardous production materials;  

(vii) parking garages as defined in section 1203.3 (j);  

(viii) buildings whose use or occupancy classification may pose a substantial potential hazard to public 

safety, as determined by the authority having jurisdiction; and 

(ix) other processes or activities or for operating any type of building, structure, or facility at the 

discretion of the authority having jurisdiction. 

(2) Where specifically identified in their code enforcement program, an authority having jurisdiction 

may exempt from the requirement for an operating permit the processes or activities, or the buildings, 

structures, or facilities listed in section 1203.3 (g)(1), provided that the use is expressly authorized by a 

certificate of occupancy or certificate of compliance, fire safety and property maintenance inspections are 

performed in accordance with section 1203.3 (h), and condition assessments are performed in compliance with 
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section 1203.3 (j), as applicable. Neither this paragraph nor the provisions of the code enforcement program of 

the authority having jurisdiction that implement this paragraph shall limit or impair the right of the authority 

having jurisdiction to take any other enforcement action, including but not limited to those specified in section 

1203.5 of this Part, as may be necessary or appropriate in response to any citation of non-compliance found 

during a fire safety and property maintenance inspection. 

(3) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

parties who propose to undertake the types of activities or operate the types of buildings listed in section 1203.3 

(g)(1), and not otherwise exempted by section 1203.3 (g)(2), to obtain an operating permit prior to commencing 

such activity or operation. The code enforcement program shall also include provisions requiring an application 

for an operating permit to contain sufficient information to enable a determination that quantities, materials, and 

activities conform to the requirements of the Uniform Code. Tests or reports necessary to verify conformance 

shall be required. 

(4) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

the authority having jurisdiction, or an individual or entity contracted by the authority having jurisdiction and 

satisfying the requirements set forth in section 1203.2 (e)(2), to perform an inspection of the premises prior to 

the issuance or renewal of an operating permit. Such inspections shall be performed either in-person or 

remotely. Remote inspections in lieu of in-person inspections may be performed when, at the discretion of the 

authority having jurisdiction, the remote inspection can be performed to the same level and quality as an in-

person inspection and the remote inspection shows to the satisfaction of the authority having jurisdiction that 

the premises conform with the applicable requirements of the Uniform Code and the code enforcement 

program. Should a remote inspection not afford the authority having jurisdiction sufficient information to make 

a determination, an in-person inspection shall be performed. After inspection, the premises shall be noted as 

satisfactory and the operating permit shall be issued, or the operating permit holder shall be notified as to the 
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manner in which the premises fails to comply with either or both of the Uniform Code and the code 

enforcement program, including a citation to the specific provision or provisions that have not been met.  

(5) Where specifically identified in their code enforcement program, an authority having jurisdiction 

may allow a single operating permit to apply to more than one hazardous activity. 

(6) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions for 

operating permits to remain in effect until reissued, renewed, or revoked and shall be issued for a specified 

period of time consistent with local conditions, but in no event to exceed:  

(i) 180 days for tents, special event structures, and other membrane structures;  

(ii) 60 days for alternative activities at a sugarhouse;  

(iii) three years for the activities, structures, and operations determined per section 1203.3 (g)(1)(ix), and 

(iv) one year for all other activities, structures, and operations identified in section 1203.3 (g)(1).   

(7) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

the authority having jurisdiction, or an individual or entity contracted by the authority having jurisdiction and 

satisfying the requirements set forth in section 1203.2 (e)(1) or 1203.2 (e)(2), to revoke or suspend an operating 

permit where a process or activity, or the operation of any type of building, structure, or facility does not 

comply with applicable provisions of the Uniform Code. 

(h) Fire safety and property maintenance inspections. 

(1) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

the authority having jurisdiction, or an individual or entity contracted by the authority having jurisdiction and 

satisfying the requirements set forth in section 1203.2 (e)(1) or 1203.2 (e)(2), to perform fire safety and property 

maintenance inspections either in-person or remotely. Remote inspections in lieu of in-person inspections may 

be performed when, at the discretion of the authority having jurisdiction, the remote inspection can be 

performed to the same level and quality as an in-person inspection and the remote inspection shows to the 
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satisfaction of the authority having jurisdiction that the premises conform with the applicable requirements of 

the Codes. Should a remote inspection not afford the authority having jurisdiction sufficient information to 

make a determination, an in-person inspection shall be performed. Fire safety and property maintenance 

inspections shall be performed at intervals consistent with local conditions, but in no event shall such intervals 

exceed: 

(i) one year for buildings which contain an assembly area; 

(ii) one year for public and private schools and colleges, including any buildings of such schools or 

colleges containing classrooms, dormitories, fraternities, sororities, laboratories, physical education, dining or 

recreational facilities; and 

(iii) three years for multiple dwellings and all nonresidential occupancies. 

(2) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

that after each inspection, the authority having jurisdiction shall note the premises as satisfactory, or the owner 

and operator shall be notified as to the manner in which the premises fails to comply with the Uniform Code, 

including a citation to the specific Uniform Code provision or provisions that have not been met.  

(3) Nothing in this subdivision shall require or be construed to require regular, periodic inspections of 

(A) owner-occupied one and two-family dwellings, or (B) agricultural buildings used directly and solely for 

agricultural purposes, provided, however, that this shall not be a limitation on inspections conducted at the 

invitation of the owner or occupant, or where conditions on the premises threaten or present a hazard to public 

health, safety, or welfare. 

(4) In the case of a building referred to in section 1203.3 (h)(1)(ii), an authority having jurisdiction may 

accept an inspection performed by the Office of Fire Prevention and Control or other authorized entity pursuant 

to sections 807-a and 807-b of the Education Law and/or section 156-e of the Executive Law, in lieu of an 
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inspection performed by the authority having jurisdiction or an individual or entity contracted by the authority 

having jurisdiction, provided that 

(i) the authority having jurisdiction satisfies itself that the individual performing such inspection satisfies 

the requirements set forth in section 1203.2 (e)(1) or 1203.2 (e)(2); 

(ii) the authority having jurisdiction satisfies itself that such inspection covers all elements required to be 

covered by a fire safety and property maintenance inspection; 

(iii) such inspections are performed no less frequently than once a year; 

(iv) a true and complete copy of the report of each such inspection is provided to the authority having 

jurisdiction; and  

(v) upon receipt of each such report, the authority having jurisdiction takes the appropriate action 

prescribed by paragraph (2) of this subdivision or verifies the authorized entity performing the inspection has 

taken the appropriate action consistent with paragraph (2) of this subdivision.  

(i) Procedure for complaints. Procedures shall be established for addressing bona fide complaints which 

assert that buildings, structures, conditions, or activities fail to comply with either or both of the Codes or with 

local laws, ordinances, or regulations adopted for administration and enforcement of the either or both of the 

Codes. The process for responding to such complaints shall include, when appropriate, provisions for inspection 

of the buildings, structures, conditions, and/or activities alleged to be in violation. 

(j) Condition assessments of parking garages. 

(1) General. Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions 

requiring condition assessments of parking garages. Such provisions shall include, at a minimum, the 

requirements and features described in this subdivision. 

(2) Definitions. For the purposes of section 1203.3 (j), the following terms shall be deemed to have the 

meanings shown in this paragraph: 
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(i) Condition assessment. An on-site inspection and evaluation of a parking garage for evidence of 

deterioration of any structural element or building component of such parking garage, evidence of the existence 

of any unsafe condition in such parking garage, and evidence indicating that such parking garage is an unsafe 

structure. 

(ii) Deterioration. The weakening, disintegration, corrosion, rust, or decay of any structural element or 

building component or any other loss of effectiveness of a structural element or building component. 

(iii) Parking garage. Any building or structure, or part thereof, in which any structural level, or part 

thereof is used for parking or storage of motor vehicles, excluding: 

(a) buildings in which the only level used for parking or storage of motor vehicles is entirely supported 

on soil or engineered fill, and not supported on structural framing; 

(b) an attached or accessory structure providing parking exclusively for a detached one- or two-family 

dwelling; and 

(c) a townhouse unit with attached parking exclusively for such unit. 

(iv) Professional engineer. An individual who is licensed or otherwise authorized under article 145 of 

the Education Law to practice the profession of engineering in the State of New York and who has at least three 

years of experience performing structural evaluations. 

(v) Responsible professional engineer. The professional engineer who performs a condition assessment, 

or under whose supervision a condition assessment is performed, and who seals and signs the condition 

assessment report. 

(vi) Unsafe condition. The conditions identified as unsafe in sections 304.1.1, 305.1.1, and 306.1.1 of 

the PMCNYS. 

(vii) Unsafe structure. A structure that is so damaged, decayed, dilapidated, or structurally unsafe, or is 

of such faulty construction or unstable foundation, that partial or complete collapse is possible. 
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(3) Condition assessments – general requirements. The owner or operator of each parking garage shall 

cause such parking garage to undergo an initial condition assessment as described in section 1203.3 (j)(4), 

periodic condition assessments as described in section 1203.3 (j)(5), and such additional condition assessments 

as may be required under section 1203.3 (j)(6). Each condition assessment shall be conducted by or under the 

direct supervision of a responsible professional engineer. A written report of each condition assessment shall be 

prepared and provided to the authority having jurisdiction, in accordance with the requirements of section 

1203.3 (j)(7). Before performing a condition assessment (other than the initial condition assessment) of a 

parking garage, the responsible professional engineer for such condition assessment shall review all available 

previous condition assessment reports for such parking garage. 

(4) Initial condition assessment. Each parking garage shall undergo an initial condition assessment as 

follows: 

(i) Parking garages constructed on or after August 29, 2018, shall undergo an initial condition 

assessment following construction and prior to a certificate of occupancy or certificate of compliance being 

issued for the structure. 

(ii) Parking garages constructed prior to August 29, 2018, shall undergo an initial condition assessment 

as follows: 

(a) if originally constructed prior to January 1, 1984, then prior to October 1, 2019; 

(b) if originally constructed between January 1, 1984 and December 31, 2002, then prior to October 1, 

2020; and 

(c) if originally constructed between January 1, 2003 and August 28, 2018, then prior to October 1, 

2021. 

(5) Periodic condition assessments. Following the initial condition assessment of a parking garage, such 

parking garage shall undergo periodic condition assessments at intervals not to exceed the lesser of: 
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(i) three years; or 

(ii) at such shorter period as may be fixed by the authority having jurisdiction in its code enforcement 

program. 

(6) Additional condition assessments. 

(i) If the latest condition assessment report for a parking garage includes a recommendation by the 

responsible professional engineer that an additional condition assessment of such parking garage, or any portion 

of such parking garage, be performed before the date by which the next periodic condition assessment would be 

required under section 1203.3 (j)(5), the authority having jurisdiction shall require the owner or operator of such 

parking garage to cause such parking garage (or, if applicable, the portion of such parking garage identified by 

the responsible professional engineer) to undergo an additional condition assessment no later than the date 

recommended in such condition assessment report. 

(ii) If the authority having jurisdiction becomes aware of any new or increased deterioration which, in 

the judgment of the authority having jurisdiction, indicates that an additional condition assessment of the entire 

parking garage, or of the portion of the parking garage affected by such new or increased deterioration, should 

be performed before the date by which the next periodic condition assessment would be required under section 

1203.3 (j)(5), the authority having jurisdiction shall require the owner or operator of such parking garage to 

cause such parking garage (or, if applicable, the portion of the parking garage affected by such new or increased 

deterioration) to undergo an additional condition assessment no later than the date determined by the authority 

having jurisdiction to be appropriate. 

(7) Condition assessment reports. The responsible professional engineer shall prepare, or directly 

supervise the preparation of, a written report of each condition assessment, and shall submit such condition 

assessment report to the authority having jurisdiction within such time period as fixed by the authority having 
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jurisdiction. Such condition assessment report shall be sealed and signed by the responsible professional 

engineer, and shall include: 

(i) an evaluation and description of the extent of deterioration and conditions that cause deterioration 

that could result in an unsafe condition or unsafe structure; 

(ii) an evaluation and description of the extent of deterioration and conditions that cause deterioration 

that, in the opinion of the responsible professional engineer, should be remedied immediately to prevent an 

unsafe condition or unsafe structure; 

(iii) an evaluation and description of the unsafe conditions; 

(iv) an evaluation and description of the problems associated with the deterioration, conditions that 

cause deterioration, and unsafe conditions; 

(v) an evaluation and description of the corrective options available, including the recommended 

timeframe for remedying the deterioration, conditions that cause deterioration, and unsafe conditions; 

(vi) an evaluation and description of the risks associated with not addressing the deterioration, 

conditions that cause deterioration, and unsafe conditions; 

(vii) the responsible professional engineer’s recommendation regarding preventative maintenance; 

(viii) except in the case of the report of the initial condition assessment, the responsible professional 

engineer’s attestation that he or she reviewed all previously prepared condition assessment reports available for 

such parking garage, and considered the information in the previously prepared reports while performing the 

current condition assessment and while preparing the current report; and 

(ix) the responsible professional engineer’s recommendation regarding the time within which the next 

condition assessment of the parking garage or portion thereof should be performed. In making the 

recommendation regarding the time within which the next condition assessment of the parking garage or portion 

thereof should be performed, the responsible professional engineer shall consider the parking garage’s age, 
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maintenance history, structural condition, construction materials, frequency and intensity of use, location, 

exposure to the elements, and any other factors deemed relevant by the responsible professional engineer in his 

or her professional judgment. 

(8) The authority having jurisdiction shall review each condition assessment report. The authority  

having jurisdiction shall take such enforcement action or actions in response to the information in such 

condition assessment report as may be necessary or appropriate to protect the public from the hazards that may 

result from the conditions described in such report. In particular, but not by way of limitation, the authority 

having jurisdiction shall, by order to remedy or such other means of enforcement as the authority having 

jurisdiction may deem appropriate, require the owner or operator of the parking garage to repair or otherwise 

remedy all deterioration, all conditions that cause deterioration, and all unsafe conditions identified in such 

condition assessment report pursuant to section 1203.3 (j)(7)(ii) and section 1203.3 (j)(7)(iii). All repairs and 

remedies shall comply with the applicable provisions of the Uniform Code. Neither this paragraph nor the 

provisions of the code enforcement program of the authority having jurisdiction that implement this paragraph 

shall limit or impair the right of the authority having jurisdiction to take any other enforcement action, including 

but not limited to placing a do not occupy order or suspension or revocation of a parking garage’s operating 

permit, as may be necessary or appropriate in response to the information in a condition assessment report. 

(9) The authority having jurisdiction shall retain all condition assessment reports for the life of the 

parking garage. Upon request by a professional engineer who has been engaged to perform a condition 

assessment of a parking garage, and who provides the authority having jurisdiction with a written statement 

attesting to the fact that he or she has been so engaged, the authority having jurisdiction shall make the 

previously prepared condition assessment reports for such parking garage (or copies of such reports) available 

to such professional engineer. The authority having jurisdiction shall be permitted to require the owner or 
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operator of the subject parking garage to pay all costs and expenses associated with making such previously 

prepared condition assessment reports (or copies thereof) available to the professional engineer. 

(10) Neither this subdivision nor the provisions of the code enforcement program of the authority having 

jurisdiction that implement this subdivision shall limit or impair the right or the obligation of the authority 

having jurisdiction: 

(i) to perform such construction inspections as are required by the stricter of section 1203.3 (b) or the 

code enforcement program of the authority having jurisdiction; 

(ii) to perform such periodic fire safety and property maintenance inspections as are required by the 

stricter of section 1203.3 (h) or the code enforcement program of the authority having jurisdiction; and/or 

(iii) to take such enforcement action or actions as may be necessary or appropriate to respond to any 

condition that comes to the attention of the authority having jurisdiction by means of its own inspections or 

observations, by means of a complaint, or by any other means other than a condition assessment or a report of a 

condition assessment. 

(11) The use of the term responsible professional engineer in this subdivision shall not be construed as 

limiting the professional responsibility or liability of any professional engineer, or of any other licensed 

professional, who participates in the preparation of a condition assessment without being the responsible 

professional engineer for such condition assessment. 

 (k) Climatic and Geographic Design Criteria. The city, town, and village responsible for administration 

and enforcement of the Uniform Code shall establish and make available climatic and geographic design criteria 

as required by the Uniform Code. This includes, but is not limited to: 

(1) Establishing design criteria to include ground snow load; wind design loads; seismic category; 

potential damage from weathering, frost, and termite; winter design temperature; whether ice barrier 

underlayment is required; the air freezing index; and the mean annual temperature; 
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(2) Establishing heating and cooling equipment design criteria for structures within the scope of the 

RCNYS. The design criteria shall include the data identified in the Design Criteria Table found in Chapter 3 of 

the RCNYS; and 

(3) Establishing flood hazard areas, flood hazard maps, and supporting data. The flood hazard map shall 

include, at a minimum, special flood hazard areas as identified by the Federal Emergency Management Agency 

in the Flood Insurance Study for the community, as amended or revised with: 

(i) the accompanying Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM);  

(ii) Flood Boundary and Floodway Map (FBFM); and 

(iii) related supporting data along with any revisions thereto. 

 (l) Recordkeeping. A system of records of the features and activities specified in section 1203.3 (a) 

through section 1203.3 (k) and of fees charged and collected, if any, shall be established and maintained. 

 

Section 1203.4 Program review and reporting. 

(a) Every city, village, town, and county charged under subdivision 2 of section 381 of the Executive 

Law with administration and enforcement of the Uniform Code shall annually submit to the Secretary of State, 

on a form prescribed by the Secretary of state, a report of its activities relative to administration and 

enforcement of the Codes. 

(b) Upon request of the Department of State, every authority having jurisdiction shall provide to the 

Department of State true and complete copies of the records and related materials such authority having 

jurisdiction is required to maintain; true and complete copies of such portion of such records and related 

materials as may be requested by the Department of State; and/or such excerpts, summaries, tabulations, 

statistics, and other information and accounts of its activities in connection with administration and enforcement 

of either or both of the Codes as may be requested by the Department of State. Failure to produce the requested 
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materials within a reasonable timeframe shall permit an inference that the minimum standards of this Part have 

not been met.  No such inference shall be based on the failure to provide copies of records if such records were, 

prior to a request for copies, disposed of pursuant to the applicable records retention and disposition schedules 

established by the authority having jurisdiction or pursuant to the Arts and Cultural Affairs Law. 

 

Section 1203.5 Compliance with an order to remedy. 

(a) Introduction and purpose. Section 381 of the Executive Law provides for the administration and 

enforcement of the Codes and authorizes the Secretary of State to promulgate regulations establishing minimum 

standards for such administration and enforcement. In addition, subdivision 2 of section 382 of the Executive 

Law provides, in part, that any person, having been served, either personally or by registered or certified mail, 

with an order to remedy any condition found to exist in, on, or about any building in violation of the Uniform 

Code, who shall fail to comply with such order within the time fixed by the regulations promulgated by the 

Secretary of State pursuant to subdivision 1 of section 381 of the Executive Law, such time period to be stated 

in the order, shall be punishable by a fine of not more than $1,000 per day of violation, or imprisonment not 

exceeding one year, or both. The purpose of this section is to fix, for the purposes of subdivision 2 of section 

382 of the Executive Law, the time within which a person or entity served with an order to remedy is required 

to comply with such order to remedy. 

(b) Definitions. In this section, the following terms shall have the following meanings: 

(1) Order to remedy. An order to remedy any condition found to exist in, on, or about any building in 

violation of the Uniform Code. 

(2) Comply with an order to remedy. To remedy completely each violation described in the order to 

remedy. 
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(c) Time for compliance with order to remedy. For the purposes of subdivision 2 of section 382 of the 

Executive Law, the time within which a person or entity served with an order to remedy is required to comply 

with such order to remedy is hereby fixed at 30 days following the date of such order to remedy. 

(d) Statement to be included in order to remedy. For the purpose of complying with that part of 

subdivision 2 of section 382 of the Executive Law that provides “such time period to be stated in the order,” an 

order to remedy shall include a statement substantially similar to the following: “The person or entity served 

with this Order to Remedy must completely remedy each violation described in this Order to Remedy by _____ 

[specify date], which is thirty (30) days after the date of this Order to Remedy.” 

(e) Service. An order to remedy shall be served personally or by certified or registered mail within five 

days of the date of the order. For the purposes of this section: 

(1) if an order to remedy is served personally by any authorized means that requires more than one 

action by the person effecting service (such as service by “delivery and mail” similar to that authorized by 

CPLR 308[2]), the order to remedy shall be deemed to be served on the date on which the last required action is 

taken; and 

(2) an order to remedy served by certified or registered mail shall be deemed to be served on the date it 

is mailed. 

(f) Requiring immediate commencement of corrective action. Nothing in this section shall be construed 

as prohibiting any authority having jurisdiction that issues an order to remedy from including in such order to 

remedy provisions ordering the person or entity served with such order to remedy: 

(1) to begin to remedy the violations described in the order to remedy immediately, or within some other 

specified period of time which may be less than 30 days; to continue diligently to remedy such violations until 

each such violation is fully remedied; and, in any event, to complete the remedying of all such violations within 

30 days of the date of such order to remedy; and/or 
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(2) to take such other protective actions (such as vacating the building or barricading the area where the 

violations exist) which are authorized by the code enforcement program of the authority having jurisdiction or 

by any other applicable statute, regulation, rule, local law or ordinance, and which the authority having 

jurisdiction may deem appropriate, during the period while such violations are being remedied. 

(g) Other means of enforcing the Uniform Code. Nothing in this section shall be construed as requiring 

an authority having jurisdiction to issue an order to remedy in a given situation where violations of the Uniform 

Code are found to exist if, in the judgment of the authority having jurisdiction, such violations can be addressed 

adequately by the use of other enforcement tools or by other means. Nothing in this section shall be construed 

as limiting the authority of an authority having jurisdiction to employ any other means of enforcing either or 

both of the Codes, including, but not limited to: 

(1) issuing notices of violation; 

(2) issuing appearance tickets; 

(3) commencing and prosecuting an appropriate action or proceeding pursuant to that part of subdivision 

2 of section 382 of the Executive Law that provides that any owner, builder, architect, tenant, contractor, 

subcontractor, construction superintendent or their agents or any other person taking part or assisting in the 

“construction” (as defined in subdivision 4 of section 372 of the Executive Law) of any building who shall 

knowingly violate any of the applicable provisions of the Uniform Code or any lawful order of a city, village, 

town, county, state agency or the Secretary of State made thereunder regarding standards for construction, 

maintenance, or fire protection equipment and systems, shall be subject to a fine of not more than $1,000 per 

day of violation, or imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both for the first 180 days, and for the following 

180 days shall be punishable by a fine of no less than $25 and not more than $1,000 per day of violation or 

imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both and thereafter shall be punishable by a fine of no less than $50 

and not more than $1,000 per day of violation or imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both; 
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(4) commencing and prosecuting an appropriate action or proceeding pursuant to subdivision 3 of 

section 382 of the Executive Law which seeks, in a case where the construction or use of a building is in 

violation of any provision of the Uniform Code or any lawful order obtained thereunder, an order from a Justice 

of the Supreme Court, New York City civil court, a city court, district court, or county court directing the 

removal of the building or an abatement of the condition in violation of such provisions; 

(5) commencing and prosecuting an appropriate action or proceeding pursuant to subdivision 4 of 

section 382 of the Executive Law that provides that where a building has been altered in violation of any 

provision of the uniform code or any lawful order obtained thereunder, and such alteration impedes a person's 

egress from such building during a fire or other emergency evacuation, the owner of such building who has 

knowledge of such alteration or should have had knowledge of such alteration shall be subject to a civil penalty 

of up to $7,500; 

(6) issuing stop work orders; 

(7) revoking or suspending building permits, operating permits, and/or certificates of occupancy 

pursuant to the procedures established in the code enforcement program of the authority having jurisdiction or 

pursuant to any other applicable statute, regulation, rule, local law or ordinance; 

(8) commencing and prosecuting an appropriate action or proceeding to impose such criminal and/or 

civil sanctions as may be provided in any applicable statute, regulation, rule, local law or ordinance; 

(9) condemning and/or placarding a building in accordance with the applicable provisions of the 

Uniform Code; 

(10) taking any action authorized by the procedures for identifying and addressing unsafe structures and 

equipment as established in the code enforcement program of the authority having jurisdiction or by any other 

applicable statute, regulation, rule, local law or ordinance; or 
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(11) issuing orders to remedy violations of the Energy Code pursuant to subdivision (1) of section 11-

108 of the Energy Law. 

(h) Office of Fire Prevention and Control. For the purposes of this section, the term order to remedy 

shall not include any order issued by the Office of Fire Prevention and Control pursuant to section 156-e of the 

Executive Law (or pursuant to any regulation promulgated thereunder) requiring the remedying of any 

condition found to exist in, on or about any building under the jurisdiction of a public college or independent 

college (as these terms are defined in section 807-b of the Education Law) which violates the Uniform Code. 

Nothing in this section shall be construed as fixing the time within which a public college or independent 

college shall have to comply with any such order, or as requiring any such order to include the statement 

prescribed in section 1203.5 (d). 
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PROPOSED LOCAL LAW NO. 12 OF 2022 

CITY COUNCIL 
CITY OF BEACON 

PROPOSED LOCAL LAW TO AMEND CHAPTER 119 OF THE CODE OF THE CITY 
OF BEACON 

A LOCAL LAW to amend Chapter 119 of 
the Code of the City of Beacon concerning 
the administration and enforcement of the 
New York State Uniform Fire Prevention 
and Building Code (Uniform Code) and the 
State Energy Conservation Construction 
Code (Energy Code) to incorporate recent 
updates to 19 NYCRR Part 1203.   

BE IT ENACTED by the City Council of the City of Beacon as follows: 

Section 1. Chapter 119 of the Code of the City of Beacon entitled “Fire Prevention and Building Code, 
Uniform” is hereby amended as follows:  

Chapter 119 Fire Prevention and Building Code, Uniform 

§ 119-1 Purpose.
This chapter provides for the administration and enforcement of the New York State Uniform Fire
Prevention and Building Code (the Uniform Code) and the State Energy Conservation Construction
Code (the Energy Code) in this City. This chapter is adopted pursuant to § 10 of the Municipal
Home Rule Law. Except as otherwise provided in the Uniform Code, other state law, or other
section of this chapter, all buildings, structures, and premises, regardless of use or occupancy, are
subject to the provisions of this chapter.

§ 119-2 Definitions.
As used in this chapter, the following terms shall have the meanings indicated:

ASSEMBLY AREA 
An area in any building, or in any portion of a building, that is primarily used or intended to be 
used for gathering fifty or more persons for uses including, but not limited to, amusement, 
athletic, entertainment, social, or other recreational functions; patriotic, political, civic, 
educational, or religious functions; food or drink consumption; awaiting transportation; or 
similar purposes. 

BUILDING PERMIT 
A permit issued pursuant to § 119-4 of this chapter. The term "building permit" shall also 
include a building permit which is renewed, amended or extended pursuant to any provision of 
this chapter. 

CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY/CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 
A certificate issued pursuant to § 119-7B of this chapter. 

CITY 
The City of Beacon. 
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CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER  
The Code Enforcement Officer appointed pursuant to § 119-3B of this chapter. 

CODE ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL  
The Code Enforcement Officer and all inspectors. 

COMPLIANCE ORDER  
An order issued by the Code Enforcement Officer pursuant to § 119-15A of this chapter. 

ENERGY CODE  
The State Energy Conservation Construction Code, as currently in effect and as hereafter 
amended from time to time. 

FCNYS 
The 2020 Fire Code of New York State as currently incorporated by reference in 19 NYCRR 
Part 1225. 
 

HAZARDOUS PRODUCTION MATERIALS  
A solid, liquid, or gas associated with semiconductor manufacturing that has a degree-of-hazard 
rating in health, flammability, or instability of Class 3 or 4, as ranked by NFPA 704 (Standard 
Systems for Identification of the Hazards of Materials for Emergency Response), and which is 
used directly in research, laboratory, or production processes which have, as their end product, 
materials that are not hazardous. 
 

INSPECTOR  
An inspector appointed pursuant to § 119-3D of this chapter. 
 

MOBILE FOOD PREPARATION VEHICLES  
Vehicles that contain cooking equipment that produces smoke or grease-laden vapors for the 
purpose of preparing and serving food to the public. Vehicles intended for private recreation 
shall not be considered mobile food preparation vehicles. 
 

OPERATING PERMIT  
A permit issued pursuant to § 119-10 of this chapter. The term "operating permit" shall also 
include an operating permit which is renewed, amended or extended pursuant to any provision 
of this chapter. 
 

PERMIT HOLDER  
The person to whom a building permit has been issued. 
 

PERSON  
An individual, corporation, limited-liability company, partnership, limited partnership, business 
trust, estate, trust, association, or any other legal or commercial entity of any kind or description. 
 

PMCNYS 
The 2020 Property Maintenance Code of New York State as currently incorporated by reference 
in 19 NYCRR Part 1226. 
 

RCNYS 
The 2020 Residential Code of New York State as currently incorporated by reference in 19 
NYCRR Part 1220. 
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STOP-WORK ORDER  
An order issued pursuant to § 119-6 of this chapter. 
 
 

SUGARHOUSE  
A building used, in whole or in part, for the collection, storage, or processing of maple sap into 
maple syrup and/or maple sugar. 
 

TEMPORARY CERTIFICATE 
A certificate issued pursuant to § 119-7D of this chapter. 

 
UNIFORM CODE 

The New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Code, as currently in effect and as 
hereafter amended from time to time. 
 

§ 119-3 Code Enforcement Officer; inspectors.  
A. The office of Code Enforcement Officer is hereby created. The Code Enforcement Officer 

shall administer and enforce all the provisions of the Uniform Code, the Energy Code and this 
chapter. The Code Enforcement Officer shall have the following powers and duties: 

(1) To receive, review, and approve or disapprove applications for building permits, certificates 
of occupancy/certificates of compliance, temporary certificates and operating permits, and 
the plans, specifications and construction documents submitted with such applications;  

(2) Upon approval of such applications, to issue building permits, certificates of 
occupancy/certificates of compliance, temporary certificates and operating permits, and to 
include in building permits, certificates of occupancy/certificates of compliance, temporary 
certificates and operating permits such terms and conditions as the Code Enforcement 
Officer may determine to be appropriate;  

(3) To conduct construction inspections, inspections to be made prior to the issuance of 
certificates of occupancy/certificates of compliance, temporary certificates and operating 
permits, fire safety and property maintenance inspections, inspections incidental to the 
investigation of complaints, and all other inspections required or permitted under any 
provision of this chapter;  

(4) To issue stop-work orders;  

(5) To review and investigate complaints;  

(6) To issue orders pursuant to § 119-15A, Compliance orders, of this chapter;  

(7) To maintain records;  

(8) To collect fees as set by the City Council of this City;  

(9) To pursue administrative enforcement actions and proceedings;  

(10) In consultation with this City's attorney, to pursue such legal actions and proceedings as 
may be necessary to enforce the Uniform Code, the Energy Code and this chapter, or to 
abate or correct conditions not in compliance with the Uniform Code, the Energy Code or 
this chapter; and  
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(11) To exercise all other powers and fulfill all other duties conferred upon the Code 
Enforcement Officer by this chapter.  

(12) HeThe Code Enforcement Officer shall issue all appropriate notices or orders to remove 
illegal or unsafe conditions, to require the necessary safeguards during construction and to 
ensure compliance during the entire course of construction with the requirements of such 
laws, ordinances or regulations. He The Code Enforcement Officer shall make all 
inspections which are necessary or proper for the carrying out of his their duties, except that 
he the Code Enforcement Officer may accept written reports of inspection from Deputy 
Building Inspectors or other employees of the Building Department or from generally 
recognized and authoritative service and inspection bureaus, provided that the same are 
certified by a responsible official thereof.  

(13) Whenever the same may be necessary or appropriate to assure compliance with the 
provisions of applicable laws, ordinances or regulations covering building construction, he 
the Code Enforcement Officer may require the performance of tests in the field by 
experienced, professional persons or by accredited and authoritative testing laboratories or 
service bureaus or agencies.  

(14) He The Code Enforcement Officer shall have the authority to impose administrative fees 
for violations of the Code of Ordinances that relate to permits issued by the Building 
Department pursuant to the schedule of administrative fees set forth in § 119-5 below.  

(15) HeThe Code Enforcement Officer  shall examine the qualifications and fitness of applicants 
for licenses under Chapter 103 or of the representatives of such applicants designated for 
such purpose. He The Code Enforcement Officer shall grant and issue licenses as master 
electricians to applicants possessing, or whose representatives possess, the requisite 
qualifications. Licenses shall be signed by the Building InspectorCode Enforcement Officer 
and countersigned by the Mayor.  

(16) He The Code Enforcement Officer shall suspend or revoke licenses for cause, as prescribed 
in § 103-28. The Code Enforcement OfficerHe shall impose and collect fines for violations, 
as prescribed in § 103-28.  

(17) He The Code Enforcement Officer shall adopt such rules and regulations as may be 
necessary, not inconsistent with the provisions of Chapter 103, with respect to the form and 
content of applications for licenses, the reception thereof, the investigation and examination 
of applicants and their qualifications and other matters incidental or appropriate to the 
powers and duties of this office in regard to its administration of Chapter 103.  

(18) He The Code Enforcement Officer shall examine the plumbers' qualifications and fitness of 
applicants for licenses or of the representatives of such applicants designated for such 
purpose. The Code Enforcement OfficerHe shall grant and issue licenses as master 
plumbers to applicants possessing, or whose representatives possess, the requisite 
qualifications. Licenses shall be signed by the Building InspectoCode Enforcement Officer r 
and countersigned by the Mayor.  

(19) The Code Enforcement Officer He shall suspend or revoke plumbers' licenses for cause. 
The Code Enforcement OfficerHe shall impose, and the City Administrator shall collect, 
fines for violations of said licenses.  

(20) The Code Enforcement Officer He shall prepare a manual for the conduct of examinations 
and shall furnish copies thereof to persons desiring the same upon payment of a fee to be 
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determined by the Building InspectorCode Enforcement Officer.  

(21) The Code Enforcement OfficerHe shall adopt such rules and regulations as may be 
necessary with respect to the form and content of applications for plumbers' licenses and 
the reception thereof, the investigation and examination of applicants; their qualifications 
and other matters incidental or appropriate to the powers and duties of this office in regard 
to the administration of plumbing licenses.  

(22) The Code Enforcement Officer He shall file a copy of all rules, regulations so promulgated 
and all changes therein with the City Administrator immediately upon the adoption thereof, 
which copy shall be available for public inspection during the regular business hours of the 
day.  

B. The Code Enforcement Officer shall be appointed pursuant to Chapter 11. The Code 
Enforcement Officer shall possess background experience related to building construction or 
fire prevention and shall, within the time prescribed by law, obtain such basic training, in-
service training, advanced in-service training and other training as the State of New York shall 
require for code enforcement personnel, and the Code Enforcement Officer shall obtain 
certification from the State Fire Administrator pursuant to the Executive Law and the 
regulations promulgated thereunder.  

C. In the event that the Code Enforcement Officer is unable to serve as such for any reason, an 
individual shall be appointed by the Mayor to serve as Acting Code Enforcement Officer. The 
Acting Code Enforcement Officer shall, during the term of his or hertheir appointment, 
exercise all powers and fulfill all duties conferred upon the Code Enforcement Officer by this 
chapter.  

D. One or more inspectors may be appointed pursuant to Chapter 11 to act under the supervision 
and direction of the Code Enforcement Officer and to assist the Code Enforcement Officer in 
the exercise of the powers and fulfillment of the duties conferred upon the Code Enforcement 
Officer by this chapter. Each inspector shall, within the time prescribed by law, obtain such 
basic training, in-service training, advanced in-service training and other training as the State of 
New York shall require for code enforcement personnel, and each inspector shall obtain 
certification from the State Fire Administrator pursuant to the Executive Law and the 
regulations promulgated thereunder.  

E. The compensation for the Code Enforcement Officer and inspectors shall be fixed from time 
to time in accordance with Chapter 11.  

§ 119-4 Building permits.  
A. Building permits required. Except as otherwise provided in Subsection B of this section, a 

building permit shall be required for any work which must conform to the Uniform Code 
and/or the Energy Code, including, but not limited to, the construction, enlargement, 
alteration, improvement, removal, relocation or demolition of any building or structure or any 
portion thereof, and the installation of a solid-fuel-burning heating appliance, chimney or flue in 
any dwelling unit, the installation or modification to an automatic fire-extinguishing system, fire 
alarm or detection system and related equipment, fire pump and related fuel tanks, jockey 
pumps, controllers, and generators, and the installation or modification of a stand pipe system. 
Maintenance performed in accordance with the applicable code is not considered a 
modification and does not require a permit. No person shall commence any work for which a 
building permit is required without first having obtained a building permit from the Code 
Enforcement Officer.  
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B. Exemptions. No building permit shall be required for work in any of the following categories: 

(1) Construction or installation of one-story detached structures associated with one- or two-
family dwellings or multiple single-family dwellings (townhouses) which are used for tool 
and storage sheds, playhouses or similar uses, provided the gross floor area is less than 144 
square feet (13.38 square meters);  

(2) Installation of swings and other playground equipment associated with a one- or two-family 
dwelling or multiple single-family dwellings (townhouses);  

(3)  Installation of swimming pools associated with a one- or two-family dwelling or multiple 
single-family dwellings (townhouses) where such pools are designed for a water depth of 
less than 24 inches and are installed entirely above ground; 

(4)  Installation of fences which are not part of an enclosure surrounding a swimming pool; 

(5)  Construction of retaining walls, unless such walls support a surcharge or impound Class I, II 
or IIIA liquids; 

(36) Construction of temporary motion-picture, television and theater stage sets and scenery;  

(47) Installation of window awnings supported by an exterior wall of a one- or two-family 
dwelling or multiple single-family dwellings (townhouses);  

(58) Installation of partitions or movable cases less than five feet nine inches in height;  

(69) Painting, wallpapering, tiling, carpeting, or other similar finish work;  

(710) Installation of listed portable electrical, plumbing, heating, ventilation or cooling equipment 
or appliances;  

(811) Replacement of any equipment, provided the replacement does not alter the equipment's 
listing or render it inconsistent with the equipment's original specifications; or  

(912) Repairs, provided that such repairs do not involve: 

(a) The removal or cutting away of a load-bearing wall, partition, or portion thereof, or of 
any structural beam or load-bearing component;  

(b) The removal or change of any required means of egress; or the rearrangement of parts 
of a structure in a manner which affects egress;  

(c) The enlargement, alteration, replacement or relocation of any building system; or  

(d) The removal from service of all or part of a fire protection system for any period of 
time.  

C. Exemption not deemed authorization to perform noncompliant work. The exemption from the 
requirement to obtain a building permit for work in any category set forth in Subsection B of 
this section shall not be deemed an authorization for work to be performed in violation of the 
Uniform Code or the Energy Code.  

D. Applications for building permits. Applications for a building permit shall be made in writing 
on a form provided by or otherwise acceptable to the Code Enforcement Officer. The 
application shall be signed by the owner of the property where the work is to be performed or 
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by an authorized agent of the owner. The application shall include such information as the 
Code Enforcement Officer deems sufficient to permit a determination by the Code 
Enforcement Officer that the intended work complies with all applicable requirements of the 
Uniform Code and the Energy Code. The application shall include or be accompanied by the 
following information and documentation: 

(1) A description of the location, nature, extent and scope of the proposed work;  

(2) The Tax Map number and the street address of the premises where the work is to be 
performed any affected building or structure;  

(3) The occupancy classification of any affected building or structure;  

(4) Where applicable, a statement of special inspections prepared in accordance with the 
provisions of the Uniform Code; and  

(5) At least two sets of construction documents (drawings and/or specifications) which: 

(a) Defined the Describe the location, nature, extent and scope of the proposed work;  

(b) Are prepared by a New York State registered architect or licensed professional engineer 
where so required by the Education Law; 

(b) Show that the proposed work will conform to the applicable provisions of the Codes 

(c) Show the location, construction, size and character of all portions of the means of egress  

(d) Show a representation of the building thermal envelope;  

(e) Show structural information including but not limited to braced wall designs, the size, 
section, and relative locations of structural members, design loads, and other pertinent 
structural information;  

(f) Show the proposed structural, electrical, plumbing, mechanical, fire-protection and other 
service systems of the building;  

(g) Indicate with sufficient clarity and detail the nature and extent of the work proposed;  

(h) Substantiate that the proposed work will comply with the Uniform Code and the Energy 
Code; and  

(i) Where applicable, include a site plan that shows any, drawn to scale and drawn in 
accordance with an accurate boundary survey, showing the size and location of new 
construction and existing and proposed buildings and structures and appurtenances on 
the site, the location of any existing or proposed well or septic system, the location of 
the intended work, and the distances between the buildings and structures and the from 
lot lines, the established street grades and the proposed finished grades, and, as 
applicable, flood hazard areas, floodways, and design flood elevations;.  

(j) Evidence that the documents were prepared by a licensed and registered architect in 
accordance with Article 147 of the New York State Education Law or a licensed and 
registered professional engineer in accordance with Article 145 of the New York State 
Education Law and practice guidelines, including but not limited to the design 
professional’s seal which clearly and legibly shows both the design professional’s name 
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and license number and is signed by the design professional whose name appears on the 
seal in such a manner that neither the name nor the number is obscured in any way, the 
design professional’s registration expiration date, the design professional’s firm name (if 
not a sole practitioner), and, if the documents are submitted by a professional 
engineering firm and not a sole practitioner professional engineer, the firm’s Certificate 
of Authorization number.   

E. Construction documents. Construction documents will not be accepted as part of an 
application for a building permit unless they satisfy the requirements set forth in Subsection 
D(5) of this section are satisfied. Construction documents which are accepted as part of the 
application for a building permit shall be marked as accepted by the Code Enforcement Officer 
in writing or by stamp, or in the case of electronic media, an electronic marking. One set of the 
accepted construction documents shall be retained by the Code Enforcement Officer, and one 
set of the accepted construction documents shall be returned to the applicant to be kept at the 
work site so as to be available for use by the code enforcement personnel. However, the return 
of a set of accepted construction documents to the applicant shall not be construed as 
authorization to commence work, nor as an indication that a building permit will be issued. 
Work shall not be commenced until and unless a building permit is issued.  

F. Issuance of building permits. An application for a building permit shall be examined to 
ascertain whether the proposed work is in compliance with the applicable requirements of the 
Uniform Code and Energy Code. The Code Enforcement Officer shall issue a building permit 
if the proposed work is in compliance with the applicable requirements of the Uniform Code 
and Energy Code.  

G. Building permits to be displayed. Building permits shall be visibly displayed at the work site and 
shall remain visible until the authorized work has been completed.  

H. Work to be performed in accordance with construction documents. All work shall be 
performed in accordance with the construction documents which were submitted with and 
accepted as part of the application for the building permit. The building permit shall contain 
such a directive. The permit holder shall immediately notify the Code Enforcement Officer of 
any change occurring during the course of the work. The building permit shall contain such a 
directive. If the Code Enforcement Officer determines that such change warrants a new or 
amended building permit, such change shall not be made until and unless a new or amended 
building permit reflecting such change is issued.  

I. Time limits. Building permits shall become invalid unless the authorized work is commenced 
within six months following the date of issuance. Building permits shall expire 24 months after 
the date of issuance. A building permit which has become invalid or which has expired pursuant 
to this subsection may be renewed upon application by the permit holder, payment of the 
applicable fee, and approval of the application by the Code Enforcement Officer.  

J. Revocation or suspension of building permits. If the Code Enforcement Officer determines 
that a building permit was issued in error because of incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete 
information, or that the work for which a building permit was issued violates the Uniform Code 
or the Energy Code, the Code Enforcement Officer shall revoke the building permit or suspend 
the building permit until such time as the permit holder demonstrates that all work then 
completed is in compliance with all applicable provisions of the Uniform Code and the Energy 
Code and all work then proposed to be performed shall be in compliance with all applicable 
provisions of the Uniform Code and the Energy Code.  

K. Fee. The fee specified in or determined in accordance with the provisions set forth in § 119-16, 
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Fees, of this chapter must be paid at the time of submission of an application for a building 
permit, for an amended building permit, or for renewal of a building permit.  

§ 119-5 Construction inspections.  
A. Work to remain accessible and exposed. Work shall remain accessible and exposed until 

inspected and accepted by the Code Enforcement Officer or by an inspector authorized by the 
Code Enforcement Officer. The permit holder shall notify the Code Enforcement Officer 
when any element of work described in Subsection B of this section is ready for inspection.  

B. Elements of work to be inspected. The following elements of the construction process shall be 
inspected, where applicable: 

(1) Work site prior to the issuance of a building permit;  

(2) Footing and foundation;  

(3) Preparation for concrete slab;  

(4) Framing;  

(5) Structural, electrical, plumbing, mechanical, fire-protection, and other similar service 
systems of the building;  

(6) Building systems, including underground and rough-in;  

(7) Fire-resistant construction;  

(8) Fire-resistant penetrations;  

(9) Solid-fuel-burning heating appliances, chimneys, flues or gas vents;  

(9) Energy Code Compliance; and 

(10) Inspections required to demonstrate Energy Code compliance, including but not limited to 
insulation, fenestration, air leakage, system controls, mechanical equipment size, and, where 
required, minimum fan efficiencies, programmable thermostats, energy recovery, whole-
house ventilation, plumbing heat traps, and high-performance lighting and controls;   

(11) Installation, connection, and assembly of factor manufactured buildings and manufactured 
homes; and 

(12) A final inspection after all work authorized by the building permit has been completed.  

C. Remote inspections.  At the discretion of the Code Enforcement Officer or Inspector 
authorized to perform construction inspections, a remote inspection may be performed in lieu 
of an in-person inspection when, in the opinion of the Code Enforcement Officer or such 
authorized Inspector, the remote inspection can be performed to the same level and quality as 
an in-person inspection and the remote inspection shows to the satisfaction of the Code 
Enforcement Officer or by such authorized Inspector that the elements of the construction 
process conform with the applicable requirements of the Uniform Code and Energy Code.  
Should a remote inspection not afford the Code Enforcement Officer or such authorized 
Inspector sufficient information to make a determination, an in-person inspection shall be 
performed. 

D. Inspection results. After inspection, the work or a portion thereof shall be noted as satisfactory 
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as completed, or the permit holder shall be notified as to where the work fails to comply with 
the Uniform Code or Energy Code, including a citation to the specific code provision or 
provisions that have not been met. Work not in compliance with any applicable provision of 
the Uniform Code or Energy Code shall remain exposed until such work shall have been 
brought into compliance with all applicable provisions of the Uniform Code and the Energy 
Code, reinspected, and found satisfactory as completed.  

E. Fee. The fee specified in or determined in accordance with the provisions set forth in § 119-16, 
Fees, of this chapter must be paid prior to or at the time of each inspection performed pursuant 
to this section.  

§ 119-6 Stop-work orders.  
A. Authority to issue. The Code Enforcement Officer is authorized to issue stop-work orders 

pursuant to this section. The Code Enforcement Officer shall issue a stop-work order to halt: 

(1) Any work that is determined by the Code Enforcement Officer to be contrary to any 
applicable provision of the Uniform Code, Energy Code, or City of Beacon Code, without 
regard to whether such work is or is not work for which a building permit is required, and 
without regard to whether a building permit has or has not been issued for such work; or  

(2) Any work that is being conducted in a dangerous or unsafe manner in the opinion of the 
Code Enforcement Officer, without regard to whether such work is or is not work for 
which a building permit is required, and without regard to whether a building permit has or 
has not been issued for such work; or  

(3) Any work for which a building permit is required which is being performed without the 
required building permit, or under a building permit that has become invalid, has expired, or 
has been suspended or revoked.  

B. Content of stop-work orders. Stop-work orders shall be in writing, be dated and signed by the 
Code Enforcement Officer, state the reason or reasons for issuance, and, if applicable, state the 
conditions which must be satisfied before work will be permitted to resume.  

C. Service of stop-work orders. The Code Enforcement Officer shall cause the stop-work order, 
or a copy thereof, to be served on the owner of the affected property (and, if the owner is not 
the permit holder, on the permit holder) personally or by certified mail. The Code Enforcement 
Officer shall be permitted, but not required, to cause the stop-work order, or a copy thereof, to 
be served on any builder, architect, tenant, contractor, subcontractor, construction 
superintendent, or their agents, or any other person taking part or assisting in work affected by 
the stop-work order, personally or by certified mail; provided, however, that failure to serve any 
person mentioned in this sentence shall not affect the efficacy of the stop-work order.  

D. Effect of stop-work order. Upon the issuance of a stop-work order, the owner of the affected 
property, the permit holder and any other person performing, taking part in or assisting in the 
work shall immediately cease all work which is the subject of the stop-work order, other than 
work expressly authorized by the Code Enforcement Officer to correct the reason for issuing 
the Stop Work Order.   

E. Remedy not exclusive. The issuance of a stop-work order shall not be the exclusive remedy 
available to address any event described in Subsection A of this section, and the authority to 
issue a stop-work order shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for or limitation of, the 
right and authority to pursue any other remedy or impose any other penalty under § 119-15, 
Enforcement; penalties for offenses, of this chapter or under any other applicable local law or 
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state law. Any such other remedy or penalty may be pursued at any time, whether prior to, at 
the time of, or after the issuance of a stop-work order.  

§ 119-7 Certificates of occupancy/certificates of compliance.  
A. Certificates of occupancy/certificates of compliance required. A certificate of 

occupancy/certificate of compliance shall be required for any work which is the subject of a 
building permit and for all structures, buildings, or portions thereof which are converted from 
one use or occupancy classification or subclassification to another. Permission to use or occupy 
a building or structure, or portion thereof, for which a building permit was previously issued 
shall be granted only by issuance of a certificate of occupancy/certificate of compliance.  

B. Issuance of certificates of occupancy/certificates of compliance. The Code Enforcement 
Officer shall issue a certificate of occupancy/certificate of compliance if the work which was 
the subject of the building permit was completed in accordance with all applicable provisions of 
the Uniform Code and Energy Code and, if applicable, the structure, building or portion 
thereof that was converted from one use or occupancy classification or subclassification to 
another complies with all applicable provisions of the Uniform Code and Energy Code. The 
Code Enforcement Officer or an inspector authorized by the Code Enforcement Officer shall 
inspect the building, structure or work prior to the issuance of a certificate of 
occupancy/certificate of compliance. In addition, where applicable, the following documents, 
prepared in accordance with the provisions of the Uniform Code by such person or persons as 
may be designated by or otherwise acceptable to the Code Enforcement Officer, at the expense 
of the applicant for the certificate of occupancy/certificate of compliance, shall be provided to 
the Code Enforcement Officer prior to the issuance of the certificate of occupancy/certificate 
of compliance: 

(1) A written statement of structural observations and/or a final report of special inspections,  

(2) Flood hazard certifications, and 

(3) A written statement of the results of tests performed to show compliance with the Energy 
Code, and  

(4) Where applicable, the affixation of the appropriate seals, insignias, and manufacturer’s data 
plates as required for factory manufactured buildings and/or manufactured homes.  

C. Contents of certificates of occupancy/certificates of compliance. A certificate of 
occupancy/certificate of compliance shall contain the following information: 

(1) The building permit number, if any;  

(2) The date of issuance of the building permit, if any;  

(3) The name, address and Tax Map number of the property;  

(4) If the certificate of occupancy/certificate of compliance is not applicable to an entire 
structure, a description of that portion of the structure for which the certificate of 
occupancy/certificate of compliance is issued;  

(5) The use and occupancy classification of the structure;  

(6) The type of construction of the structure;  

(7) The assembly occupant load of the structure, if any;  
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(8) If an automatic sprinkler system is provided, a notation as to whether the sprinkler system is 
required;  

(9) Any special conditions imposed in connection with the issuance of the building permit; and  

(10) The signature of the Code Enforcement Officer issuing the certificate of 
occupancy/certificate of compliance and the date of issuance.  

D. Temporary certificate of occupancy. The Code Enforcement Officer shall be permitted to issue 
a temporary certificate of occupancy allowing the temporary occupancy of a building or 
structure, or a portion thereof, prior to completion of the work which is the subject of a 
building permit. However, in no event shall the Code Enforcement Officer issue a temporary 
certificate of occupancy unless the Code Enforcement Officer determines (1) that the building 
or structure, or the portion thereof covered by the temporary certificate of occupancy, may be 
occupied safely, (2) that any fire- and smoke-detecting or fire protection equipment which has 
been installed is operational, and (3) that all required means of egress from the building or 
structure have been provided. The Code Enforcement Officer may include in a temporary 
certificate of occupancy such terms and conditions as the Code Enforcement Officerhe or she 
deems necessary or appropriate to ensure the health and safety of the persons occupying and 
using the building or to structure and/or performing further the purpose and intent of the 
Uniform Code. construction work in the building or structure. A temporary certificate of 
occupancy shall be effective for a period of time, not to exceed six months, which shall be 
determined by the Code Enforcement Officer and specified in the temporary certificate of 
occupancy. During the specified period of effectiveness of the temporary certificate of 
occupancy, the permit holder shall undertake to bring the building or structure into full 
compliance with all applicable provisions of the Uniform Code and the Energy Code.  

E. Revocation or suspension of certificates. If the Code Enforcement Officer determines that a 
certificate of occupancy/certificate of compliance or a temporary certificate of occupancy was 
issued in error because of incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete information, and if the relevant 
deficiencies are not corrected to the satisfaction of the Code Enforcement Officer within such 
period of time as shall be specified by the Code Enforcement Officer, the Code Enforcement 
Officer shall revoke or suspend such certificate.  

F. Fee. The fee specified in or determined in accordance with the provisions set forth in § 119-16, 
Fees, of this chapter must be paid at the time of submission of an application for a certificate of 
occupancy/certificate of compliance or for a temporary certificate.  

§ 119-8 Notification regarding fire or explosion.  
The chief of any fire department providing fire-fighting services for a property within this City shall 
promptly notify the Code Enforcement Officer of any fire or explosion involving any structural 
damage, fuel-burning appliance, chimney or gas vent. 

§ 119-9 Unsafe buildings and structures.  
Unsafe structures and equipment in this City shall be identified and addressed in accordance with 
Chapter 91. 

§ 119-10 Operating permits.  
A. Operating permits required. 

(1) Operating permits shall be required for conducting the activities or using the categories of 
buildings listed below: 
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(a) Manufacturing, storing, or handling hazardous materials in quantities exceeding those 
listed in Table 2703.1.1(1), 2703.1.1(2), 2703.1.1(3) or 2703.1.1(4) in the publication 
entitled "Fire Code applicable Maximum Allowable Quantity tables found in Chapter 
50 of New York State" and incorporated by reference in 19 NYCRR 1225.1; the 
FCNYS; 

(b) Hazardous Buildings, structures, facilities, processes, and/or activities, that are within 
the scope and/or permit requirements of the chapter or section title of the FCNYS as 
follows: 

(i) Chapter 22, “Combustible Dust-Producing Operations.” Facilities where the 
operation produces combustible dust; 

(ii) Chapter 24, “Flammable Finishes.” Operations utilizing flammable or 
combustible liquids, or the application of combustible powders regulated by 
Chapter 24 of the FCNYS; 

(iii) Chapter 25, “Fruit and Crop Ripening.” Operating a fruit- or crop-ripening 
facility or conducting a fruit-ripening process using ethylene gas; 

(iv) Chapter 26, “Fumigation and Insecticidal Fogging.” Conducting fumigation 
or insecticidal fogging operations in buildings, structures, and spaces, except 
for fumigation or insecticidal fogging performed by the occupant of a 
detached one-family dwelling; 

(v) Chapter 31, “Tents, Temporary Special Event Structures, and Other 
Membrane Structures.” Operating an air-supported temporary membrane 
structure, a temporary special event structure, or a tent where approval is 
required pursuant to Chapter 31 of the FCNYS; 

(vi) Chapter 32, “High-Piled Combustible Storage.” High-piled combustible 
storage facilities with more than 500 square feet (including aisles) of high-
piled storage; 

(vii) Chapter 34, “Tire Rebuilding and Tire Storage.” Operating a facility that 
stores in excess of 2,500 cubic feet of scrap tires or tire byproducts or 
operating a tire rebuilding plant; 

(viii) Chapter 35, “Welding and Other Hot Work.” Performing public exhibitions 
and demonstrations where hot work is conducted, use of hot work, welding, 
or cutting equipment, inside or on a structure, except an operating permit is 
not required where work is conducted under the authorization of a building 
permit or where performed by the occupant of a detached one- or two-family 
dwelling; 

 (ix) Chapter 40, “Sugarhouse Alternative Activity Provisions.” Conducting an 
alternative activity at a sugarhouse; 

(x) Chapter 56, “Explosives and Fireworks.” Possessing, manufacturing, storing, 
handling, selling, or using, explosives, fireworks, or other pyrotechnic special 
effects materials except the outdoor use of sparkling devices as defined by 
Penal Law section 270; 

(xi) Section 307, “Open Burning, Recreational Fires and Portable Outdoor 
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Fireplaces.” Conducting open burning, not including recreational fires and 
portable outdoor fireplaces; 

(xii) Section 308, “Open Flames.” Removing paint with a torch, or using open 
flames, fire, and burning in connection with assembly areas or educational 
occupancies; and 

(xiii) Section 319, “Mobile Food Preparation Vehicles.”  

(c) Energy storage systems, where the system exceeds the values shown in Table 1206.1 of 
the FCNYS or exceeds the permitted aggregate ratings in section R327.5 of the 
RCNYS. 

(c) Use of pyrotechnic devices in assembly occupancies; 

(d) Buildings containing one or more areas of public assembly with an occupant load of 
100 persons or more areas; 

(e) Outdoor events where the planned attendance exceeds 1,000 persons; 

(f) Facilities that store, handle or use hazardous production materials; 

(g) Parking garages;  

(h) Buildings whose use or occupancy classification may pose a substantial potential 
hazard to public safety, as determined by resolution adopted by the City Council of 
this City; and  

(i) Other processes or activities or for operating any type of building, structure, or facility 
as determined by resolution adopted by the City Council of this City.  

(2) Any person who proposes to undertake any activity or to operate any type of building listed 
in this Subsection A shall be required to obtain an operating permit prior to commencing 
such activity or operation.  

B. Applications for operating permits. An application for an operating permit shall be in writing on 
a form provided by or otherwise acceptable to the Code Enforcement Officer. Such application 
shall include such information as the Code Enforcement Officer deems sufficient to permit a 
determination by the Code Enforcement Officer that quantities, materials, and activities 
conform to the requirements of the Uniform Code. If the Code Enforcement Officer 
determines that tests or reports are necessary to verify conformance, such tests or reports shall 
be performed or provided by such person or persons as may be designated by or otherwise 
acceptable to the Code Enforcement Officer, at the expense of the applicant.  

C. Inspections. The Code Enforcement Officer or an inspector authorized by the Code 
Enforcement Officer shall inspect the subject premises prior to the issuance of an operating 
permit. Such inspections shall be performed either in-person or remotely. Remote inspections in 
lieu of in-person inspections may be performed when, at the discretion of the Code 
Enforcement Officer or an Inspector authorized by the Code Enforcement Officer, the remote 
inspection can be performed to the same level and quality as an in-person inspection and the 
remote inspection shows to the satisfaction of the Code Enforcement Officer or Inspector 
authorized by the Code Enforcement Officer that the premises conform with the applicable 
requirements of the Uniform Code and the code enforcement program. Should a remote 
inspection not afford the City sufficient information to make a determination, an in-person 
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inspection shall be performed. After inspection, the premises shall be noted as satisfactory and 
the operating permit shall be issued, or the operating permit holder shall be notified as to the 
manner in which the premises fail to comply with either or both of the Uniform Code and the 
code enforcement program, including a citation to the specific provision or provisions that have 
not been met. 

D. Multiple activities. In any circumstance in which more than one activity listed in Subsection A of 
this section is to be conducted at a location, the Code Enforcement Officer may require a 
separate operating permit for each such activity, or the Code Enforcement Officer may, in his or 
hertheir discretion, issue a single operating permit to apply to all such activities.  

E. Duration of operating permits.  

(1)    Operating permits shall be issued for such a specified period of time not to exceed three 
years in the case of any operating permit issued for an area of public assembly and not to 
exceed three years in any other case, as shall be determined by the Code Enforcement 
Officer to be consistent with local conditions. The effective period of each operating permit 
shall be specified in the operating permit. An operating permit may be reissued or renewed 
upon application to the Code Enforcement Officer, payment of the applicable fee, and 
approval of such application by the Code Enforcement Officer. consistent with local 
conditions, but in no event to exceed as follows: 

(a) Not to exceed 180 days for tents, special event structures, and other membrane 
structures;  

(b) Not to exceed 60 days for alternative activities at a sugar house;  

(c) Not to exceed three (3) years for the activities, structures and operations determined to 
require Operating permits pursuant to § 119-10.A(1)(i);  

(d) Not to exceed one (1) year for all other activities, structures, and operations identified 
in § 119-10.A.   

(2)    The effective period of each operating permit shall be specified in the operating permit. An 
operating permit may be reissued or renewed upon application to the Code Enforcement 
Officer, payment of the applicable fee, and approval of such application by the Code 
Enforcement Officer.  

F. Revocation or suspension of operating permits. If the Code Enforcement Officer determines 
that any activity or building for which an operating permit was issued does not comply with any 
applicable provision of the Uniform Code, such operating permit shall be revoked or suspended.  

G.  Fee. The fee specified in or determined in accordance with the provisions set forth in § 119-
16, Fees, of this chapter must be paid at the time of submission of an application for an 
Operating Permit, for an amended Operating Permit, or for reissue or renewal of an 
Operating Permit. 

§ 119-11 Fire safety and property maintenance inspections.  
A. Inspections required. Fire safety and property maintenance inspections of buildings and 

structures shall be performed by the Code Enforcement Officer or an inspector designated by 
the Code Enforcement Officer at the following intervals: 

(1) Fire safety and property maintenance inspections of buildings or structures which contain 
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an area of public assembly shall be performed at least once every 12 months.  

(2) Fire safety and property maintenance inspections of buildings or structures being occupied 
as public and private schools and colleges, including any buildings of such schools or 
colleges containing classrooms, dormitories, fraternities, sororities, laboratories, physical 
education, dining, or recreational facilities shall be performed at least once every 12 months.  

(3) Fire safety and property maintenance inspections of all multiple dwellings not included in 
Subsection A(1) or (2), and all nonresidential buildings, structures, uses and occupancies not 
included in Subsection A(1) or (2) shall be performed at least once every 36 months.  

B. Inspections permitted. In addition to the inspections required by Subsection A of this section, a 
fire safety and property maintenance inspection of any building, structure, use, or occupancy, or 
of any dwelling unit, may also be performed by the Code Enforcement Officer or an inspector 
designated by the Code Enforcement Officer at any time upon: (1) the request of the owner of 
the property to be inspected or an authorized agent of such owner; (2) receipt by the Code 
Enforcement Officer of a written statement alleging that conditions or activities failing to 
comply with the Uniform Code or Energy Code exist; or (3) receipt by the Code Enforcement 
Officer of any other information, reasonably believed by the Code Enforcement Officer to be 
reliable, giving rise to reasonable cause to believe that conditions or activities failing to comply 
with the Uniform Code or Energy Code exist; provided, however, that nothing in this 
subsection shall be construed as permitting an inspection under any circumstances under which 
a court order or warrant permitting such inspection is required, unless such court order or 
warrant shall have been obtained.  

C. Remote inspections. At the discretion of the Code Enforcement Officer or Inspector author-
ized to perform fire safety and property maintenance inspections, a remote inspection may be 
performed in lieu of in-person inspections when, in the opinion of the Code Enforcement Of-
ficer or such authorized Inspector, the remote inspection can be performed to the same level 
and quality as an in-person inspection and the remote inspection shows to the satisfaction of 
the Code Enforcement Officer or such authorized Inspector that the premises conform with 
the applicable provisions of 19 NYCRR Part 1225 and the publications incorporated therein by 
reference and the applicable provisions of 19 NYCRR Part 1226 and the publications incorpo-
rated therein by reference. Should a remote inspection not afford the Code Enforcement Of-
ficer or such authorized Inspector sufficient information to make a determination, an in-person 
inspection shall be performed. 

D. OFPC inspections. Nothing in this section or in any other provision of this chapter shall 
supersede, limit or impair the powers, duties and responsibilities of the New York State Office 
of Fire Prevention and Control ("OFPC") and the New York State Fire Administrator under 
Executive Law § 156-e and Education Law § 807-b. Notwithstanding any other provision of 
this section to the contrary, the Code Enforcement Officer may accept an inspection performed 
by the Office of Fire Prevention and Control or other authorized entity pursuant to sections 
807-a and 807-b of the Education Law and/or section 156-e of the Executive Law, in lieu of a 
fire safety and property maintenance inspection performed by the Code Enforcement Officer 
or by an Inspector, provided that: 

(1) the Code Enforcement Officer is satisfied that the individual performing such inspection 
satisfies the requirements set forth in 19 NYCRR section 1203.2(e); 

(2)  the Code Enforcement Officer is satisfied that such inspection covers all elements required 
to be covered by a fire safety and property maintenance inspection; 
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(3) such inspections are performed no less frequently than once a year; 

(4) a true and complete copy of the report of each such inspection is provided to the Code 
Enforcement Officer; and 

(5) upon receipt of each such report, the Code Enforcement Officer takes the appropriate 
action set forth in § 119-15. 

E. Fee. The fee specified in or determined in accordance with the provisions set forth in § 119-16, 
Fees, of this chapter must be paid prior to or at the time each inspection is performed pursuant 
to this section. This Subsection shall not apply to inspections performed by OFPC.  

§ 119-11.1 Condition Assessments of Parking Garages.  
A. Definitions. As used in this section, the following terms shall have the meanings indi-

cated: 
 

CONDITION ASSESSMENT  
An on-site inspection and evaluation of a parking garage for evidence of deterioration 
of any structural element or building component of such parking garage, evidence of 
the existence of any unsafe condition in such parking garage, and evidence indicating 
that such parking garage is an unsafe structure. 

 
DETERIORATION  

The weakening, disintegration, corrosion, rust, or decay of any structural element or 
building component, or any other loss of effectiveness of a structural element or 
building component. 

 
PARKING GARAGE  

Any building or structure, or part thereof, in which all or any part of any structural 
level or levels is used for parking or storage of motor vehicles, excluding: 

(i) buildings in which the only level used for parking or storage of motor vehicles is 
on grade; 

(ii) an attached or accessory structure providing parking exclusively for a detached 
one- or two-family dwelling; and 

(iii) a townhouse unit with attached parking exclusively for such unit. 
 

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER  
An individual who is licensed or otherwise authorized under Article 145 of the Educa-
tion Law to practice the profession of engineering in the State of New York and who 
has at least three years of experience performing structural evaluations. 

 
RESPONSIBLE PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER  

The professional engineer who performs a condition assessment, or under whose su-
pervision a condition assessment is performed, and who seals and signs the condition 
assessment report. The use of the term “responsible professional engineer” shall not 
be construed as limiting the professional responsibility or liability of any professional 
engineer, or of any other licensed professional, who participates in the preparation of 
a condition assessment without being the responsible professional engineer for such 
condition assessment. 

 
UNSAFE CONDITION  

Includes the conditions identified as “unsafe” in section 304.1.1, section 305.1.1, and 
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section 306.1.1 of the PMCNYS. 
 
UNSAFE STRUCTURE  

A structure that is so damaged, decayed, dilapidated, or structurally unsafe, or is of 
such faulty construction or unstable foundation, that partial or complete collapse is 
possible. 

B. Condition Assessments – general requirements. The owner operator of each parking garage 
shall cause such parking garage to undergo an initial condition assessment as described in Sub-
section C of this section, periodic condition assessments as described in Subsection D of this 
section, and such additional condition assessments as may be required under Subsection E of 
this section. Each condition assessment shall be conducted by or under the direct supervision 
of a professional engineer. A written report of each condition assessment shall be prepared, and 
provided to the City, in accordance with the requirements of Subsection F of this section. Be-
fore performing a condition assessment (other than the initial condition assessment) of a park-
ing garage, the responsible professional engineer for such condition assessment shall review all 
available previous condition assessment reports for such parking garage. 

C. Initial Condition Assessment. Each parking garage shall undergo an initial condition assessment 
as follows: 

(1) Parking garages constructed on or after August 29, 2018, shall undergo an initial condition 
assessment following construction and prior to a certificate of occupancy or certificate of 
compliance being issued for the structure. 

(2) Parking garages constructed prior to August 29, 2018, shall undergo an initial condition 
assessment as follows: 

(a) if originally constructed prior to January 1, 1984, then prior to October 1, 2019; 

(b) if originally constructed between January 1, 1984 and December 31, 2002, then prior 
to October 1, 2020; and 

(c) if originally constructed between January 1, 2003 and August 28, 2018, then prior to 
October 1, 2021. 

(3) Any parking garage constructed prior to the effective date of this section that has not 
undergone an initial condition assessment prior to that effective date shall undergo an initial 
condition assessment within six months after the effective date of this section. 

D. Periodic Condition Assessments. Following the initial condition assessment of a parking garage, 
such parking garage shall undergo periodic condition assessments at intervals not to exceed 
three years.  

E. Additional Condition Assessments. 

(1) If the latest condition assessment report for a parking garage includes a recommendation by 
the responsible professional engineer that an additional condition assessment of such 
parking garage, or any portion of such parking garage, be performed before the date by 
which the next periodic condition assessment would be required under Subsection C of this 
section, the owner or operator of such parking garage shall cause such parking garage (or, if 
applicable, the portion of such parking garage identified by the responsible professional 
engineer) to undergo an additional condition assessment no later than the date 
recommended in such condition assessment report. 
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(2) If the City becomes aware of any new or increased deterioration which, in the judgment of 
the City, indicates that an additional condition assessment of the entire parking garage, or of 
the portion of the parking garage affected by such new or increased deterioration, should be 
performed before the date by which the next periodic condition assessment would be 
required under Subsection C of this section, the owner or operator of such parking garage 
shall cause such parking garage (or, if applicable, the portion of the parking garage affected 
by such new or increased deterioration) to undergo an additional condition assessment no 
later than the date determined by the City to be appropriate. 

F. Condition Assessment Reports. The responsible professional engineer shall prepare, or directly 
supervise the preparation of, a written report of each condition assessment, and shall submit 
such condition assessment report to the City within 10 days of competition of the condition 
assessment.  Such condition assessment report shall be sealed and signed by the responsible 
professional engineer, and shall include: 

(1) An evaluation and description of the extent of deterioration and conditions that cause 
deterioration that could result in an unsafe condition or unsafe structure; an evaluation and 
description of the extent of deterioration and conditions that cause deterioration that, in the 
opinion of the responsible professional engineer, should be remedied immediately to 
prevent an unsafe condition or unsafe structure; 

(2) An evaluation and description of the unsafe conditions; 

(3) An evaluation and description of the problems associated with the deterioration, conditions 
that cause deterioration, and unsafe conditions; 

(4) An evaluation and description of the corrective options available, including the 
recommended timeframe for remedying the deterioration, conditions that cause 
deterioration, and unsafe conditions; 

(5) An evaluation and description of the risks associated with not addressing the deterioration, 
conditions that cause deterioration, and unsafe conditions; 

(6) The responsible professional engineer’s recommendation regarding preventative 
maintenance; 

(7) Except in the case of the report of the initial condition assessment, the responsible 
professional engineer’s attestation that they reviewed all previously prepared condition 
assessment reports available for such parking garage, and considered the information in the 
previously prepared reports while performing the current condition assessment and while 
preparing the current report; and 

(8) The responsible professional engineer’s recommendation regarding the time within which 
the next condition assessment of the parking garage or portion thereof should be 
performed. In making the recommendation regarding the time within which the next 
condition assessment of the parking garage or portion thereof should be performed, the 
responsible professional engineer shall consider the parking garage’s age, maintenance 
history, structural condition, construction materials, frequency and intensity of use, location, 
exposure to the elements, and any other factors deemed relevant by the responsible 
professional engineer in their professional judgment. 

G. Review Condition Assessment Reports. The City shall take such enforcement action or actions 
in response to the information in such condition assessment report as may be necessary or 
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appropriate to protect the public from the hazards that may result from the conditions 
described in such report. In particular, but not by way of limitation, the City shall, by Order to 
Remedy or such other means of enforcement as the City may deem appropriate, require the 
owner or operator of the parking garage to repair or otherwise remedy all deterioration, all 
conditions that cause deterioration, and all unsafe conditions identified in such condition 
assessment report pursuant to Subsection F(2) and F(3) of this section. All repairs and 
remedies shall comply with the applicable provisions of the Uniform Code. This section shall 
not limit or impair the right of the City to take any other enforcement action, including but not 
limited to suspension or revocation of a parking garage’s operating permit, as may be necessary 
or appropriate in response to the information in a condition assessment report. 

HG. The City shall retain all condition assessment reports for the life of the parking garage. Upon 
request by a professional engineer who has been engaged to perform a condition assessment of 
a parking garage, and who provides the City with a written statement attesting to the fact that 
they have been so engaged, the City shall make the previously prepared condition assessment 
reports for such parking garage (or copies of such reports) available to such professional 
engineer. The City shall be permitted to require the owner or operator of the subject parking 
garage to pay all costs and expenses associated with making such previously prepared condition 
assessment reports (or copies thereof) available to the professional engineer. 

IH. This section shall not limit or impair the right or the obligation of the City: 

(1) To perform such construction inspections as are required by § 119-5, Construction 
Inspections; 

(2) To perform such periodic fire safety and property maintenance inspections as are required 
by § 119-11, Fire Safety and Property Maintenance Inspections; and/or 

(3) To take such enforcement action or actions as may be necessary or appropriate to respond 
to any condition that comes to the attention of the City by means of its own inspections or 
observations, by means of a complaint, or by any other means other than a condition 
assessment or a report of a condition assessment. 

§ 119-12 Complaints.  
The Code Enforcement Officer shall review and investigate complaints which allege or assert the 
existence of conditions or activities that fail to comply with the Uniform Code, the Energy Code, this 
chapter, or any other local law, ordinance or regulation adopted for administration and enforcement 
of the Uniform Code or the Energy Code. The process for responding to a complaint shall include 
such of the following steps as the Code Enforcement Officer may deem to be appropriate: 

A. Performing an inspection of the conditions and/or activities alleged to be in violation, and 
documenting the results of such inspection;  

B. If a violation is found to exist, providing the owner of the affected property and any other 
person who may be responsible for the violation with notice of the violation and opportunity to 
abate, correct or cure the violation, or otherwise proceeding in the manner described in § 119-15, 
Enforcement; penalties for offenses, of this chapter;  

C. If appropriate, issuing a stop-work order;  

D. If a violation which was found to exist is abated or corrected, performing an inspection to 
ensure that the violation has been abated or corrected, preparing a final written report reflecting 
such abatement or correction, and filing such report with the complaint.  
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§ 119-13 Recordkeeping.  
A. The Code Enforcement Officer shall keep permanent official records of all transactions and 

activities conducted by all code enforcement personnel, including records of: 

(1) All applications received, reviewed and approved or denied;  

(2) All plans, specifications and construction documents approved;  

(3) All building permits, certificates of occupancy/certificates of compliance, temporary 
certificates, stop-work orders, and operating permits issued;  

(4) All inspections and tests performed;  

(5) All statements and reports issued;  

(6) All complaints received;  

(7) All investigations conducted;  

(7)(8) All condition assessment reports received;  

(8)(9) All other features and activities specified in or contemplated by §§ 119-4 
through 119-12, inclusive, of this chapter; and  

(9)(10) All fees charged and collected.  

B. All such records shall be public records open for public inspection during normal business 
hours. All plans and records pertaining to buildings or structures, or appurtenances thereto, shall 
be retained for at least the minimum time period so required by state law and regulation.  

§ 119-14 Program review and reporting.  
A. The Code Enforcement Officer shall annually submit to the City Council of this City a written 

report and summary of all business conducted by the Code Enforcement Officer and the 
inspectors, including a report and summary of all transactions and activities described in § 119-
13, Recordkeeping, of this chapter and a report and summary of all appeals or litigation pending 
or concluded.  

B. The Code Enforcement Officer shall annually submit to the Secretary of State, on behalf of this 
City, on a form prescribed by the Secretary of State, a report of the activities of this City relative 
to administration and enforcement of the Uniform Code.  

C. The Code Enforcement Officer shall, upon request of the New York State Department of State, 
provide to the New York State Department of State, from the records and related materials this 
City is required to maintain, excerpts, summaries, tabulations, statistics and other information 
and accounts of the activities of this City in connection with administration and enforcement of 
the Uniform Code.  

§ 119-15 Enforcement; penalties for offenses.  
A. Compliance orders. The Code Enforcement Officer is authorized to order, in writing, the 

remedying of any condition or activity found to exist in, on or about any building, structure, or 
premises in violation of the Uniform Code, the Energy Code or this chapter. Upon finding that 
any such condition or activity exists, the Code Enforcement Officer shall issue a compliance 
order. The compliance order shall be in writing; be dated and signed by the Code Enforcement 
Officer; specify the condition or activity that violates the Uniform Code, the Energy Code, or 
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this chapter; and specify the provision or provisions of the Uniform Code, the Energy Code, or 
this chapter which is/are violated by the specified condition or activity. If the compliance order 
refers to a violation of the Uniform Code, it must direct that full compliance be achieved within 
30 days after the date of the order, or such other time as may be promulgated by the New York 
State Department of State, and specify the date for full compliance. Although the order for a 
violation of the Uniform Code requires full compliance within 30 days, the City may order the 
person or entity in violation to begin to remedy the violation(s) immediately or within some 
other stated period of time less than 30 days after the date of the order. In a compliance order 
for a violation of the Uniform Code, the Code Enforcement Officer may also require other 
protective actions as the Code Enforcement Officer may deem appropriate while such violations 
are being remedied.  

B. Service. The Code Enforcement Officer shall cause the compliance order for a violation of the 
Uniform Code, or a copy thereof, to be served on the person or entity in violation personally or 
by certified or registered mail within five days of the date of the order. A compliance order for 
violations of the Uniform Code shall be deemed served on the date it is mailed by certified or 
registered mail. The Code Enforcement Officer shall be permitted, but not required, to cause a 
compliance order for violations that are not under the Uniform Code, or a copy thereof, to be 
served on any builder, architect, tenant, contractor, subcontractor, construction superintendent, 
or their agents, or any other person taking part or assisting in work being performed at the 
affected property personally or by certified mail; provided, however, that failure to serve any 
person mentioned in this sentence shall not affect the efficacy of the compliance order.  

C. Appearance tickets. The Code Enforcement Officer and each inspector are authorized to issue 
appearance tickets for any violation of the Uniform Code.  

D. Civil penalties. In addition to those penalties prescribed by state law, any person who violates 
any provision of the Uniform Code, the Energy Code or this chapter, or any term or condition 
of any building permit, certificate of compliance, temporary certificate, stop-work order, 
operating permit or other notice or order issued by the Code Enforcement Officer pursuant to 
any provision of this chapter, shall be liable to a civil penalty of not more than $1,000 for each 
day or part thereof during which such violation continues. The civil penalties provided by this 
subsection shall be recoverable in an action instituted in the name of this City.  

E. Injunctive relief. An action or proceeding may be instituted in the name of this City, in a court 
of competent jurisdiction, to prevent, restrain, enjoin, correct, or abate any violation of, or to 
enforce any provision of the Uniform Code, the Energy Code, this chapter, or any term or 
condition of any building permit, certificate of occupancy/certificate of compliance, temporary 
certificate, stop-work order, operating permit, compliance order, or other notice or order issued 
by the Code Enforcement Officer pursuant to any provision of this chapter. In particular, but 
not by way of limitation, where the construction or use of a building or structure is in violation 
of any provision of the Uniform Code, the Energy Code, this chapter, or any stop-work order, 
compliance order or other order obtained under the Uniform Code, the Energy Code or this 
chapter, an action or proceeding may be commenced in the name of this City, in the Supreme 
Court or in any other court having the requisite jurisdiction, to obtain an order directing the 
removal of the building or structure or an abatement of the condition in violation of such 
provisions.  

F. Remedies not exclusive. No remedy or penalty specified in this section shall be the exclusive 
remedy or penalty available to address any violation described in this section, and each remedy 
or penalty specified in this section shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for or 
limitation of, the other remedies or penalties specified in this section, in § 119-6, Stop-work 
orders, of this chapter, in any other section of this chapter, or in any other applicable law. Any 
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remedy or penalty specified in this section may be pursued at any time, whether prior to, 
simultaneously with, or after the pursuit of any other remedy or penalty specified in this section, 
in § 119-6, Stop-work orders, of this chapter, in any other section of this chapter, or in any other 
applicable law. In particular, but not by way of limitation, each remedy and penalty specified in 
this section shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for or limitation of, the penalties 
specified in Subdivision (2) of § 382 of the Executive Law, and any remedy or penalty specified 
in this section may be pursued at any time, whether prior to, simultaneously with, or after the 
pursuit of any penalty specified in Subdivision (2) of § 382 of the Executive Law.  

§ 119-16 Fees.  
A fee schedule shall be established by resolution of the City Council of this City. Such fee schedule 
may thereafter be amended from time to time by like resolution. The fees set forth in, or determined 
in accordance with, such fee schedule or amended fee schedule shall be charged and collected for the 
submission of applications, the issuance of building permits, certificates of occupancy/certificates of 
compliance, temporary certificates, opening permits, fire safety and property maintenance 
inspections, and other actions of the Code Enforcement Officer described in or contemplated by this 
chapter. 

§ 119-16.1 Delinquent inspection fees.  
Upon presentation to the City Tax Collector by the Code Enforcement Officer of a described 
property on which an inspection fee has not been paid, the Tax Collector shall place a lien on such 
property in the amount of the unpaid fee, which amount shall collect interest at the statutory rate. 

§ 119-17 Intermunicipal agreements.  
The City Council of this City may, by resolution, authorize the Mayor of this City to enter into an 
agreement, in the name of this City, with other governments to carry out the terms of this chapter, 
provided that such agreement does not violate any provision of the Uniform Code, the Energy Code, 
Part 1203 of Title 19 of the NYCRR, or any other applicable law. 

§ 119-18 Climatic and Geographic Design Criteria.  

A. The Code Enforcement Officer shall determine the climatic and geographic design criteria for 
buildings and structures constructed within this City as required by the Uniform Code. Such 
determinations shall be made in the manner specified in the Uniform Code using, where 
applicable, the maps, charts, and other information provided in the Uniform Code. The criteria 
to be so determined shall include but shall not necessarily be limited to, the following: 

(1) Design criteria to include ground snow load; wind design loads; seismic category; potential 
damage from weathering, frost, and termite; winter design temperature; whether ice barrier 
underlayment is required; the air freezing index; and the mean annual temperature; 

(2) Heating and cooling equipment design criteria for structures within the scope of the 
RCNYS. The design criteria shall include the data identified in the Design Criteria Table 
found in Chapter 3 of the RCNYS; and 

(3) Flood hazard areas, flood hazard maps, and supporting data. The flood hazard map shall 
include, at a minimum, special flood hazard areas as identified by the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency in the Flood Insurance Study for the community, as amended or 
revised with: 

(a) The accompanying Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM); 

(b) Flood Boundary and Floodway Map (FBFM); and 
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(c) Related supporting data along with any revisions thereto. 

B. The Code Enforcement Officer shall prepare a written record of the climatic and geographic 
design criteria determined pursuant to Subsection A of this section, shall maintain such record 
within the office of the Code Enforcement Officer, and shall make such record readily available 
to the public. 

Section 2. Ratification, Readoption and Confirmation 

Except as specifically modified by the amendments contained herein, Chapters 119 of the Code of 
the City of Beacon is otherwise to remain in full force and effect and are otherwise ratified, 
readopted and confirmed. 

Section 3. Numbering for Codification 

It is the intention of the City of Beacon and it is hereby enacted that the provisions of this Local Law 
shall be included in the Code of the City of Beacon; that the sections and subsections of this Local 
Law may be re-numbered or re-lettered by the Codifier to accomplish such intention; that the 
Codifier shall make no substantive changes to this Local Law; that the word “Local Law” shall be 
changed to “ Chapter,” “Section” or other appropriate word as required for codification; and that 
any such rearranging of the numbering and editing shall not affect the validity of this Local Law or 
the provisions of the Code affected thereby. 

Section 4. Severability 

The provisions of this Local Law are separable and if any provision, clause, sentence, subsection, 
word or part thereof is held illegal, invalid or unconstitutional, or inapplicable to any person or 
circumstance, such illegality, invalidity or unconstitutionality, or inapplicability shall not affect or 
impair any of the remaining provisions, clauses, sentences, subsections, words or parts of this Local 
Law or their petition to other persons or circumstances. It is hereby declared to be the legislative 
intent that this Local law would have been adopted if such illegal, invalid or unconstitutional 
provision, clause, sentence, subsection, word or part had not been included therein, and if such 
person or circumstance to which the Local Law or part hereof is held inapplicable had been 
specifically exempt there from. 

Section 7. Effective Date 

This local law shall take effect immediately upon filing with the Office of the Secretary of State.  
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KEANEfEEANEP.c. 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

November 23, 2022 

VIA E-MAIL 

Mayor Lee K yriacou 
City of Beacon 
One Municipal Plaza 
Beacon, NY 12508 

Re: Legal Services; Keane & Beane, P.C. 2023 Retainer 

Dear Lee: 

■ Main Office

445 Hamilton Avenue

Wlute Plains, NY 10601

Phone 914.946.4777

Fax 914.946.6868

■ Mid-Hudson Office

200 \'\iestage Business Center

Fishkill, NY 12524

Phone 845.896.0120

■ New York City Office

99 Madison Avenue

New York, NY 10016

Phone 646.794.5747

I write to confirm the terms of our firm's provision of legal services to the City of 
Beacon for 2023. As discussed, our firm will carry-over the basic terms of the City's 
2022 retainer for general municipal legal services at a fixed monthly retainer of 
$15,950.00 for such general municipal services, including meeting attendance. \�?e 
will charge on an hourly basis using a discounted blended rate of $235.00 for special 
projects and litigation. We will charge on an hourly basis using a rate of $250.00 for 
associates and $285.00 for partners for review of land use matters. We will also 
provide general municipal labor services (analysis of current contracts, drafting of 
policies, general advice on personnel matters, as some examples) as detailed below, 
within the monthiy retainer. We will represent the City in traffic court matters within 
a separate monthly retainer of $2,000.00. 

General Retainer 

For general municipal services, we will provide advice and counseling on the full 
range of municipal issues that will arise from time to time for a fixed annual charge to 
be paid in equal monthly installments billed the first of each month after the services 
are rendered. It is agreed that the firm is expected to provide approximately eighty 
(80) hours of legal services a month. The parties reserve the right to modify this
retainer agreement in the event of material deviation from providing an average of
eighty (80) hours a month. Among other things, the retainer will cover attendance at
all City Council meetings, In Rem proceedings, labor advice, meeting with City staff
at City Hall, consultation, advice, opinions on questions presented by City. officials,
review and preparation as necessary of routine City contracts, resolutions �ind other
actions, and the like.
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Special Projects, Labor & Litigation 

For special projects which you agree in writing are to be billed outside of the general 
retainer, Labor (arbitration, mediation, fact finding, labor litigation, disciplinary 
proceedings and the like) and litigation, we will charge $235.00 per hour fqr our 
services on a straight hourly basis at a blended rate, regardless of the attorney 
performing the work. We will obtain written approval from the City 
Administrator before working on matters outside the retainer so that Keane & 
Beane, P.C. and the City agree on what work is outside of the monthly
retainer. We will render bills on the first day of each month for work done the prior 
month. 

Litigation consists of any matter that is commenced by a formal court or arbitration 
notice, such as a Summons, Complaint, Petition, Notice of Petition, or Notice of 
Claim. In contrast, general advice on possible litigation prior to commencement of a 
proceeding or receipt of such notice will fall under the general municipal retainer. 

Special projects consist of major City endeavors that are not typically done. This 
category includes matters such as special district formation and extension, land 
acquisition and disposition, complex contract work, preparation of complex 
legislation, major rezoning or comprehensive plan revisions, and the like. In contrast, 
advice to officials, standard vendor contract preparation and review, and drafting of 
routine legislation would be general retainer work. 

We do not charge for travel time to attend meetings at City Hall. Travel time to 
other locations during business hours will be billed as though travelled from our 
Fishkill office, unless the actual starting point is closer to .the destination. For 
example, if a meeting is scheduled with NYSDEC in New Paltz, travel time would be 
billed from City Hall or from a closer distance if such be the case. 

Land Use Applications 

For review of land use applications our firm will charge the City at a rate of $250.00 
per hour for associates and $285.00 per hour for partners. We will bill in each 
instance on the first day of each month for work done in the prior month: 

The City has authority to require land use applicants to reimburse the City's legal fees 
for State Environmental Quality Review Act reviews under New York State 
Environmental Conservation Law§ 8-109(7)(a) and for special permit and.other land 
use reviews under New York State Municipal Home Rule Law§ 10 and§ 22, the 
New York State General City Law and the City Code, so long as the fees are 
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reasonable and necessary and incurred in connection with the City's examination and 
action on the applicant's project. Thus, review of an applicant's documents and 
submissions for compliance with law or approval requirements will be reimbursable 
and billed at full rates. Conversely, enforcement or Article 78 review proceedings will 
not be reimbursable, and they will, upon approval from the City Administrator, be 
charged to the City at the discounted rate set forth above depending on their nature. 

We look forward to continuing our work with the City. 

Nicholas M. Ward-Willis 

NMW/sj 
ecc: Chris White, City Administrator 

ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED TO BY: 

By: Dated: 
--------

Chris White, City Administrator 
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CITY OF BEACON 

CITY COUNCIL 
 

RESOLUTION NO. 142 OF 2022 
 

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR TO EXECUTE AN 
AGREEMENT WITH KEANE & BEANE, P.C. FOR 2023 LEGAL SERVICES 

 
WHEREAS, the City of Beacon seeks to contract for legal services for 2023; and 
 
WHEREAS, Keane & Beane, P.C. (“Keane & Beane”) provides the above services and is willing 

and able to extend the same to the City of Beacon; and 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the City of Beacon City Council hereby 
authorizes the City Administrator to execute an agreement with Keane & Beane for legal services for 2023, 
subject to approval by the City Attorney as to form and substance. 

 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that City Administrator is hereby authorized to execute any 

extensions or amendments to this Agreement subject to review and approval by the City Attorney as to 
form and substance. 

 
 
 

 
Resolution No. 142 of 2022 Date:  December 5, 2022   
 Amendments                   2/3 Required 
 Not on roll call.  On roll call  3/4 Required 

Motion Second Council Member Yes No   Abstain Reason Absent 
  Paloma Wake      
  Justice McCray      
  George Mansfield      
  Wren Longno      
  Molly Rhodes      
  Dan Aymar-Blair      

  Mayor Lee Kyriacou      
  Motion Carried      
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Resolution Authorizing the City Administrator to Execute an Agreement with Lanc & Tully
Engineering and Surveying, P.C. for 2023 Engineering Services
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CITY OF BEACON 

CITY COUNCIL 
 

RESOLUTION NO. 143 OF 2022 
 

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR TO EXECUTE AN 
AGREEMENT WITH LANC & TULLY ENGINEERING AND SURVEYING, P.C. FOR 2023 

ENGINEERING SERVICES 
 

WHEREAS, the City of Beacon seeks to contract for engineering services for 2023; and 
 
WHEREAS, Lanc & Tully Engineering and Surveying, P.C. (“Lanc & Tully”) provides the above 

services and is willing and able to extend the same to the City of Beacon; and 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the City of Beacon City Council hereby 
authorizes the City Administrator to execute an agreement with Lanc & Tully for engineering design for 
2023, subject to approval by the City Attorney as to form and substance. 

 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that City Administrator is hereby authorized to execute any 

extensions or amendments to this Agreement subject to review and approval by the City Attorney as to 
form and substance. 

 
 
 

 

Resolution No. 143 of 2022 Date:  December 5, 2022   
 Amendments                   2/3 Required 
 Not on roll call.  On roll call  3/4 Required 

Motion Second Council Member Yes No   Abstain Reason Absent 
  Paloma Wake      
  Justice McCray      
  George Mansfield      
  Wren Longno      
  Molly Rhodes      
  Dan Aymar-Blair      

  Mayor Lee Kyriacou      
  Motion Carried      
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Title:

Resolution No. 144 - Authorizing the City Administrator to Sign an Agreement with John Clarke Planning
and Design, LLC for Planning Services

ATTACHMENTS

John Clarke Planning and Design, LLC Proposal for 2023 Planning Services

Resolution Authorizing the City Administrator to Execute an Agreement with John Clarke
Planning and Design, LLC for 2023 Planning Services
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John Clarke Planning and Design                                                    jclarkeplandesign@gmail.com 

                                                        845.797.4152 
 

Chris White, City Administrator                        November 7, 2022  
City of Beacon, One Municipal Plaza 
Beacon, NY 12508          
Re: 2023 City Planner Services       
 

Chris: 
 

It has been a personal pleasure to work with Beacon over the last six years. My objective has been to provide 
the best professional advice to the City Council and Planning Board, helping Beacon build on its recent 
successes and make the City a better place to live.  
 

Qualifications and General Work Program 
As a Dutchess County Planner for 30 years, the Department’s lead planner for Beacon over 20 years, and a 
local Planning Board member for 20+ years, my long and varied experience in the field clearly qualifies me for 
the Beacon City Planner position. I am fully competent to provide a high level of service for all the work items 
required by the position, including: 
 

▪ Provide advice to the Planning and Zoning Boards on site plans, subdivisions, special permits, 
variances, SEQRA reviews, and other regulated activities and procedural requirements; 

▪ Prepare written reports with recommendations on planning and development activities; 
▪ Offer planning and design options and guidance on best practices; 
▪ Provide technical services, as requested, to the City Council and other City officials; 
▪ Produce studies, planning options, and conceptual designs on special planning and zoning projects; 
▪ Draft proposed amendments to the Zoning Code and update the City Zoning Map. 

 

Over my career, I have prepared countless project review letters and written reports and have given hundreds 
of presentations to local boards and large public audiences. I am not intending take on other planning work, so 
my schedule is very flexible and I can concentrate on Beacon’s needs. I am available for night or day meetings 
with the City Council, Planning Board, other officials, consultants, and project applicants.   
 

Proposed Fee 
As a top-level professional in the field with specialty skills in urban design, I have set an hourly fee of $130 per 
hour for 2023, the first marginal increase since I started to work for the City six years ago. I work as an 
individual consultant, keeping my overhead costs low and ensuring that the City of Beacon will get my personal 
attention. I understand that any administrative costs, customary overhead expenses, and travel time will be 
covered by the basic hourly rate. I carry the requested levels of professional and general liability insurance.  
 

My reputation for high-quality work, a strong record of creativity, and on-time, over-and-above performance is 
well earned and can be confirmed by talking to City staff, consultants, and Planning Board members. As 
always, I am open to any questions you or the City Council may have. 
 
Thanks for all your support and I look forward to working with the City in the future. 

 
John Clarke Planning and Design, LLC                                                                           Sent via Email 
 

 
Acknowledged and agreed to by: ________________________________________________________ 

Chris White, City Administrator         Date 
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CITY OF BEACON 

CITY COUNCIL 
 

RESOLUTION NO. 144 OF 2022 
 

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR TO EXECUTE AN 
AGREEMENT WITH JOHN CLARK PLANNING AND DESIGN, LLC FOR 2023 PLANNING 

SERVICES 
 

WHEREAS, the City of Beacon seeks to contract for planning services for 2023; and 
 
WHEREAS, John Clarke Planning and Design, LLC provides the above services and is willing 

and able to extend the same to the City of Beacon; and 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the City of Beacon City Council hereby 
authorizes the City Administrator to execute an agreement with John Clarke Planning and Design, LLC 
for planning services for 2023, subject to approval by the City Attorney as to form and substance. 

 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that City Administrator is hereby authorized to execute any 

extensions or amendments to this Agreement subject to review and approval by the City Attorney as to 
form and substance. 

 
 
 

 

Resolution No. 144 of 2022 Date:  December 5, 2022   
 Amendments                   2/3 Required 
 Not on roll call.  On roll call  3/4 Required 

Motion Second Council Member Yes No   Abstain Reason Absent 
  Paloma Wake      
  Justice McCray      
  George Mansfield      
  Wren Longno      
  Molly Rhodes      
  Dan Aymar-Blair      

  Mayor Lee Kyriacou      
  Motion Carried      
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City of Beacon City Council Agenda
12/05/2022

Title:

Resolution No. 145 - Approving Proposed Local Law No. 12 Which Amends Chapter 119 of the Code of
the City of Beacon Concerning the Administration and Enforcement of the New York State Uniform Fire
Prevention and Building Code and the State Energy Conservation Construction Code to Incorporate
Recent Updates to 19 NYCRR Part 1203

ATTACHMENTS

Keane & Beane P.C. Memorandum Regarding Proposed Local Law No. 12 of 2022

19 NYCRR Part 1203 (adopted December 2021)

Proposed Local Law No. 12 - Amending 119 of the Code of the City of Beacon

Resolution Adopting Local Law No. 12 which Amends the Code of the City of Beacon
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 Main Office
445 Hamilton Avenue
White Plains, NY 10601
Phone 914.946.4777
Fax 914.946.6868

 Mid-Hudson Office
200 Westage Business Center
Fishkill, NY 12524
Phone 845.896.0120

 New York City Office
99 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016
Phone 646.794.5747

MEMORANDUM

TO: Mayor Kyriacou and Members of the 
City Council of the City of Beacon

FROM: Keane & Beane, P.C.

RE: Proposed Local Law to Amend Chapter 119
Of the Code of the City of Beacon 

DATE: November 17, 2022

Our office has prepared a proposed local law to amend Chapter 119 of the Code of 
the City of Beacon (the “City Code”) to incorporate new requirements set forth in 
Part 1203 of Title 19 of the New York Codes, Rules and Regulations, adopted on 
December 31, 2021. 

Pursuant to Executive Law § 381(1) and the Energy Law § 11-107, the Department 
of State is authorized to promulgate regulations establishing minimum standards for
administration and enforcement of the Uniform Code and the Energy Code. 
Additionally, unless otherwise prescribed by the Secretary of State, Executive Law     
§ 381(2) requires local governments to administer and enforce the Uniform Code and 
the Energy Code. Chapter 119 of the City Code provides for the administration and 
enforcement of the Uniform Code and the Energy Code in the City of Beacon.

Updated versions of the Uniform Code and the Energy Code became effective on 
May 12, 2020 and, as a result, corresponding changes were necessary to Part 1203 of 
Title 19 of the New York Codes, Rules and Regulations: Uniform Code and the 
Energy Code: Minimum Standards for Administration and Enforcement (19 NYCRR 
Part 1203). Thereafter, on December 29, 2021, the Department of State filed a Notice 
of Adoption of a rule repealing and replacing 19 NYCRR Part 1203. This rule will 
become effective on December 30, 2022. Local governments have until December 
30, 2022 to update their code enforcement programs to comply with the new 
provisions of Part 1203. 

The proposed local law amends Chapter 119 of the City Code to comply with the 
minimum administration and enforcement standards set forth in 19 NYCRR Part 
1203.  The changes set forth in the proposed local law are mandated by the State. 
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RULE TEXT  

(19 NYCRR Part 1203) 

 

Part 1203 of Title 19 of the NYCRR is repealed and a new Part 1203 is added to read as follows: 

 

Part 1203 Uniform Code and the Energy Code: Minimum Standards for Administration and 

Enforcement 

 

Section 1203.1 Introduction and definitions. 

(a) Introduction. Section 381 of the Executive Law directs the Secretary of State to promulgate rules and 

regulations for administration of the New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Code and the New 

York State Energy Conservation Construction Code.  

(b) Definitions. Unless otherwise expressly stated, for the purposes of this Part, the following terms shall 

be deemed to have the meanings shown in this subdivision: 

(1) Assembly area. An area in any building, or in any portion of a building, that is primarily used or 

intended to be used for gathering fifty or more persons for uses including, but not limited to, amusement, 

athletic, entertainment, social, or other recreational functions; patriotic, political, civic, educational, or religious 

functions; food or drink consumption; awaiting transportation; or similar purposes.  

(2) Authority having jurisdiction. Any city, town, village, county, state agency, or other governmental 

unit or agency responsible for administration and enforcement of either or both of the Codes. 

(3) Building permit. A building permit, construction permit, demolition permit, or other permit that 

authorizes the performance of work. 
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(4) Certificate of compliance. A document issued by the authority having jurisdiction stating that work 

was done in compliance with approved construction documents and the Codes.  

(5) Certificate of occupancy. A document issued by the authority having jurisdiction certifying that the 

building or structure, or portion thereof, complies with the approved construction documents that have been 

submitted to, and approved by the authority having jurisdiction, and indicating that the building or structure, or 

portion thereof, is in a condition suitable for occupancy.  

(6) Codes. The Uniform Code and Energy Code. 

(7) Energy Code. The New York State Energy Conservation Construction Code, Subchapter B of 

Chapter XXXIII of this Title, adopted pursuant to Article 11 of the Energy Law. 

(8) FCNYS. The 2020 Fire Code of New York State as currently incorporated by reference in Part 1225 

of this Title. 

(9) Fire safety and property maintenance inspection. An inspection performed to determine compliance 

with the applicable provisions of Part 1225 of this Title and the publications incorporated therein by reference 

and the applicable provisions of Part 1226 of this Title and the publications incorporated therein by reference.  

(10) Hazardous production materials. A solid, liquid, or gas associated with semiconductor 

manufacturing that has a degree-of-hazard rating in health, flammability, or instability of Class 3 or 4, as ranked 

by NFPA 704 (Standard Systems for Identification of the Hazards of Materials for Emergency Response), and 

which is used directly in research, laboratory, or production processes which have, as their end product, 

materials that are not hazardous. 

(11) Mobile food preparation vehicles. Vehicles that contain cooking equipment that produces smoke or 

grease-laden vapors for the purpose of preparing and serving food to the public. Vehicles intended for private 

recreation shall not be considered mobile food preparation vehicles. 
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(12) PMCNYS. The 2020 Property Maintenance Code of New York State as currently incorporated by 

reference in Part 1226 of this Title. 

(13) RCNYS. The 2020 Residential Code of New York State as currently incorporated by reference in 

Part 1220 of this Title. 

(14) Repair. The reconstruction, replacement, or renewal of any part of an existing building for the 

purpose of its maintenance or to correct damage. 

(15) Sugarhouse. A building used, in whole or in part, for the collection, storage, or processing of maple 

sap into maple syrup and/or maple sugar. 

(16) Uniform Code. The New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Code, Subchapter A of 

Chapter XXXIII of this Title, adopted pursuant to Article 18 of the Executive Law. 

 

Section 1203.2 Program for administration and enforcement. 

(a) Every city, village, town, and county responsible for administration and enforcement of either or 

both of the Codes shall establish a code enforcement program to provide for such administration and 

enforcement by local law, ordinance, or other appropriate regulation. Such code enforcement program shall 

include the features and provisions described in section 1203.3 of this Part. 

(b) Where the State is responsible under section 1201.2 (d) of Part 1201 of this Title for administration 

and enforcement of the Uniform Code, the state agency or agencies determined in accordance with the 

provisions of Part 1204 of this Title shall administer and enforce the Codes in accordance with Part 1204 of this 

Title and section 1203.3 (j) of this Part. For the purposes of section 1203.3 (j)(5) of this Part, the period fixed by 

the code enforcement program of such state agency, as the interval between periodic condition assessments, 

shall not exceed three years. 
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(c) Every state agency responsible under section 1201.2 of this Title for administration and enforcement 

of the Uniform Code and not otherwise included in subdivisions (a) and (b) of this section shall provide for 

administration and enforcement of the Codes in regulation. Any such regulation shall include the features 

described in section 1203.3 of this Part. 

(d) Every authority having jurisdiction responsible for administration and enforcement of the Uniform 

Code shall exercise its powers in due and proper manner so as to extend to all people of the State protection 

from the hazards of fire and inadequate building construction. Every authority having jurisdiction responsible 

for administration and enforcement of the Energy Code shall exercise its powers in due and proper manner so as 

to further the purposes of Article 11 of the Energy Law, as applicable. 

(e) An authority having jurisdiction may contract directly with an individual or business entity to 

perform “building safety inspector enforcement activities” or “code enforcement official enforcement activities” 

(as those terms are defined in Part 1208 of this Title) on behalf of the authority having jurisdiction, subject to 

the following conditions: 

(1) Where an authority having jurisdiction contracts directly with an individual or a business entity to 

perform any building safety inspector enforcement activities on behalf of such authority having jurisdiction, the 

authority having jurisdiction shall satisfy itself that each individual performing such contracted-for building 

safety inspector enforcement activities has qualifications comparable to those of a person who has met the 

requirements of Part 1208 of this Title applicable to building safety inspectors.  

 (2) Where an authority having jurisdiction contracts directly with an individual or a business entity to 

perform any code enforcement official enforcement activities on behalf of such authority having jurisdiction, 

the authority having jurisdiction shall satisfy itself that each individual performing such contracted-for code 

enforcement official enforcement activities has qualifications comparable to those of a person who has met the 

requirements of Part 1208 of this Title applicable to code enforcement officials.  
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(3) No agreement shall be made by which building permits, certificates of occupancy, temporary 

certificates of occupancy, certificates of compliance, orders, appearance tickets, or other similar documents 

related to administration and enforcement of either or both of the Codes are issued by other than public officers 

of the authority having jurisdiction.  

(4) “Special inspections” (as defined in the Uniform Code), including but not limited to, electrical 

inspections, elevator inspections, welding inspections, and smoke control system inspections are not considered 

to be building safety inspector enforcement activities or code enforcement official enforcement activities (as 

defined in Part 1208 of this Title). Accordingly, a special inspector performing a special inspection is not 

performing a building safety inspector enforcement activity or a code enforcement official enforcement activity 

and is not required to have qualifications comparable to those of a person who has met the requirements of Part 

1208 of this Title. However, an authority having jurisdiction shall not accept or rely upon a special inspection 

unless the person performing such special inspection  

(i) is a qualified person employed or retained by an agency that has been approved by the authority 

having jurisdiction and  

(ii) has been approved by the authority having jurisdiction as having the competence necessary to 

inspect a particular type of construction requiring such special inspection. 

(f) The persons, offices, departments, agencies, or combinations thereof, authorized and responsible for 

administration and enforcement of either or both of the Codes, or any portion thereof, shall be clearly identified. 

 

Section 1203.3 Minimum features of a program for administration and enforcement. 

A program for administration and enforcement of either or both of the Codes shall include all features and 

provisions described in this section 1203.3. Each authority having jurisdiction must provide for each of the 

listed features through local law, ordinance, or appropriate regulation. Such authority having jurisdiction may 
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adopt provisions for administration and enforcement that are more stringent than the minimum standards set 

forth in this section. 

(a) Building permits. 

 (1) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

building permits to be required for work that must conform to either or both of the Codes. Where expressly set 

forth in their code enforcement program, an authority having jurisdiction may exempt from the requirement for 

a building permit any one or more of the categories of work listed in section 1203.3 (a)(1)(i) through (viii). An 

exemption from the requirement to obtain a building permit shall not be deemed an authorization for work to be 

performed in violation of either or both of the Codes. The following categories of work may be exempted from 

the requirement for a building permit: 

(i) construction or installation of one-story detached structures associated with one- or two-family 

dwellings or multiple single-family dwellings (townhouses), which are used for tool and storage sheds, 

playhouses, or similar uses, provided the gross floor area does not exceed 144 square feet; 

(ii) construction of temporary sets and scenery associated with motion picture, television, and theater 

uses; 

(iii) installation of window awnings supported by an exterior wall of a one-or two-family dwelling or 

multiple single-family dwellings (townhouses); 

(iv) installation of partitions or movable cases less than 5′-9″ in height; 

(v) painting, wallpapering, tiling, carpeting, or other similar finish work; 

(vi) installation of listed portable electrical, plumbing, heating, ventilation, or cooling equipment or 

appliances; 

(vii) replacement of any equipment provided the replacement does not alter the equipment's listing or 

render it inconsistent with the equipment's original specifications; and 
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(viii) repairs, provided that the work does not have an impact on fire and life safety, such as:  

(a) any part of the structural system; 

(b) the required means of egress; or 

(c) the fire protection system or the removal from service of any part of the fire protection system for 

any period of time.  

 (2) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

an application for a building permit, or an amendment thereto, to include information sufficient to enable the 

authority having jurisdiction to determine that the intended work accords with the requirements of the Codes. 

An application for a building permit shall include, but not be limited to, the following information and 

documentation: 

(i) a description of the location, nature, extent, and scope of the proposed work; 

(ii) the tax map number and the street address of any affected building or structure; 

(iii) the occupancy classification of any affected building or structure; 

(iv) where applicable, a statement of special inspections to be prepared in accordance with the 

provisions of the Uniform Code;  

(v) construction documents (drawings and/or specifications), in the format and quantity acceptable to the 

authority having jurisdiction, prepared in compliance with section 1203.3 (a)(3);  

(vi) any additional submittal documents in the format and quantity acceptable to the authority having 

jurisdiction as required by the applicable provisions of the Codes; 

(vii) any other information and documentation that the authority having jurisdiction may deem necessary 

to allow the authority having jurisdiction to determine that the proposed work conforms to the Codes. 

(3) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

construction documents submitted as part of an application for a building permit to be drawn to scale on suitable 
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material or in electronic media. The authority having jurisdiction shall not approve required construction 

documents unless they show in sufficient detail that they contain the information and/or documentation required 

by the applicable provisions of either or both of the Codes, and including but not limited to the following, where 

applicable: 

(i) describing the location, nature, extent, and scope of the proposed work; 

(ii) showing that the proposed work will conform to the applicable provisions of the Codes; 

(iii) showing the location, construction, size, and character of all portions of the means of egress; 

(iv) showing a representation of the building thermal envelope; 

(v) showing structural information including but not limited to braced wall designs; the size, section, and 

relative locations of structural members; design loads; and other pertinent structural information; 

(vi) showing the proposed structural, electrical, plumbing, mechanical, fire-protection, and other service 

systems of the building; 

(vii) a written statement indicating compliance with the Energy Code; 

(viii) a site plan, drawn to scale and drawn in accordance with an accurate boundary survey, showing the 

size and location of new construction and existing structures and appurtenances on the site; distances from lot 

lines; the established street grades and the proposed finished grades; and, as applicable, flood hazard areas, 

floodways, and design flood elevations;  

(ix) evidence that the documents were prepared by a licensed and registered architect in accordance with 

Article 147 of the New York State Education Law or a licensed and registered professional engineer in 

accordance with Article 145 of the New York State Education Law and practice guidelines, including but not 

limited to the design professional’s seal which clearly and legibly shows both the design professional’s name 

and license number and is signed by the design professional whose name appears on the seal in such a manner 

that neither the name nor the number is obscured in any way, the design professional’s registration expiration 
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date, the design professional’s firm name (if not a sole practitioner), and, if the documents are submitted by a 

professional engineering firm and not a sole practitioner professional engineer, the firm’s Certificate of 

Authorization number; and 

(x) include any other information and documentation that the authority having jurisdiction may deem 

necessary to allow the authority having jurisdiction to determine that the proposed work conforms to the Codes. 

(4) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions 

requiring the authority having jurisdiction, or an individual or entity contracted by the authority having 

jurisdiction and satisfying the requirements set forth in section 1203.2 (e)(2), to examine applications for a 

building permit or for an amendment thereto to ascertain whether the proposed work is in conformance with the 

requirements of the Codes. Construction documents and any other submittal documents approved as part of a 

building permit application shall be so marked in writing and by stamp, or in the case of electronic media, an 

electronic marking. One complete set of approved construction documents and other submittal documents shall 

be retained by the authority having jurisdiction. One complete set shall be returned to the applicant to be 

available at the work site for use by the authorized representatives of the authority having jurisdiction.  

(5) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

building permits to contain a statement indicating that all work shall be performed in accordance with the 

approved building permit application including any supporting information and documentation, such as 

construction documents, written statements, submittal documents, etc. In addition, a building permit shall 

include a directive indicating that the building permit holder must notify the authority having jurisdiction 

immediately in the event of changes occurring during construction. 

 (6) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

building permits to be issued with a specific expiration date. The authority having jurisdiction may provide that 
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a building permit shall become invalid unless the work authorized is commenced within a specified period 

following issuance. 

(7) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

that when a building permit has been issued in error because of incorrect, inaccurate, or incomplete information, 

or the work for which the building permit was issued violates either or both of the Codes, such building permit 

shall be revoked or suspended until such time as the building permit holder demonstrates that all work 

completed and all work proposed shall be in compliance with applicable provisions of the Codes. 

(8) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

building permits to be visibly displayed at the worksite and to remain visible until the project has been 

completed. 

(b) Construction inspections. 

(1) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

the authority having jurisdiction, or an individual or entity contracted by the authority having jurisdiction and 

satisfying the requirements set forth in section 1203.2 (e)(2), to perform construction inspections required by 

the Codes including those listed in this paragraph, either in-person or remotely. Remote inspections in lieu of 

in-person inspections may be performed when, at the discretion of the authority having jurisdiction, the remote 

inspection can be performed to the same level and quality as an in-person inspection and the remote inspection 

shows to the satisfaction of the authority having jurisdiction that the elements of the construction process 

conform with the applicable requirements of the Codes. Should a remote inspection not afford the authority 

having jurisdiction sufficient information to make a determination, an in-person inspection shall be performed. 

Inspections shall include but not be limited to the following elements of the construction process, where 

applicable: 

(i) worksite prior to the issuance of a permit; 
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(ii) footing and foundation; 

(iii) preparation for concrete slab; 

(iv) framing; 

(v) structural, electrical, plumbing, mechanical, fire-protection, and other similar service systems of the 

building; 

(vi) fire resistant construction; 

(vii) fire resistant penetrations; 

(viii) solid fuel-burning heating appliances, chimneys, flues, or gas vents; 

(ix)  inspections required to demonstrate Energy Code compliance, including but not limited to 

insulation, fenestration, air leakage, system controls, mechanical equipment size, and, where required, minimum 

fan efficiencies, programmable thermostats, energy recovery, whole-house ventilation, plumbing heat traps, 

high-performance lighting, and controls;  

(x) installation, connection, and assembly of factory manufactured buildings and manufactured homes; 

and 

(xi) a final inspection after all work authorized by the building permit has been completed.  

(2) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

work for which a permit has been issued to remain accessible and exposed until inspected and accepted by the 

authority having jurisdiction and requiring building permit holders to notify the authority having jurisdiction 

when construction work is ready for inspection. 

(3) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

that after each inspection, the authority having jurisdiction shall note the work or a portion thereof to be 

satisfactory as completed, or the building permit holder shall be notified as to the manner in which the work 

fails to comply with either or both of the Codes, including a citation to the specific code provision or provisions 
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that have not been met. The code enforcement program shall also include provisions requiring work not in 

compliance with applicable provisions of either or both of the Codes to remain exposed until it has been brought 

into compliance with the Codes, re-inspected, and found satisfactory as completed. 

(c) Stop work orders. 

Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions for the 

authority having jurisdiction to issue stop work orders to halt work that is determined to be contrary to 

provisions of either or both of the Codes, is being conducted in a dangerous or unsafe manner, is being 

performed without obtaining a required building permit, or when a building permit has been issued in error. A 

stop work order shall state the reason for its issuance and the conditions which must be satisfied before work 

will be allowed to resume. 

(d) Certificates of occupancy, certificates of compliance, and temporary certificates of occupancy. 

 (1) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions for the 

authority having jurisdiction to issue a certificate of occupancy or a certificate of compliance for any work 

which is the subject of a building permit and required to comply with either or both of the codes and for all 

structures, buildings, or portions thereof, which are converted from one use or occupancy classification or 

subclassification to another. The code enforcement program shall provide that, except as provided in section 

1203.3 (d)(4), permission to use or occupy a building or structure, or portion thereof, for which a building 

permit was previously issued, or which has been converted from one use or occupancy classification or 

subclassification to another, shall be granted only by issuance of a certificate of occupancy or a certificate of 

compliance. 

 (2) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program a provision that 

precludes the authority having jurisdiction from issuing a certificate of occupancy or a certificate of compliance 

until the authority having jurisdiction shall have: 
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 (i) inspected the building, structure, or work and determined that the building, structure, or work is in 

compliance with all applicable provisions of the Codes; 

 (ii) where applicable, received and reviewed each written statement of structural observations and/or a 

final report of special inspections required by any applicable provisions of the Uniform Code and determined 

that the information in such written statement or report adequately demonstrates compliance with the applicable 

provision of the Uniform Code;  

 (iii) where applicable, received and reviewed flood hazard certifications required by any applicable 

provisions of the Uniform Code and determined that the information in such certifications adequately 

demonstrates compliance with the applicable provision of the Uniform Code;  

 (iv) where applicable, received and reviewed each written statement of the results of tests performed to 

show compliance with the Energy Code and determined that the information in such statements adequately 

demonstrates compliance with the applicable provision of the Energy Code; and 

 (v) where applicable, verified the affixation of the appropriate seals, insignias, and manufacturers’ data 

plates as required for factory manufactured buildings and/or manufactured homes. 

 (3) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

a certificate of occupancy or certificate of compliance to contain the following information: 

(i) the building permit number, if any; 

(ii) the date of issuance of the building permit, if any; 

(iii) the name, address, and tax map number of the property; 

(iv) if the certificate of occupancy or certificate of compliance is not applicable to an entire structure, a 

description of that portion of the structure for which the certificate of occupancy or certificate of compliance is 

issued; 

(v) the use and occupancy classification of the structure; 
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(vi) the type of construction of the structure; 

(vii) the occupant load of the assembly areas in the structure, if any; 

(viii) any special conditions imposed in connection with the issuance of the building permit;  

(ix) the signature of the official issuing the certificate of occupancy or certificate of compliance; and  

(x) the date of issuance of the certificate of occupancy or certificate of compliance. 

 (4) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions allowing 

the authority having jurisdiction to issue a temporary certificate of occupancy prior to the completion of the 

work that is the subject of a building permit. The code enforcement program shall provide that: 

(i) A temporary certificate of occupancy shall be limited to a specified period of time during which the 

building permit holder shall undertake to bring the structure into full compliance with applicable provisions of 

the Codes.  

(ii) The temporary certificate of occupancy shall specify the portion or portions of the building or 

structure that may be occupied pursuant to the temporary certificate of occupancy, and any special terms or 

conditions of such occupancy that the authority having jurisdiction may deem to be appropriate to ensure the 

health and safety of the persons occupying and using the building or structure and/or performing further 

construction work in the building or structure.  

(iii) The temporary certificate of occupancy shall also include the information mentioned in section 

1203.3 (d)(3).  

(iv) An authority having jurisdiction shall not issue a temporary certificate of occupancy until it 

determines that the following conditions are met: 

(a) the structure or portions thereof may be occupied safely;  

(b) any required fire and life safety components, such as fire protection equipment and fire, smoke, 

carbon monoxide, and heat detectors and alarms are installed and operational; and 
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(c) all required means of egress from the structure have been provided. 

 (5) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

a certificate of occupancy, certificate of compliance, or temporary certificate of occupancy issued in error or on 

the basis of incorrect information to be suspended or revoked by the authority having jurisdiction if the relevant 

deficiencies are not corrected within a specified period of time. 

(e) Notification regarding fire or explosion.   

Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program procedures t for the 

chief of any fire department providing firefighting services for a property to notify the authority having 

jurisdiction of any fire or explosion involving any structural damage, fuel-burning appliance, chimney or gas 

vent. 

(f) Unsafe structures and equipment and conditions of imminent danger. 

Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program procedures for the 

authority having jurisdiction to identify and address unsafe structures and equipment and conditions of 

imminent danger consistent with the requirements of the Uniform Code. 

(g) Operating permits. 

(1) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

operating permits for conducting any process or activity or for operating any type of building, structure, or 

facility listed in this paragraph as follows: 

(i) manufacturing, storing, or handling hazardous materials in quantities exceeding those listed in the 

applicable Maximum Allowable Quantity tables found in Chapter 50 of the FCNYS; 

(ii) buildings, structures, facilities, processes, and/or activities that are within the scope and/or permit 

requirements of the chapter or section title of the FCNYS listed and described in section 1203.3 (g)(1)(ii) as 

follows:  
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(a) Chapter 22, “Combustible Dust-Producing Operations.”  Facilities where the operation produces 

combustible dust; 

(b) Chapter 24, “Flammable Finishes.”  Operations utilizing flammable or combustible liquids, or the 

application of combustible powders regulated by Chapter 24 of the FCNYS; 

(c) Chapter 25, “Fruit and Crop Ripening.”  Operating a fruit- or crop-ripening facility or conducting a 

fruit-ripening process using ethylene gas; 

(d) Chapter 26, “Fumigation and Insecticidal Fogging.”  Conducting fumigation or insecticidal fogging 

operations in buildings, structures, and spaces, except for fumigation or insecticidal fogging performed by the 

occupant of a detached one-family dwelling; 

(e) Chapter 31, “Tents, Temporary Special Event Structures, and Other Membrane Structures.”  

Operating an air-supported temporary membrane structure, a temporary special event structure, or a tent where 

approval is required pursuant to Chapter 31 of the FCNYS; 

(f) Chapter 32, “High-Piled Combustible Storage.”  High-piled combustible storage facilities with more 

than 500 square feet (including aisles) of high-piled storage; 

(g) Chapter 34, “Tire Rebuilding and Tire Storage.”  Operating a facility that stores in excess of 2,500 

cubic feet of scrap tires or tire byproducts or operating a tire rebuilding plant; 

(h) Chapter 35, “Welding and Other Hot Work.”  Performing public exhibitions and demonstrations 

where hot work is conducted, use of hot work, welding, or cutting equipment, inside or on a structure, except an 

operating permit is not required where work is conducted under the authorization of a building permit or where 

performed by the occupant of a detached one- or two-family dwelling; 

(i) Chapter 40, “Sugarhouse Alternative Activity Provisions.”  Conducting an alternative activity at a 

sugarhouse;  
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(j) Chapter 56, “Explosives and Fireworks.” Possessing, manufacturing, storing, handling, selling, or 

using, explosives, fireworks, or other pyrotechnic special effects materials except the outdoor use of sparkling 

devices as defined by Penal Law section 270;  

(k) Section 307, “Open Burning, Recreational Fires and Portable Outdoor Fireplaces.”  Conducting open 

burning, not including recreational fires and portable outdoor fireplaces; 

(l) Section 308, “Open Flames.”  Removing paint with a torch, or using open flames, fire, and burning in 

connection with assembly areas or educational occupancies; and 

(m) Section 319, “Mobile Food Preparation Vehicles.”  Operating a mobile food preparation vehicle. 

 (iii) energy storage systems, where the system exceeds the values shown in Table 1206.1 of the FCNYS 

or exceeds the permitted aggregate ratings in section R327.5 of the RCNYS. 

 (iv) buildings containing one or more assembly areas;  

(v) outdoor events where the planned attendance exceeds 1,000 persons; 

(vi) facilities that store, handle or use hazardous production materials;  

(vii) parking garages as defined in section 1203.3 (j);  

(viii) buildings whose use or occupancy classification may pose a substantial potential hazard to public 

safety, as determined by the authority having jurisdiction; and 

(ix) other processes or activities or for operating any type of building, structure, or facility at the 

discretion of the authority having jurisdiction. 

(2) Where specifically identified in their code enforcement program, an authority having jurisdiction 

may exempt from the requirement for an operating permit the processes or activities, or the buildings, 

structures, or facilities listed in section 1203.3 (g)(1), provided that the use is expressly authorized by a 

certificate of occupancy or certificate of compliance, fire safety and property maintenance inspections are 

performed in accordance with section 1203.3 (h), and condition assessments are performed in compliance with 
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section 1203.3 (j), as applicable. Neither this paragraph nor the provisions of the code enforcement program of 

the authority having jurisdiction that implement this paragraph shall limit or impair the right of the authority 

having jurisdiction to take any other enforcement action, including but not limited to those specified in section 

1203.5 of this Part, as may be necessary or appropriate in response to any citation of non-compliance found 

during a fire safety and property maintenance inspection. 

(3) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

parties who propose to undertake the types of activities or operate the types of buildings listed in section 1203.3 

(g)(1), and not otherwise exempted by section 1203.3 (g)(2), to obtain an operating permit prior to commencing 

such activity or operation. The code enforcement program shall also include provisions requiring an application 

for an operating permit to contain sufficient information to enable a determination that quantities, materials, and 

activities conform to the requirements of the Uniform Code. Tests or reports necessary to verify conformance 

shall be required. 

(4) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

the authority having jurisdiction, or an individual or entity contracted by the authority having jurisdiction and 

satisfying the requirements set forth in section 1203.2 (e)(2), to perform an inspection of the premises prior to 

the issuance or renewal of an operating permit. Such inspections shall be performed either in-person or 

remotely. Remote inspections in lieu of in-person inspections may be performed when, at the discretion of the 

authority having jurisdiction, the remote inspection can be performed to the same level and quality as an in-

person inspection and the remote inspection shows to the satisfaction of the authority having jurisdiction that 

the premises conform with the applicable requirements of the Uniform Code and the code enforcement 

program. Should a remote inspection not afford the authority having jurisdiction sufficient information to make 

a determination, an in-person inspection shall be performed. After inspection, the premises shall be noted as 

satisfactory and the operating permit shall be issued, or the operating permit holder shall be notified as to the 
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manner in which the premises fails to comply with either or both of the Uniform Code and the code 

enforcement program, including a citation to the specific provision or provisions that have not been met.  

(5) Where specifically identified in their code enforcement program, an authority having jurisdiction 

may allow a single operating permit to apply to more than one hazardous activity. 

(6) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions for 

operating permits to remain in effect until reissued, renewed, or revoked and shall be issued for a specified 

period of time consistent with local conditions, but in no event to exceed:  

(i) 180 days for tents, special event structures, and other membrane structures;  

(ii) 60 days for alternative activities at a sugarhouse;  

(iii) three years for the activities, structures, and operations determined per section 1203.3 (g)(1)(ix), and 

(iv) one year for all other activities, structures, and operations identified in section 1203.3 (g)(1).   

(7) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

the authority having jurisdiction, or an individual or entity contracted by the authority having jurisdiction and 

satisfying the requirements set forth in section 1203.2 (e)(1) or 1203.2 (e)(2), to revoke or suspend an operating 

permit where a process or activity, or the operation of any type of building, structure, or facility does not 

comply with applicable provisions of the Uniform Code. 

(h) Fire safety and property maintenance inspections. 

(1) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

the authority having jurisdiction, or an individual or entity contracted by the authority having jurisdiction and 

satisfying the requirements set forth in section 1203.2 (e)(1) or 1203.2 (e)(2), to perform fire safety and property 

maintenance inspections either in-person or remotely. Remote inspections in lieu of in-person inspections may 

be performed when, at the discretion of the authority having jurisdiction, the remote inspection can be 

performed to the same level and quality as an in-person inspection and the remote inspection shows to the 
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satisfaction of the authority having jurisdiction that the premises conform with the applicable requirements of 

the Codes. Should a remote inspection not afford the authority having jurisdiction sufficient information to 

make a determination, an in-person inspection shall be performed. Fire safety and property maintenance 

inspections shall be performed at intervals consistent with local conditions, but in no event shall such intervals 

exceed: 

(i) one year for buildings which contain an assembly area; 

(ii) one year for public and private schools and colleges, including any buildings of such schools or 

colleges containing classrooms, dormitories, fraternities, sororities, laboratories, physical education, dining or 

recreational facilities; and 

(iii) three years for multiple dwellings and all nonresidential occupancies. 

(2) Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions requiring 

that after each inspection, the authority having jurisdiction shall note the premises as satisfactory, or the owner 

and operator shall be notified as to the manner in which the premises fails to comply with the Uniform Code, 

including a citation to the specific Uniform Code provision or provisions that have not been met.  

(3) Nothing in this subdivision shall require or be construed to require regular, periodic inspections of 

(A) owner-occupied one and two-family dwellings, or (B) agricultural buildings used directly and solely for 

agricultural purposes, provided, however, that this shall not be a limitation on inspections conducted at the 

invitation of the owner or occupant, or where conditions on the premises threaten or present a hazard to public 

health, safety, or welfare. 

(4) In the case of a building referred to in section 1203.3 (h)(1)(ii), an authority having jurisdiction may 

accept an inspection performed by the Office of Fire Prevention and Control or other authorized entity pursuant 

to sections 807-a and 807-b of the Education Law and/or section 156-e of the Executive Law, in lieu of an 
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inspection performed by the authority having jurisdiction or an individual or entity contracted by the authority 

having jurisdiction, provided that 

(i) the authority having jurisdiction satisfies itself that the individual performing such inspection satisfies 

the requirements set forth in section 1203.2 (e)(1) or 1203.2 (e)(2); 

(ii) the authority having jurisdiction satisfies itself that such inspection covers all elements required to be 

covered by a fire safety and property maintenance inspection; 

(iii) such inspections are performed no less frequently than once a year; 

(iv) a true and complete copy of the report of each such inspection is provided to the authority having 

jurisdiction; and  

(v) upon receipt of each such report, the authority having jurisdiction takes the appropriate action 

prescribed by paragraph (2) of this subdivision or verifies the authorized entity performing the inspection has 

taken the appropriate action consistent with paragraph (2) of this subdivision.  

(i) Procedure for complaints. Procedures shall be established for addressing bona fide complaints which 

assert that buildings, structures, conditions, or activities fail to comply with either or both of the Codes or with 

local laws, ordinances, or regulations adopted for administration and enforcement of the either or both of the 

Codes. The process for responding to such complaints shall include, when appropriate, provisions for inspection 

of the buildings, structures, conditions, and/or activities alleged to be in violation. 

(j) Condition assessments of parking garages. 

(1) General. Each authority having jurisdiction shall include in its code enforcement program provisions 

requiring condition assessments of parking garages. Such provisions shall include, at a minimum, the 

requirements and features described in this subdivision. 

(2) Definitions. For the purposes of section 1203.3 (j), the following terms shall be deemed to have the 

meanings shown in this paragraph: 
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(i) Condition assessment. An on-site inspection and evaluation of a parking garage for evidence of 

deterioration of any structural element or building component of such parking garage, evidence of the existence 

of any unsafe condition in such parking garage, and evidence indicating that such parking garage is an unsafe 

structure. 

(ii) Deterioration. The weakening, disintegration, corrosion, rust, or decay of any structural element or 

building component or any other loss of effectiveness of a structural element or building component. 

(iii) Parking garage. Any building or structure, or part thereof, in which any structural level, or part 

thereof is used for parking or storage of motor vehicles, excluding: 

(a) buildings in which the only level used for parking or storage of motor vehicles is entirely supported 

on soil or engineered fill, and not supported on structural framing; 

(b) an attached or accessory structure providing parking exclusively for a detached one- or two-family 

dwelling; and 

(c) a townhouse unit with attached parking exclusively for such unit. 

(iv) Professional engineer. An individual who is licensed or otherwise authorized under article 145 of 

the Education Law to practice the profession of engineering in the State of New York and who has at least three 

years of experience performing structural evaluations. 

(v) Responsible professional engineer. The professional engineer who performs a condition assessment, 

or under whose supervision a condition assessment is performed, and who seals and signs the condition 

assessment report. 

(vi) Unsafe condition. The conditions identified as unsafe in sections 304.1.1, 305.1.1, and 306.1.1 of 

the PMCNYS. 

(vii) Unsafe structure. A structure that is so damaged, decayed, dilapidated, or structurally unsafe, or is 

of such faulty construction or unstable foundation, that partial or complete collapse is possible. 
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(3) Condition assessments – general requirements. The owner or operator of each parking garage shall 

cause such parking garage to undergo an initial condition assessment as described in section 1203.3 (j)(4), 

periodic condition assessments as described in section 1203.3 (j)(5), and such additional condition assessments 

as may be required under section 1203.3 (j)(6). Each condition assessment shall be conducted by or under the 

direct supervision of a responsible professional engineer. A written report of each condition assessment shall be 

prepared and provided to the authority having jurisdiction, in accordance with the requirements of section 

1203.3 (j)(7). Before performing a condition assessment (other than the initial condition assessment) of a 

parking garage, the responsible professional engineer for such condition assessment shall review all available 

previous condition assessment reports for such parking garage. 

(4) Initial condition assessment. Each parking garage shall undergo an initial condition assessment as 

follows: 

(i) Parking garages constructed on or after August 29, 2018, shall undergo an initial condition 

assessment following construction and prior to a certificate of occupancy or certificate of compliance being 

issued for the structure. 

(ii) Parking garages constructed prior to August 29, 2018, shall undergo an initial condition assessment 

as follows: 

(a) if originally constructed prior to January 1, 1984, then prior to October 1, 2019; 

(b) if originally constructed between January 1, 1984 and December 31, 2002, then prior to October 1, 

2020; and 

(c) if originally constructed between January 1, 2003 and August 28, 2018, then prior to October 1, 

2021. 

(5) Periodic condition assessments. Following the initial condition assessment of a parking garage, such 

parking garage shall undergo periodic condition assessments at intervals not to exceed the lesser of: 
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(i) three years; or 

(ii) at such shorter period as may be fixed by the authority having jurisdiction in its code enforcement 

program. 

(6) Additional condition assessments. 

(i) If the latest condition assessment report for a parking garage includes a recommendation by the 

responsible professional engineer that an additional condition assessment of such parking garage, or any portion 

of such parking garage, be performed before the date by which the next periodic condition assessment would be 

required under section 1203.3 (j)(5), the authority having jurisdiction shall require the owner or operator of such 

parking garage to cause such parking garage (or, if applicable, the portion of such parking garage identified by 

the responsible professional engineer) to undergo an additional condition assessment no later than the date 

recommended in such condition assessment report. 

(ii) If the authority having jurisdiction becomes aware of any new or increased deterioration which, in 

the judgment of the authority having jurisdiction, indicates that an additional condition assessment of the entire 

parking garage, or of the portion of the parking garage affected by such new or increased deterioration, should 

be performed before the date by which the next periodic condition assessment would be required under section 

1203.3 (j)(5), the authority having jurisdiction shall require the owner or operator of such parking garage to 

cause such parking garage (or, if applicable, the portion of the parking garage affected by such new or increased 

deterioration) to undergo an additional condition assessment no later than the date determined by the authority 

having jurisdiction to be appropriate. 

(7) Condition assessment reports. The responsible professional engineer shall prepare, or directly 

supervise the preparation of, a written report of each condition assessment, and shall submit such condition 

assessment report to the authority having jurisdiction within such time period as fixed by the authority having 
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jurisdiction. Such condition assessment report shall be sealed and signed by the responsible professional 

engineer, and shall include: 

(i) an evaluation and description of the extent of deterioration and conditions that cause deterioration 

that could result in an unsafe condition or unsafe structure; 

(ii) an evaluation and description of the extent of deterioration and conditions that cause deterioration 

that, in the opinion of the responsible professional engineer, should be remedied immediately to prevent an 

unsafe condition or unsafe structure; 

(iii) an evaluation and description of the unsafe conditions; 

(iv) an evaluation and description of the problems associated with the deterioration, conditions that 

cause deterioration, and unsafe conditions; 

(v) an evaluation and description of the corrective options available, including the recommended 

timeframe for remedying the deterioration, conditions that cause deterioration, and unsafe conditions; 

(vi) an evaluation and description of the risks associated with not addressing the deterioration, 

conditions that cause deterioration, and unsafe conditions; 

(vii) the responsible professional engineer’s recommendation regarding preventative maintenance; 

(viii) except in the case of the report of the initial condition assessment, the responsible professional 

engineer’s attestation that he or she reviewed all previously prepared condition assessment reports available for 

such parking garage, and considered the information in the previously prepared reports while performing the 

current condition assessment and while preparing the current report; and 

(ix) the responsible professional engineer’s recommendation regarding the time within which the next 

condition assessment of the parking garage or portion thereof should be performed. In making the 

recommendation regarding the time within which the next condition assessment of the parking garage or portion 

thereof should be performed, the responsible professional engineer shall consider the parking garage’s age, 
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maintenance history, structural condition, construction materials, frequency and intensity of use, location, 

exposure to the elements, and any other factors deemed relevant by the responsible professional engineer in his 

or her professional judgment. 

(8) The authority having jurisdiction shall review each condition assessment report. The authority  

having jurisdiction shall take such enforcement action or actions in response to the information in such 

condition assessment report as may be necessary or appropriate to protect the public from the hazards that may 

result from the conditions described in such report. In particular, but not by way of limitation, the authority 

having jurisdiction shall, by order to remedy or such other means of enforcement as the authority having 

jurisdiction may deem appropriate, require the owner or operator of the parking garage to repair or otherwise 

remedy all deterioration, all conditions that cause deterioration, and all unsafe conditions identified in such 

condition assessment report pursuant to section 1203.3 (j)(7)(ii) and section 1203.3 (j)(7)(iii). All repairs and 

remedies shall comply with the applicable provisions of the Uniform Code. Neither this paragraph nor the 

provisions of the code enforcement program of the authority having jurisdiction that implement this paragraph 

shall limit or impair the right of the authority having jurisdiction to take any other enforcement action, including 

but not limited to placing a do not occupy order or suspension or revocation of a parking garage’s operating 

permit, as may be necessary or appropriate in response to the information in a condition assessment report. 

(9) The authority having jurisdiction shall retain all condition assessment reports for the life of the 

parking garage. Upon request by a professional engineer who has been engaged to perform a condition 

assessment of a parking garage, and who provides the authority having jurisdiction with a written statement 

attesting to the fact that he or she has been so engaged, the authority having jurisdiction shall make the 

previously prepared condition assessment reports for such parking garage (or copies of such reports) available 

to such professional engineer. The authority having jurisdiction shall be permitted to require the owner or 
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operator of the subject parking garage to pay all costs and expenses associated with making such previously 

prepared condition assessment reports (or copies thereof) available to the professional engineer. 

(10) Neither this subdivision nor the provisions of the code enforcement program of the authority having 

jurisdiction that implement this subdivision shall limit or impair the right or the obligation of the authority 

having jurisdiction: 

(i) to perform such construction inspections as are required by the stricter of section 1203.3 (b) or the 

code enforcement program of the authority having jurisdiction; 

(ii) to perform such periodic fire safety and property maintenance inspections as are required by the 

stricter of section 1203.3 (h) or the code enforcement program of the authority having jurisdiction; and/or 

(iii) to take such enforcement action or actions as may be necessary or appropriate to respond to any 

condition that comes to the attention of the authority having jurisdiction by means of its own inspections or 

observations, by means of a complaint, or by any other means other than a condition assessment or a report of a 

condition assessment. 

(11) The use of the term responsible professional engineer in this subdivision shall not be construed as 

limiting the professional responsibility or liability of any professional engineer, or of any other licensed 

professional, who participates in the preparation of a condition assessment without being the responsible 

professional engineer for such condition assessment. 

 (k) Climatic and Geographic Design Criteria. The city, town, and village responsible for administration 

and enforcement of the Uniform Code shall establish and make available climatic and geographic design criteria 

as required by the Uniform Code. This includes, but is not limited to: 

(1) Establishing design criteria to include ground snow load; wind design loads; seismic category; 

potential damage from weathering, frost, and termite; winter design temperature; whether ice barrier 

underlayment is required; the air freezing index; and the mean annual temperature; 
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(2) Establishing heating and cooling equipment design criteria for structures within the scope of the 

RCNYS. The design criteria shall include the data identified in the Design Criteria Table found in Chapter 3 of 

the RCNYS; and 

(3) Establishing flood hazard areas, flood hazard maps, and supporting data. The flood hazard map shall 

include, at a minimum, special flood hazard areas as identified by the Federal Emergency Management Agency 

in the Flood Insurance Study for the community, as amended or revised with: 

(i) the accompanying Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM);  

(ii) Flood Boundary and Floodway Map (FBFM); and 

(iii) related supporting data along with any revisions thereto. 

 (l) Recordkeeping. A system of records of the features and activities specified in section 1203.3 (a) 

through section 1203.3 (k) and of fees charged and collected, if any, shall be established and maintained. 

 

Section 1203.4 Program review and reporting. 

(a) Every city, village, town, and county charged under subdivision 2 of section 381 of the Executive 

Law with administration and enforcement of the Uniform Code shall annually submit to the Secretary of State, 

on a form prescribed by the Secretary of state, a report of its activities relative to administration and 

enforcement of the Codes. 

(b) Upon request of the Department of State, every authority having jurisdiction shall provide to the 

Department of State true and complete copies of the records and related materials such authority having 

jurisdiction is required to maintain; true and complete copies of such portion of such records and related 

materials as may be requested by the Department of State; and/or such excerpts, summaries, tabulations, 

statistics, and other information and accounts of its activities in connection with administration and enforcement 

of either or both of the Codes as may be requested by the Department of State. Failure to produce the requested 
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materials within a reasonable timeframe shall permit an inference that the minimum standards of this Part have 

not been met.  No such inference shall be based on the failure to provide copies of records if such records were, 

prior to a request for copies, disposed of pursuant to the applicable records retention and disposition schedules 

established by the authority having jurisdiction or pursuant to the Arts and Cultural Affairs Law. 

 

Section 1203.5 Compliance with an order to remedy. 

(a) Introduction and purpose. Section 381 of the Executive Law provides for the administration and 

enforcement of the Codes and authorizes the Secretary of State to promulgate regulations establishing minimum 

standards for such administration and enforcement. In addition, subdivision 2 of section 382 of the Executive 

Law provides, in part, that any person, having been served, either personally or by registered or certified mail, 

with an order to remedy any condition found to exist in, on, or about any building in violation of the Uniform 

Code, who shall fail to comply with such order within the time fixed by the regulations promulgated by the 

Secretary of State pursuant to subdivision 1 of section 381 of the Executive Law, such time period to be stated 

in the order, shall be punishable by a fine of not more than $1,000 per day of violation, or imprisonment not 

exceeding one year, or both. The purpose of this section is to fix, for the purposes of subdivision 2 of section 

382 of the Executive Law, the time within which a person or entity served with an order to remedy is required 

to comply with such order to remedy. 

(b) Definitions. In this section, the following terms shall have the following meanings: 

(1) Order to remedy. An order to remedy any condition found to exist in, on, or about any building in 

violation of the Uniform Code. 

(2) Comply with an order to remedy. To remedy completely each violation described in the order to 

remedy. 
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(c) Time for compliance with order to remedy. For the purposes of subdivision 2 of section 382 of the 

Executive Law, the time within which a person or entity served with an order to remedy is required to comply 

with such order to remedy is hereby fixed at 30 days following the date of such order to remedy. 

(d) Statement to be included in order to remedy. For the purpose of complying with that part of 

subdivision 2 of section 382 of the Executive Law that provides “such time period to be stated in the order,” an 

order to remedy shall include a statement substantially similar to the following: “The person or entity served 

with this Order to Remedy must completely remedy each violation described in this Order to Remedy by _____ 

[specify date], which is thirty (30) days after the date of this Order to Remedy.” 

(e) Service. An order to remedy shall be served personally or by certified or registered mail within five 

days of the date of the order. For the purposes of this section: 

(1) if an order to remedy is served personally by any authorized means that requires more than one 

action by the person effecting service (such as service by “delivery and mail” similar to that authorized by 

CPLR 308[2]), the order to remedy shall be deemed to be served on the date on which the last required action is 

taken; and 

(2) an order to remedy served by certified or registered mail shall be deemed to be served on the date it 

is mailed. 

(f) Requiring immediate commencement of corrective action. Nothing in this section shall be construed 

as prohibiting any authority having jurisdiction that issues an order to remedy from including in such order to 

remedy provisions ordering the person or entity served with such order to remedy: 

(1) to begin to remedy the violations described in the order to remedy immediately, or within some other 

specified period of time which may be less than 30 days; to continue diligently to remedy such violations until 

each such violation is fully remedied; and, in any event, to complete the remedying of all such violations within 

30 days of the date of such order to remedy; and/or 
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(2) to take such other protective actions (such as vacating the building or barricading the area where the 

violations exist) which are authorized by the code enforcement program of the authority having jurisdiction or 

by any other applicable statute, regulation, rule, local law or ordinance, and which the authority having 

jurisdiction may deem appropriate, during the period while such violations are being remedied. 

(g) Other means of enforcing the Uniform Code. Nothing in this section shall be construed as requiring 

an authority having jurisdiction to issue an order to remedy in a given situation where violations of the Uniform 

Code are found to exist if, in the judgment of the authority having jurisdiction, such violations can be addressed 

adequately by the use of other enforcement tools or by other means. Nothing in this section shall be construed 

as limiting the authority of an authority having jurisdiction to employ any other means of enforcing either or 

both of the Codes, including, but not limited to: 

(1) issuing notices of violation; 

(2) issuing appearance tickets; 

(3) commencing and prosecuting an appropriate action or proceeding pursuant to that part of subdivision 

2 of section 382 of the Executive Law that provides that any owner, builder, architect, tenant, contractor, 

subcontractor, construction superintendent or their agents or any other person taking part or assisting in the 

“construction” (as defined in subdivision 4 of section 372 of the Executive Law) of any building who shall 

knowingly violate any of the applicable provisions of the Uniform Code or any lawful order of a city, village, 

town, county, state agency or the Secretary of State made thereunder regarding standards for construction, 

maintenance, or fire protection equipment and systems, shall be subject to a fine of not more than $1,000 per 

day of violation, or imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both for the first 180 days, and for the following 

180 days shall be punishable by a fine of no less than $25 and not more than $1,000 per day of violation or 

imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both and thereafter shall be punishable by a fine of no less than $50 

and not more than $1,000 per day of violation or imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both; 
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(4) commencing and prosecuting an appropriate action or proceeding pursuant to subdivision 3 of 

section 382 of the Executive Law which seeks, in a case where the construction or use of a building is in 

violation of any provision of the Uniform Code or any lawful order obtained thereunder, an order from a Justice 

of the Supreme Court, New York City civil court, a city court, district court, or county court directing the 

removal of the building or an abatement of the condition in violation of such provisions; 

(5) commencing and prosecuting an appropriate action or proceeding pursuant to subdivision 4 of 

section 382 of the Executive Law that provides that where a building has been altered in violation of any 

provision of the uniform code or any lawful order obtained thereunder, and such alteration impedes a person's 

egress from such building during a fire or other emergency evacuation, the owner of such building who has 

knowledge of such alteration or should have had knowledge of such alteration shall be subject to a civil penalty 

of up to $7,500; 

(6) issuing stop work orders; 

(7) revoking or suspending building permits, operating permits, and/or certificates of occupancy 

pursuant to the procedures established in the code enforcement program of the authority having jurisdiction or 

pursuant to any other applicable statute, regulation, rule, local law or ordinance; 

(8) commencing and prosecuting an appropriate action or proceeding to impose such criminal and/or 

civil sanctions as may be provided in any applicable statute, regulation, rule, local law or ordinance; 

(9) condemning and/or placarding a building in accordance with the applicable provisions of the 

Uniform Code; 

(10) taking any action authorized by the procedures for identifying and addressing unsafe structures and 

equipment as established in the code enforcement program of the authority having jurisdiction or by any other 

applicable statute, regulation, rule, local law or ordinance; or 
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(11) issuing orders to remedy violations of the Energy Code pursuant to subdivision (1) of section 11-

108 of the Energy Law. 

(h) Office of Fire Prevention and Control. For the purposes of this section, the term order to remedy 

shall not include any order issued by the Office of Fire Prevention and Control pursuant to section 156-e of the 

Executive Law (or pursuant to any regulation promulgated thereunder) requiring the remedying of any 

condition found to exist in, on or about any building under the jurisdiction of a public college or independent 

college (as these terms are defined in section 807-b of the Education Law) which violates the Uniform Code. 

Nothing in this section shall be construed as fixing the time within which a public college or independent 

college shall have to comply with any such order, or as requiring any such order to include the statement 

prescribed in section 1203.5 (d). 
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PROPOSED LOCAL LAW NO. 12 OF 2022 

CITY COUNCIL 
CITY OF BEACON 

PROPOSED LOCAL LAW TO AMEND CHAPTER 119 OF THE CODE OF THE CITY 
OF BEACON 

A LOCAL LAW to amend Chapter 119 of 
the Code of the City of Beacon concerning 
the administration and enforcement of the 
New York State Uniform Fire Prevention 
and Building Code (Uniform Code) and the 
State Energy Conservation Construction 
Code (Energy Code) to incorporate recent 
updates to 19 NYCRR Part 1203.   

BE IT ENACTED by the City Council of the City of Beacon as follows: 

Section 1. Chapter 119 of the Code of the City of Beacon entitled “Fire Prevention and Building Code, 
Uniform” is hereby amended as follows:  

Chapter 119 Fire Prevention and Building Code, Uniform 

§ 119-1 Purpose.
This chapter provides for the administration and enforcement of the New York State Uniform Fire
Prevention and Building Code (the Uniform Code) and the State Energy Conservation Construction
Code (the Energy Code) in this City. This chapter is adopted pursuant to § 10 of the Municipal
Home Rule Law. Except as otherwise provided in the Uniform Code, other state law, or other
section of this chapter, all buildings, structures, and premises, regardless of use or occupancy, are
subject to the provisions of this chapter.

§ 119-2 Definitions.
As used in this chapter, the following terms shall have the meanings indicated:

ASSEMBLY AREA 
An area in any building, or in any portion of a building, that is primarily used or intended to be 
used for gathering fifty or more persons for uses including, but not limited to, amusement, 
athletic, entertainment, social, or other recreational functions; patriotic, political, civic, 
educational, or religious functions; food or drink consumption; awaiting transportation; or 
similar purposes. 

BUILDING PERMIT 
A permit issued pursuant to § 119-4 of this chapter. The term "building permit" shall also 
include a building permit which is renewed, amended or extended pursuant to any provision of 
this chapter. 

CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY/CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 
A certificate issued pursuant to § 119-7B of this chapter. 

CITY 
The City of Beacon. 
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CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER  
The Code Enforcement Officer appointed pursuant to § 119-3B of this chapter. 

CODE ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL  
The Code Enforcement Officer and all inspectors. 

COMPLIANCE ORDER  
An order issued by the Code Enforcement Officer pursuant to § 119-15A of this chapter. 

ENERGY CODE  
The State Energy Conservation Construction Code, as currently in effect and as hereafter 
amended from time to time. 

FCNYS 
The 2020 Fire Code of New York State as currently incorporated by reference in 19 NYCRR 
Part 1225. 
 

HAZARDOUS PRODUCTION MATERIALS  
A solid, liquid, or gas associated with semiconductor manufacturing that has a degree-of-hazard 
rating in health, flammability, or instability of Class 3 or 4, as ranked by NFPA 704 (Standard 
Systems for Identification of the Hazards of Materials for Emergency Response), and which is 
used directly in research, laboratory, or production processes which have, as their end product, 
materials that are not hazardous. 
 

INSPECTOR  
An inspector appointed pursuant to § 119-3D of this chapter. 
 

MOBILE FOOD PREPARATION VEHICLES  
Vehicles that contain cooking equipment that produces smoke or grease-laden vapors for the 
purpose of preparing and serving food to the public. Vehicles intended for private recreation 
shall not be considered mobile food preparation vehicles. 
 

OPERATING PERMIT  
A permit issued pursuant to § 119-10 of this chapter. The term "operating permit" shall also 
include an operating permit which is renewed, amended or extended pursuant to any provision 
of this chapter. 
 

PERMIT HOLDER  
The person to whom a building permit has been issued. 
 

PERSON  
An individual, corporation, limited-liability company, partnership, limited partnership, business 
trust, estate, trust, association, or any other legal or commercial entity of any kind or description. 
 

PMCNYS 
The 2020 Property Maintenance Code of New York State as currently incorporated by reference 
in 19 NYCRR Part 1226. 
 

RCNYS 
The 2020 Residential Code of New York State as currently incorporated by reference in 19 
NYCRR Part 1220. 
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STOP-WORK ORDER  
An order issued pursuant to § 119-6 of this chapter. 
 
 

SUGARHOUSE  
A building used, in whole or in part, for the collection, storage, or processing of maple sap into 
maple syrup and/or maple sugar. 
 

TEMPORARY CERTIFICATE 
A certificate issued pursuant to § 119-7D of this chapter. 

 
UNIFORM CODE 

The New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Code, as currently in effect and as 
hereafter amended from time to time. 
 

§ 119-3 Code Enforcement Officer; inspectors.  
A. The office of Code Enforcement Officer is hereby created. The Code Enforcement Officer 

shall administer and enforce all the provisions of the Uniform Code, the Energy Code and this 
chapter. The Code Enforcement Officer shall have the following powers and duties: 

(1) To receive, review, and approve or disapprove applications for building permits, certificates 
of occupancy/certificates of compliance, temporary certificates and operating permits, and 
the plans, specifications and construction documents submitted with such applications;  

(2) Upon approval of such applications, to issue building permits, certificates of 
occupancy/certificates of compliance, temporary certificates and operating permits, and to 
include in building permits, certificates of occupancy/certificates of compliance, temporary 
certificates and operating permits such terms and conditions as the Code Enforcement 
Officer may determine to be appropriate;  

(3) To conduct construction inspections, inspections to be made prior to the issuance of 
certificates of occupancy/certificates of compliance, temporary certificates and operating 
permits, fire safety and property maintenance inspections, inspections incidental to the 
investigation of complaints, and all other inspections required or permitted under any 
provision of this chapter;  

(4) To issue stop-work orders;  

(5) To review and investigate complaints;  

(6) To issue orders pursuant to § 119-15A, Compliance orders, of this chapter;  

(7) To maintain records;  

(8) To collect fees as set by the City Council of this City;  

(9) To pursue administrative enforcement actions and proceedings;  

(10) In consultation with this City's attorney, to pursue such legal actions and proceedings as 
may be necessary to enforce the Uniform Code, the Energy Code and this chapter, or to 
abate or correct conditions not in compliance with the Uniform Code, the Energy Code or 
this chapter; and  
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(11) To exercise all other powers and fulfill all other duties conferred upon the Code 
Enforcement Officer by this chapter.  

(12) HeThe Code Enforcement Officer shall issue all appropriate notices or orders to remove 
illegal or unsafe conditions, to require the necessary safeguards during construction and to 
ensure compliance during the entire course of construction with the requirements of such 
laws, ordinances or regulations. He The Code Enforcement Officer shall make all 
inspections which are necessary or proper for the carrying out of his their duties, except that 
he the Code Enforcement Officer may accept written reports of inspection from Deputy 
Building Inspectors or other employees of the Building Department or from generally 
recognized and authoritative service and inspection bureaus, provided that the same are 
certified by a responsible official thereof.  

(13) Whenever the same may be necessary or appropriate to assure compliance with the 
provisions of applicable laws, ordinances or regulations covering building construction, he 
the Code Enforcement Officer may require the performance of tests in the field by 
experienced, professional persons or by accredited and authoritative testing laboratories or 
service bureaus or agencies.  

(14) He The Code Enforcement Officer shall have the authority to impose administrative fees 
for violations of the Code of Ordinances that relate to permits issued by the Building 
Department pursuant to the schedule of administrative fees set forth in § 119-5 below.  

(15) HeThe Code Enforcement Officer  shall examine the qualifications and fitness of applicants 
for licenses under Chapter 103 or of the representatives of such applicants designated for 
such purpose. He The Code Enforcement Officer shall grant and issue licenses as master 
electricians to applicants possessing, or whose representatives possess, the requisite 
qualifications. Licenses shall be signed by the Building InspectorCode Enforcement Officer 
and countersigned by the Mayor.  

(16) He The Code Enforcement Officer shall suspend or revoke licenses for cause, as prescribed 
in § 103-28. The Code Enforcement OfficerHe shall impose and collect fines for violations, 
as prescribed in § 103-28.  

(17) He The Code Enforcement Officer shall adopt such rules and regulations as may be 
necessary, not inconsistent with the provisions of Chapter 103, with respect to the form and 
content of applications for licenses, the reception thereof, the investigation and examination 
of applicants and their qualifications and other matters incidental or appropriate to the 
powers and duties of this office in regard to its administration of Chapter 103.  

(18) He The Code Enforcement Officer shall examine the plumbers' qualifications and fitness of 
applicants for licenses or of the representatives of such applicants designated for such 
purpose. The Code Enforcement OfficerHe shall grant and issue licenses as master 
plumbers to applicants possessing, or whose representatives possess, the requisite 
qualifications. Licenses shall be signed by the Building InspectoCode Enforcement Officer r 
and countersigned by the Mayor.  

(19) The Code Enforcement Officer He shall suspend or revoke plumbers' licenses for cause. 
The Code Enforcement OfficerHe shall impose, and the City Administrator shall collect, 
fines for violations of said licenses.  

(20) The Code Enforcement Officer He shall prepare a manual for the conduct of examinations 
and shall furnish copies thereof to persons desiring the same upon payment of a fee to be 
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determined by the Building InspectorCode Enforcement Officer.  

(21) The Code Enforcement OfficerHe shall adopt such rules and regulations as may be 
necessary with respect to the form and content of applications for plumbers' licenses and 
the reception thereof, the investigation and examination of applicants; their qualifications 
and other matters incidental or appropriate to the powers and duties of this office in regard 
to the administration of plumbing licenses.  

(22) The Code Enforcement Officer He shall file a copy of all rules, regulations so promulgated 
and all changes therein with the City Administrator immediately upon the adoption thereof, 
which copy shall be available for public inspection during the regular business hours of the 
day.  

B. The Code Enforcement Officer shall be appointed pursuant to Chapter 11. The Code 
Enforcement Officer shall possess background experience related to building construction or 
fire prevention and shall, within the time prescribed by law, obtain such basic training, in-
service training, advanced in-service training and other training as the State of New York shall 
require for code enforcement personnel, and the Code Enforcement Officer shall obtain 
certification from the State Fire Administrator pursuant to the Executive Law and the 
regulations promulgated thereunder.  

C. In the event that the Code Enforcement Officer is unable to serve as such for any reason, an 
individual shall be appointed by the Mayor to serve as Acting Code Enforcement Officer. The 
Acting Code Enforcement Officer shall, during the term of his or hertheir appointment, 
exercise all powers and fulfill all duties conferred upon the Code Enforcement Officer by this 
chapter.  

D. One or more inspectors may be appointed pursuant to Chapter 11 to act under the supervision 
and direction of the Code Enforcement Officer and to assist the Code Enforcement Officer in 
the exercise of the powers and fulfillment of the duties conferred upon the Code Enforcement 
Officer by this chapter. Each inspector shall, within the time prescribed by law, obtain such 
basic training, in-service training, advanced in-service training and other training as the State of 
New York shall require for code enforcement personnel, and each inspector shall obtain 
certification from the State Fire Administrator pursuant to the Executive Law and the 
regulations promulgated thereunder.  

E. The compensation for the Code Enforcement Officer and inspectors shall be fixed from time 
to time in accordance with Chapter 11.  

§ 119-4 Building permits.  
A. Building permits required. Except as otherwise provided in Subsection B of this section, a 

building permit shall be required for any work which must conform to the Uniform Code 
and/or the Energy Code, including, but not limited to, the construction, enlargement, 
alteration, improvement, removal, relocation or demolition of any building or structure or any 
portion thereof, and the installation of a solid-fuel-burning heating appliance, chimney or flue in 
any dwelling unit, the installation or modification to an automatic fire-extinguishing system, fire 
alarm or detection system and related equipment, fire pump and related fuel tanks, jockey 
pumps, controllers, and generators, and the installation or modification of a stand pipe system. 
Maintenance performed in accordance with the applicable code is not considered a 
modification and does not require a permit. No person shall commence any work for which a 
building permit is required without first having obtained a building permit from the Code 
Enforcement Officer.  
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B. Exemptions. No building permit shall be required for work in any of the following categories: 

(1) Construction or installation of one-story detached structures associated with one- or two-
family dwellings or multiple single-family dwellings (townhouses) which are used for tool 
and storage sheds, playhouses or similar uses, provided the gross floor area is less than 144 
square feet (13.38 square meters);  

(2) Installation of swings and other playground equipment associated with a one- or two-family 
dwelling or multiple single-family dwellings (townhouses);  

(3)  Installation of swimming pools associated with a one- or two-family dwelling or multiple 
single-family dwellings (townhouses) where such pools are designed for a water depth of 
less than 24 inches and are installed entirely above ground; 

(4)  Installation of fences which are not part of an enclosure surrounding a swimming pool; 

(5)  Construction of retaining walls, unless such walls support a surcharge or impound Class I, II 
or IIIA liquids; 

(36) Construction of temporary motion-picture, television and theater stage sets and scenery;  

(47) Installation of window awnings supported by an exterior wall of a one- or two-family 
dwelling or multiple single-family dwellings (townhouses);  

(58) Installation of partitions or movable cases less than five feet nine inches in height;  

(69) Painting, wallpapering, tiling, carpeting, or other similar finish work;  

(710) Installation of listed portable electrical, plumbing, heating, ventilation or cooling equipment 
or appliances;  

(811) Replacement of any equipment, provided the replacement does not alter the equipment's 
listing or render it inconsistent with the equipment's original specifications; or  

(912) Repairs, provided that such repairs do not involve: 

(a) The removal or cutting away of a load-bearing wall, partition, or portion thereof, or of 
any structural beam or load-bearing component;  

(b) The removal or change of any required means of egress; or the rearrangement of parts 
of a structure in a manner which affects egress;  

(c) The enlargement, alteration, replacement or relocation of any building system; or  

(d) The removal from service of all or part of a fire protection system for any period of 
time.  

C. Exemption not deemed authorization to perform noncompliant work. The exemption from the 
requirement to obtain a building permit for work in any category set forth in Subsection B of 
this section shall not be deemed an authorization for work to be performed in violation of the 
Uniform Code or the Energy Code.  

D. Applications for building permits. Applications for a building permit shall be made in writing 
on a form provided by or otherwise acceptable to the Code Enforcement Officer. The 
application shall be signed by the owner of the property where the work is to be performed or 
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by an authorized agent of the owner. The application shall include such information as the 
Code Enforcement Officer deems sufficient to permit a determination by the Code 
Enforcement Officer that the intended work complies with all applicable requirements of the 
Uniform Code and the Energy Code. The application shall include or be accompanied by the 
following information and documentation: 

(1) A description of the location, nature, extent and scope of the proposed work;  

(2) The Tax Map number and the street address of the premises where the work is to be 
performed any affected building or structure;  

(3) The occupancy classification of any affected building or structure;  

(4) Where applicable, a statement of special inspections prepared in accordance with the 
provisions of the Uniform Code; and  

(5) At least two sets of construction documents (drawings and/or specifications) which: 

(a) Defined the Describe the location, nature, extent and scope of the proposed work;  

(b) Are prepared by a New York State registered architect or licensed professional engineer 
where so required by the Education Law; 

(b) Show that the proposed work will conform to the applicable provisions of the Codes 

(c) Show the location, construction, size and character of all portions of the means of egress  

(d) Show a representation of the building thermal envelope;  

(e) Show structural information including but not limited to braced wall designs, the size, 
section, and relative locations of structural members, design loads, and other pertinent 
structural information;  

(f) Show the proposed structural, electrical, plumbing, mechanical, fire-protection and other 
service systems of the building;  

(g) Indicate with sufficient clarity and detail the nature and extent of the work proposed;  

(h) Substantiate that the proposed work will comply with the Uniform Code and the Energy 
Code; and  

(i) Where applicable, include a site plan that shows any, drawn to scale and drawn in 
accordance with an accurate boundary survey, showing the size and location of new 
construction and existing and proposed buildings and structures and appurtenances on 
the site, the location of any existing or proposed well or septic system, the location of 
the intended work, and the distances between the buildings and structures and the from 
lot lines, the established street grades and the proposed finished grades, and, as 
applicable, flood hazard areas, floodways, and design flood elevations;.  

(j) Evidence that the documents were prepared by a licensed and registered architect in 
accordance with Article 147 of the New York State Education Law or a licensed and 
registered professional engineer in accordance with Article 145 of the New York State 
Education Law and practice guidelines, including but not limited to the design 
professional’s seal which clearly and legibly shows both the design professional’s name 
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and license number and is signed by the design professional whose name appears on the 
seal in such a manner that neither the name nor the number is obscured in any way, the 
design professional’s registration expiration date, the design professional’s firm name (if 
not a sole practitioner), and, if the documents are submitted by a professional 
engineering firm and not a sole practitioner professional engineer, the firm’s Certificate 
of Authorization number.   

E. Construction documents. Construction documents will not be accepted as part of an 
application for a building permit unless they satisfy the requirements set forth in Subsection 
D(5) of this section are satisfied. Construction documents which are accepted as part of the 
application for a building permit shall be marked as accepted by the Code Enforcement Officer 
in writing or by stamp, or in the case of electronic media, an electronic marking. One set of the 
accepted construction documents shall be retained by the Code Enforcement Officer, and one 
set of the accepted construction documents shall be returned to the applicant to be kept at the 
work site so as to be available for use by the code enforcement personnel. However, the return 
of a set of accepted construction documents to the applicant shall not be construed as 
authorization to commence work, nor as an indication that a building permit will be issued. 
Work shall not be commenced until and unless a building permit is issued.  

F. Issuance of building permits. An application for a building permit shall be examined to 
ascertain whether the proposed work is in compliance with the applicable requirements of the 
Uniform Code and Energy Code. The Code Enforcement Officer shall issue a building permit 
if the proposed work is in compliance with the applicable requirements of the Uniform Code 
and Energy Code.  

G. Building permits to be displayed. Building permits shall be visibly displayed at the work site and 
shall remain visible until the authorized work has been completed.  

H. Work to be performed in accordance with construction documents. All work shall be 
performed in accordance with the construction documents which were submitted with and 
accepted as part of the application for the building permit. The building permit shall contain 
such a directive. The permit holder shall immediately notify the Code Enforcement Officer of 
any change occurring during the course of the work. The building permit shall contain such a 
directive. If the Code Enforcement Officer determines that such change warrants a new or 
amended building permit, such change shall not be made until and unless a new or amended 
building permit reflecting such change is issued.  

I. Time limits. Building permits shall become invalid unless the authorized work is commenced 
within six months following the date of issuance. Building permits shall expire 24 months after 
the date of issuance. A building permit which has become invalid or which has expired pursuant 
to this subsection may be renewed upon application by the permit holder, payment of the 
applicable fee, and approval of the application by the Code Enforcement Officer.  

J. Revocation or suspension of building permits. If the Code Enforcement Officer determines 
that a building permit was issued in error because of incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete 
information, or that the work for which a building permit was issued violates the Uniform Code 
or the Energy Code, the Code Enforcement Officer shall revoke the building permit or suspend 
the building permit until such time as the permit holder demonstrates that all work then 
completed is in compliance with all applicable provisions of the Uniform Code and the Energy 
Code and all work then proposed to be performed shall be in compliance with all applicable 
provisions of the Uniform Code and the Energy Code.  

K. Fee. The fee specified in or determined in accordance with the provisions set forth in § 119-16, 
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Fees, of this chapter must be paid at the time of submission of an application for a building 
permit, for an amended building permit, or for renewal of a building permit.  

§ 119-5 Construction inspections.  
A. Work to remain accessible and exposed. Work shall remain accessible and exposed until 

inspected and accepted by the Code Enforcement Officer or by an inspector authorized by the 
Code Enforcement Officer. The permit holder shall notify the Code Enforcement Officer 
when any element of work described in Subsection B of this section is ready for inspection.  

B. Elements of work to be inspected. The following elements of the construction process shall be 
inspected, where applicable: 

(1) Work site prior to the issuance of a building permit;  

(2) Footing and foundation;  

(3) Preparation for concrete slab;  

(4) Framing;  

(5) Structural, electrical, plumbing, mechanical, fire-protection, and other similar service 
systems of the building;  

(6) Building systems, including underground and rough-in;  

(7) Fire-resistant construction;  

(8) Fire-resistant penetrations;  

(9) Solid-fuel-burning heating appliances, chimneys, flues or gas vents;  

(9) Energy Code Compliance; and 

(10) Inspections required to demonstrate Energy Code compliance, including but not limited to 
insulation, fenestration, air leakage, system controls, mechanical equipment size, and, where 
required, minimum fan efficiencies, programmable thermostats, energy recovery, whole-
house ventilation, plumbing heat traps, and high-performance lighting and controls;   

(11) Installation, connection, and assembly of factor manufactured buildings and manufactured 
homes; and 

(12) A final inspection after all work authorized by the building permit has been completed.  

C. Remote inspections.  At the discretion of the Code Enforcement Officer or Inspector 
authorized to perform construction inspections, a remote inspection may be performed in lieu 
of an in-person inspection when, in the opinion of the Code Enforcement Officer or such 
authorized Inspector, the remote inspection can be performed to the same level and quality as 
an in-person inspection and the remote inspection shows to the satisfaction of the Code 
Enforcement Officer or by such authorized Inspector that the elements of the construction 
process conform with the applicable requirements of the Uniform Code and Energy Code.  
Should a remote inspection not afford the Code Enforcement Officer or such authorized 
Inspector sufficient information to make a determination, an in-person inspection shall be 
performed. 

D. Inspection results. After inspection, the work or a portion thereof shall be noted as satisfactory 
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as completed, or the permit holder shall be notified as to where the work fails to comply with 
the Uniform Code or Energy Code, including a citation to the specific code provision or 
provisions that have not been met. Work not in compliance with any applicable provision of 
the Uniform Code or Energy Code shall remain exposed until such work shall have been 
brought into compliance with all applicable provisions of the Uniform Code and the Energy 
Code, reinspected, and found satisfactory as completed.  

E. Fee. The fee specified in or determined in accordance with the provisions set forth in § 119-16, 
Fees, of this chapter must be paid prior to or at the time of each inspection performed pursuant 
to this section.  

§ 119-6 Stop-work orders.  
A. Authority to issue. The Code Enforcement Officer is authorized to issue stop-work orders 

pursuant to this section. The Code Enforcement Officer shall issue a stop-work order to halt: 

(1) Any work that is determined by the Code Enforcement Officer to be contrary to any 
applicable provision of the Uniform Code, Energy Code, or City of Beacon Code, without 
regard to whether such work is or is not work for which a building permit is required, and 
without regard to whether a building permit has or has not been issued for such work; or  

(2) Any work that is being conducted in a dangerous or unsafe manner in the opinion of the 
Code Enforcement Officer, without regard to whether such work is or is not work for 
which a building permit is required, and without regard to whether a building permit has or 
has not been issued for such work; or  

(3) Any work for which a building permit is required which is being performed without the 
required building permit, or under a building permit that has become invalid, has expired, or 
has been suspended or revoked.  

B. Content of stop-work orders. Stop-work orders shall be in writing, be dated and signed by the 
Code Enforcement Officer, state the reason or reasons for issuance, and, if applicable, state the 
conditions which must be satisfied before work will be permitted to resume.  

C. Service of stop-work orders. The Code Enforcement Officer shall cause the stop-work order, 
or a copy thereof, to be served on the owner of the affected property (and, if the owner is not 
the permit holder, on the permit holder) personally or by certified mail. The Code Enforcement 
Officer shall be permitted, but not required, to cause the stop-work order, or a copy thereof, to 
be served on any builder, architect, tenant, contractor, subcontractor, construction 
superintendent, or their agents, or any other person taking part or assisting in work affected by 
the stop-work order, personally or by certified mail; provided, however, that failure to serve any 
person mentioned in this sentence shall not affect the efficacy of the stop-work order.  

D. Effect of stop-work order. Upon the issuance of a stop-work order, the owner of the affected 
property, the permit holder and any other person performing, taking part in or assisting in the 
work shall immediately cease all work which is the subject of the stop-work order, other than 
work expressly authorized by the Code Enforcement Officer to correct the reason for issuing 
the Stop Work Order.   

E. Remedy not exclusive. The issuance of a stop-work order shall not be the exclusive remedy 
available to address any event described in Subsection A of this section, and the authority to 
issue a stop-work order shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for or limitation of, the 
right and authority to pursue any other remedy or impose any other penalty under § 119-15, 
Enforcement; penalties for offenses, of this chapter or under any other applicable local law or 
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state law. Any such other remedy or penalty may be pursued at any time, whether prior to, at 
the time of, or after the issuance of a stop-work order.  

§ 119-7 Certificates of occupancy/certificates of compliance.  
A. Certificates of occupancy/certificates of compliance required. A certificate of 

occupancy/certificate of compliance shall be required for any work which is the subject of a 
building permit and for all structures, buildings, or portions thereof which are converted from 
one use or occupancy classification or subclassification to another. Permission to use or occupy 
a building or structure, or portion thereof, for which a building permit was previously issued 
shall be granted only by issuance of a certificate of occupancy/certificate of compliance.  

B. Issuance of certificates of occupancy/certificates of compliance. The Code Enforcement 
Officer shall issue a certificate of occupancy/certificate of compliance if the work which was 
the subject of the building permit was completed in accordance with all applicable provisions of 
the Uniform Code and Energy Code and, if applicable, the structure, building or portion 
thereof that was converted from one use or occupancy classification or subclassification to 
another complies with all applicable provisions of the Uniform Code and Energy Code. The 
Code Enforcement Officer or an inspector authorized by the Code Enforcement Officer shall 
inspect the building, structure or work prior to the issuance of a certificate of 
occupancy/certificate of compliance. In addition, where applicable, the following documents, 
prepared in accordance with the provisions of the Uniform Code by such person or persons as 
may be designated by or otherwise acceptable to the Code Enforcement Officer, at the expense 
of the applicant for the certificate of occupancy/certificate of compliance, shall be provided to 
the Code Enforcement Officer prior to the issuance of the certificate of occupancy/certificate 
of compliance: 

(1) A written statement of structural observations and/or a final report of special inspections,  

(2) Flood hazard certifications, and 

(3) A written statement of the results of tests performed to show compliance with the Energy 
Code, and  

(4) Where applicable, the affixation of the appropriate seals, insignias, and manufacturer’s data 
plates as required for factory manufactured buildings and/or manufactured homes.  

C. Contents of certificates of occupancy/certificates of compliance. A certificate of 
occupancy/certificate of compliance shall contain the following information: 

(1) The building permit number, if any;  

(2) The date of issuance of the building permit, if any;  

(3) The name, address and Tax Map number of the property;  

(4) If the certificate of occupancy/certificate of compliance is not applicable to an entire 
structure, a description of that portion of the structure for which the certificate of 
occupancy/certificate of compliance is issued;  

(5) The use and occupancy classification of the structure;  

(6) The type of construction of the structure;  

(7) The assembly occupant load of the structure, if any;  
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(8) If an automatic sprinkler system is provided, a notation as to whether the sprinkler system is 
required;  

(9) Any special conditions imposed in connection with the issuance of the building permit; and  

(10) The signature of the Code Enforcement Officer issuing the certificate of 
occupancy/certificate of compliance and the date of issuance.  

D. Temporary certificate of occupancy. The Code Enforcement Officer shall be permitted to issue 
a temporary certificate of occupancy allowing the temporary occupancy of a building or 
structure, or a portion thereof, prior to completion of the work which is the subject of a 
building permit. However, in no event shall the Code Enforcement Officer issue a temporary 
certificate of occupancy unless the Code Enforcement Officer determines (1) that the building 
or structure, or the portion thereof covered by the temporary certificate of occupancy, may be 
occupied safely, (2) that any fire- and smoke-detecting or fire protection equipment which has 
been installed is operational, and (3) that all required means of egress from the building or 
structure have been provided. The Code Enforcement Officer may include in a temporary 
certificate of occupancy such terms and conditions as the Code Enforcement Officerhe or she 
deems necessary or appropriate to ensure the health and safety of the persons occupying and 
using the building or to structure and/or performing further the purpose and intent of the 
Uniform Code. construction work in the building or structure. A temporary certificate of 
occupancy shall be effective for a period of time, not to exceed six months, which shall be 
determined by the Code Enforcement Officer and specified in the temporary certificate of 
occupancy. During the specified period of effectiveness of the temporary certificate of 
occupancy, the permit holder shall undertake to bring the building or structure into full 
compliance with all applicable provisions of the Uniform Code and the Energy Code.  

E. Revocation or suspension of certificates. If the Code Enforcement Officer determines that a 
certificate of occupancy/certificate of compliance or a temporary certificate of occupancy was 
issued in error because of incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete information, and if the relevant 
deficiencies are not corrected to the satisfaction of the Code Enforcement Officer within such 
period of time as shall be specified by the Code Enforcement Officer, the Code Enforcement 
Officer shall revoke or suspend such certificate.  

F. Fee. The fee specified in or determined in accordance with the provisions set forth in § 119-16, 
Fees, of this chapter must be paid at the time of submission of an application for a certificate of 
occupancy/certificate of compliance or for a temporary certificate.  

§ 119-8 Notification regarding fire or explosion.  
The chief of any fire department providing fire-fighting services for a property within this City shall 
promptly notify the Code Enforcement Officer of any fire or explosion involving any structural 
damage, fuel-burning appliance, chimney or gas vent. 

§ 119-9 Unsafe buildings and structures.  
Unsafe structures and equipment in this City shall be identified and addressed in accordance with 
Chapter 91. 

§ 119-10 Operating permits.  
A. Operating permits required. 

(1) Operating permits shall be required for conducting the activities or using the categories of 
buildings listed below: 
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(a) Manufacturing, storing, or handling hazardous materials in quantities exceeding those 
listed in Table 2703.1.1(1), 2703.1.1(2), 2703.1.1(3) or 2703.1.1(4) in the publication 
entitled "Fire Code applicable Maximum Allowable Quantity tables found in Chapter 
50 of New York State" and incorporated by reference in 19 NYCRR 1225.1; the 
FCNYS; 

(b) Hazardous Buildings, structures, facilities, processes, and/or activities, that are within 
the scope and/or permit requirements of the chapter or section title of the FCNYS as 
follows: 

(i) Chapter 22, “Combustible Dust-Producing Operations.” Facilities where the 
operation produces combustible dust; 

(ii) Chapter 24, “Flammable Finishes.” Operations utilizing flammable or 
combustible liquids, or the application of combustible powders regulated by 
Chapter 24 of the FCNYS; 

(iii) Chapter 25, “Fruit and Crop Ripening.” Operating a fruit- or crop-ripening 
facility or conducting a fruit-ripening process using ethylene gas; 

(iv) Chapter 26, “Fumigation and Insecticidal Fogging.” Conducting fumigation 
or insecticidal fogging operations in buildings, structures, and spaces, except 
for fumigation or insecticidal fogging performed by the occupant of a 
detached one-family dwelling; 

(v) Chapter 31, “Tents, Temporary Special Event Structures, and Other 
Membrane Structures.” Operating an air-supported temporary membrane 
structure, a temporary special event structure, or a tent where approval is 
required pursuant to Chapter 31 of the FCNYS; 

(vi) Chapter 32, “High-Piled Combustible Storage.” High-piled combustible 
storage facilities with more than 500 square feet (including aisles) of high-
piled storage; 

(vii) Chapter 34, “Tire Rebuilding and Tire Storage.” Operating a facility that 
stores in excess of 2,500 cubic feet of scrap tires or tire byproducts or 
operating a tire rebuilding plant; 

(viii) Chapter 35, “Welding and Other Hot Work.” Performing public exhibitions 
and demonstrations where hot work is conducted, use of hot work, welding, 
or cutting equipment, inside or on a structure, except an operating permit is 
not required where work is conducted under the authorization of a building 
permit or where performed by the occupant of a detached one- or two-family 
dwelling; 

 (ix) Chapter 40, “Sugarhouse Alternative Activity Provisions.” Conducting an 
alternative activity at a sugarhouse; 

(x) Chapter 56, “Explosives and Fireworks.” Possessing, manufacturing, storing, 
handling, selling, or using, explosives, fireworks, or other pyrotechnic special 
effects materials except the outdoor use of sparkling devices as defined by 
Penal Law section 270; 

(xi) Section 307, “Open Burning, Recreational Fires and Portable Outdoor 
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Fireplaces.” Conducting open burning, not including recreational fires and 
portable outdoor fireplaces; 

(xii) Section 308, “Open Flames.” Removing paint with a torch, or using open 
flames, fire, and burning in connection with assembly areas or educational 
occupancies; and 

(xiii) Section 319, “Mobile Food Preparation Vehicles.”  

(c) Energy storage systems, where the system exceeds the values shown in Table 1206.1 of 
the FCNYS or exceeds the permitted aggregate ratings in section R327.5 of the 
RCNYS. 

(c) Use of pyrotechnic devices in assembly occupancies; 

(d) Buildings containing one or more areas of public assembly with an occupant load of 
100 persons or more areas; 

(e) Outdoor events where the planned attendance exceeds 1,000 persons; 

(f) Facilities that store, handle or use hazardous production materials; 

(g) Parking garages;  

(h) Buildings whose use or occupancy classification may pose a substantial potential 
hazard to public safety, as determined by resolution adopted by the City Council of 
this City; and  

(i) Other processes or activities or for operating any type of building, structure, or facility 
as determined by resolution adopted by the City Council of this City.  

(2) Any person who proposes to undertake any activity or to operate any type of building listed 
in this Subsection A shall be required to obtain an operating permit prior to commencing 
such activity or operation.  

B. Applications for operating permits. An application for an operating permit shall be in writing on 
a form provided by or otherwise acceptable to the Code Enforcement Officer. Such application 
shall include such information as the Code Enforcement Officer deems sufficient to permit a 
determination by the Code Enforcement Officer that quantities, materials, and activities 
conform to the requirements of the Uniform Code. If the Code Enforcement Officer 
determines that tests or reports are necessary to verify conformance, such tests or reports shall 
be performed or provided by such person or persons as may be designated by or otherwise 
acceptable to the Code Enforcement Officer, at the expense of the applicant.  

C. Inspections. The Code Enforcement Officer or an inspector authorized by the Code 
Enforcement Officer shall inspect the subject premises prior to the issuance of an operating 
permit. Such inspections shall be performed either in-person or remotely. Remote inspections in 
lieu of in-person inspections may be performed when, at the discretion of the Code 
Enforcement Officer or an Inspector authorized by the Code Enforcement Officer, the remote 
inspection can be performed to the same level and quality as an in-person inspection and the 
remote inspection shows to the satisfaction of the Code Enforcement Officer or Inspector 
authorized by the Code Enforcement Officer that the premises conform with the applicable 
requirements of the Uniform Code and the code enforcement program. Should a remote 
inspection not afford the City sufficient information to make a determination, an in-person 
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inspection shall be performed. After inspection, the premises shall be noted as satisfactory and 
the operating permit shall be issued, or the operating permit holder shall be notified as to the 
manner in which the premises fail to comply with either or both of the Uniform Code and the 
code enforcement program, including a citation to the specific provision or provisions that have 
not been met. 

D. Multiple activities. In any circumstance in which more than one activity listed in Subsection A of 
this section is to be conducted at a location, the Code Enforcement Officer may require a 
separate operating permit for each such activity, or the Code Enforcement Officer may, in his or 
hertheir discretion, issue a single operating permit to apply to all such activities.  

E. Duration of operating permits.  

(1)    Operating permits shall be issued for such a specified period of time not to exceed three 
years in the case of any operating permit issued for an area of public assembly and not to 
exceed three years in any other case, as shall be determined by the Code Enforcement 
Officer to be consistent with local conditions. The effective period of each operating permit 
shall be specified in the operating permit. An operating permit may be reissued or renewed 
upon application to the Code Enforcement Officer, payment of the applicable fee, and 
approval of such application by the Code Enforcement Officer. consistent with local 
conditions, but in no event to exceed as follows: 

(a) Not to exceed 180 days for tents, special event structures, and other membrane 
structures;  

(b) Not to exceed 60 days for alternative activities at a sugar house;  

(c) Not to exceed three (3) years for the activities, structures and operations determined to 
require Operating permits pursuant to § 119-10.A(1)(i);  

(d) Not to exceed one (1) year for all other activities, structures, and operations identified 
in § 119-10.A.   

(2)    The effective period of each operating permit shall be specified in the operating permit. An 
operating permit may be reissued or renewed upon application to the Code Enforcement 
Officer, payment of the applicable fee, and approval of such application by the Code 
Enforcement Officer.  

F. Revocation or suspension of operating permits. If the Code Enforcement Officer determines 
that any activity or building for which an operating permit was issued does not comply with any 
applicable provision of the Uniform Code, such operating permit shall be revoked or suspended.  

G.  Fee. The fee specified in or determined in accordance with the provisions set forth in § 119-
16, Fees, of this chapter must be paid at the time of submission of an application for an 
Operating Permit, for an amended Operating Permit, or for reissue or renewal of an 
Operating Permit. 

§ 119-11 Fire safety and property maintenance inspections.  
A. Inspections required. Fire safety and property maintenance inspections of buildings and 

structures shall be performed by the Code Enforcement Officer or an inspector designated by 
the Code Enforcement Officer at the following intervals: 

(1) Fire safety and property maintenance inspections of buildings or structures which contain 
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an area of public assembly shall be performed at least once every 12 months.  

(2) Fire safety and property maintenance inspections of buildings or structures being occupied 
as public and private schools and colleges, including any buildings of such schools or 
colleges containing classrooms, dormitories, fraternities, sororities, laboratories, physical 
education, dining, or recreational facilities shall be performed at least once every 12 months.  

(3) Fire safety and property maintenance inspections of all multiple dwellings not included in 
Subsection A(1) or (2), and all nonresidential buildings, structures, uses and occupancies not 
included in Subsection A(1) or (2) shall be performed at least once every 36 months.  

B. Inspections permitted. In addition to the inspections required by Subsection A of this section, a 
fire safety and property maintenance inspection of any building, structure, use, or occupancy, or 
of any dwelling unit, may also be performed by the Code Enforcement Officer or an inspector 
designated by the Code Enforcement Officer at any time upon: (1) the request of the owner of 
the property to be inspected or an authorized agent of such owner; (2) receipt by the Code 
Enforcement Officer of a written statement alleging that conditions or activities failing to 
comply with the Uniform Code or Energy Code exist; or (3) receipt by the Code Enforcement 
Officer of any other information, reasonably believed by the Code Enforcement Officer to be 
reliable, giving rise to reasonable cause to believe that conditions or activities failing to comply 
with the Uniform Code or Energy Code exist; provided, however, that nothing in this 
subsection shall be construed as permitting an inspection under any circumstances under which 
a court order or warrant permitting such inspection is required, unless such court order or 
warrant shall have been obtained.  

C. Remote inspections. At the discretion of the Code Enforcement Officer or Inspector author-
ized to perform fire safety and property maintenance inspections, a remote inspection may be 
performed in lieu of in-person inspections when, in the opinion of the Code Enforcement Of-
ficer or such authorized Inspector, the remote inspection can be performed to the same level 
and quality as an in-person inspection and the remote inspection shows to the satisfaction of 
the Code Enforcement Officer or such authorized Inspector that the premises conform with 
the applicable provisions of 19 NYCRR Part 1225 and the publications incorporated therein by 
reference and the applicable provisions of 19 NYCRR Part 1226 and the publications incorpo-
rated therein by reference. Should a remote inspection not afford the Code Enforcement Of-
ficer or such authorized Inspector sufficient information to make a determination, an in-person 
inspection shall be performed. 

D. OFPC inspections. Nothing in this section or in any other provision of this chapter shall 
supersede, limit or impair the powers, duties and responsibilities of the New York State Office 
of Fire Prevention and Control ("OFPC") and the New York State Fire Administrator under 
Executive Law § 156-e and Education Law § 807-b. Notwithstanding any other provision of 
this section to the contrary, the Code Enforcement Officer may accept an inspection performed 
by the Office of Fire Prevention and Control or other authorized entity pursuant to sections 
807-a and 807-b of the Education Law and/or section 156-e of the Executive Law, in lieu of a 
fire safety and property maintenance inspection performed by the Code Enforcement Officer 
or by an Inspector, provided that: 

(1) the Code Enforcement Officer is satisfied that the individual performing such inspection 
satisfies the requirements set forth in 19 NYCRR section 1203.2(e); 

(2)  the Code Enforcement Officer is satisfied that such inspection covers all elements required 
to be covered by a fire safety and property maintenance inspection; 
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(3) such inspections are performed no less frequently than once a year; 

(4) a true and complete copy of the report of each such inspection is provided to the Code 
Enforcement Officer; and 

(5) upon receipt of each such report, the Code Enforcement Officer takes the appropriate 
action set forth in § 119-15. 

E. Fee. The fee specified in or determined in accordance with the provisions set forth in § 119-16, 
Fees, of this chapter must be paid prior to or at the time each inspection is performed pursuant 
to this section. This Subsection shall not apply to inspections performed by OFPC.  

§ 119-11.1 Condition Assessments of Parking Garages.  
A. Definitions. As used in this section, the following terms shall have the meanings indi-

cated: 
 

CONDITION ASSESSMENT  
An on-site inspection and evaluation of a parking garage for evidence of deterioration 
of any structural element or building component of such parking garage, evidence of 
the existence of any unsafe condition in such parking garage, and evidence indicating 
that such parking garage is an unsafe structure. 

 
DETERIORATION  

The weakening, disintegration, corrosion, rust, or decay of any structural element or 
building component, or any other loss of effectiveness of a structural element or 
building component. 

 
PARKING GARAGE  

Any building or structure, or part thereof, in which all or any part of any structural 
level or levels is used for parking or storage of motor vehicles, excluding: 

(i) buildings in which the only level used for parking or storage of motor vehicles is 
on grade; 

(ii) an attached or accessory structure providing parking exclusively for a detached 
one- or two-family dwelling; and 

(iii) a townhouse unit with attached parking exclusively for such unit. 
 

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER  
An individual who is licensed or otherwise authorized under Article 145 of the Educa-
tion Law to practice the profession of engineering in the State of New York and who 
has at least three years of experience performing structural evaluations. 

 
RESPONSIBLE PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER  

The professional engineer who performs a condition assessment, or under whose su-
pervision a condition assessment is performed, and who seals and signs the condition 
assessment report. The use of the term “responsible professional engineer” shall not 
be construed as limiting the professional responsibility or liability of any professional 
engineer, or of any other licensed professional, who participates in the preparation of 
a condition assessment without being the responsible professional engineer for such 
condition assessment. 

 
UNSAFE CONDITION  

Includes the conditions identified as “unsafe” in section 304.1.1, section 305.1.1, and 
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section 306.1.1 of the PMCNYS. 
 
UNSAFE STRUCTURE  

A structure that is so damaged, decayed, dilapidated, or structurally unsafe, or is of 
such faulty construction or unstable foundation, that partial or complete collapse is 
possible. 

B. Condition Assessments – general requirements. The owner operator of each parking garage 
shall cause such parking garage to undergo an initial condition assessment as described in Sub-
section C of this section, periodic condition assessments as described in Subsection D of this 
section, and such additional condition assessments as may be required under Subsection E of 
this section. Each condition assessment shall be conducted by or under the direct supervision 
of a professional engineer. A written report of each condition assessment shall be prepared, and 
provided to the City, in accordance with the requirements of Subsection F of this section. Be-
fore performing a condition assessment (other than the initial condition assessment) of a park-
ing garage, the responsible professional engineer for such condition assessment shall review all 
available previous condition assessment reports for such parking garage. 

C. Initial Condition Assessment. Each parking garage shall undergo an initial condition assessment 
as follows: 

(1) Parking garages constructed on or after August 29, 2018, shall undergo an initial condition 
assessment following construction and prior to a certificate of occupancy or certificate of 
compliance being issued for the structure. 

(2) Parking garages constructed prior to August 29, 2018, shall undergo an initial condition 
assessment as follows: 

(a) if originally constructed prior to January 1, 1984, then prior to October 1, 2019; 

(b) if originally constructed between January 1, 1984 and December 31, 2002, then prior 
to October 1, 2020; and 

(c) if originally constructed between January 1, 2003 and August 28, 2018, then prior to 
October 1, 2021. 

(3) Any parking garage constructed prior to the effective date of this section that has not 
undergone an initial condition assessment prior to that effective date shall undergo an initial 
condition assessment within six months after the effective date of this section. 

D. Periodic Condition Assessments. Following the initial condition assessment of a parking garage, 
such parking garage shall undergo periodic condition assessments at intervals not to exceed 
three years.  

E. Additional Condition Assessments. 

(1) If the latest condition assessment report for a parking garage includes a recommendation by 
the responsible professional engineer that an additional condition assessment of such 
parking garage, or any portion of such parking garage, be performed before the date by 
which the next periodic condition assessment would be required under Subsection C of this 
section, the owner or operator of such parking garage shall cause such parking garage (or, if 
applicable, the portion of such parking garage identified by the responsible professional 
engineer) to undergo an additional condition assessment no later than the date 
recommended in such condition assessment report. 
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(2) If the City becomes aware of any new or increased deterioration which, in the judgment of 
the City, indicates that an additional condition assessment of the entire parking garage, or of 
the portion of the parking garage affected by such new or increased deterioration, should be 
performed before the date by which the next periodic condition assessment would be 
required under Subsection C of this section, the owner or operator of such parking garage 
shall cause such parking garage (or, if applicable, the portion of the parking garage affected 
by such new or increased deterioration) to undergo an additional condition assessment no 
later than the date determined by the City to be appropriate. 

F. Condition Assessment Reports. The responsible professional engineer shall prepare, or directly 
supervise the preparation of, a written report of each condition assessment, and shall submit 
such condition assessment report to the City within 10 days of competition of the condition 
assessment.  Such condition assessment report shall be sealed and signed by the responsible 
professional engineer, and shall include: 

(1) An evaluation and description of the extent of deterioration and conditions that cause 
deterioration that could result in an unsafe condition or unsafe structure; an evaluation and 
description of the extent of deterioration and conditions that cause deterioration that, in the 
opinion of the responsible professional engineer, should be remedied immediately to 
prevent an unsafe condition or unsafe structure; 

(2) An evaluation and description of the unsafe conditions; 

(3) An evaluation and description of the problems associated with the deterioration, conditions 
that cause deterioration, and unsafe conditions; 

(4) An evaluation and description of the corrective options available, including the 
recommended timeframe for remedying the deterioration, conditions that cause 
deterioration, and unsafe conditions; 

(5) An evaluation and description of the risks associated with not addressing the deterioration, 
conditions that cause deterioration, and unsafe conditions; 

(6) The responsible professional engineer’s recommendation regarding preventative 
maintenance; 

(7) Except in the case of the report of the initial condition assessment, the responsible 
professional engineer’s attestation that they reviewed all previously prepared condition 
assessment reports available for such parking garage, and considered the information in the 
previously prepared reports while performing the current condition assessment and while 
preparing the current report; and 

(8) The responsible professional engineer’s recommendation regarding the time within which 
the next condition assessment of the parking garage or portion thereof should be 
performed. In making the recommendation regarding the time within which the next 
condition assessment of the parking garage or portion thereof should be performed, the 
responsible professional engineer shall consider the parking garage’s age, maintenance 
history, structural condition, construction materials, frequency and intensity of use, location, 
exposure to the elements, and any other factors deemed relevant by the responsible 
professional engineer in their professional judgment. 

G. Review Condition Assessment Reports. The City shall take such enforcement action or actions 
in response to the information in such condition assessment report as may be necessary or 
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appropriate to protect the public from the hazards that may result from the conditions 
described in such report. In particular, but not by way of limitation, the City shall, by Order to 
Remedy or such other means of enforcement as the City may deem appropriate, require the 
owner or operator of the parking garage to repair or otherwise remedy all deterioration, all 
conditions that cause deterioration, and all unsafe conditions identified in such condition 
assessment report pursuant to Subsection F(2) and F(3) of this section. All repairs and 
remedies shall comply with the applicable provisions of the Uniform Code. This section shall 
not limit or impair the right of the City to take any other enforcement action, including but not 
limited to suspension or revocation of a parking garage’s operating permit, as may be necessary 
or appropriate in response to the information in a condition assessment report. 

HG. The City shall retain all condition assessment reports for the life of the parking garage. Upon 
request by a professional engineer who has been engaged to perform a condition assessment of 
a parking garage, and who provides the City with a written statement attesting to the fact that 
they have been so engaged, the City shall make the previously prepared condition assessment 
reports for such parking garage (or copies of such reports) available to such professional 
engineer. The City shall be permitted to require the owner or operator of the subject parking 
garage to pay all costs and expenses associated with making such previously prepared condition 
assessment reports (or copies thereof) available to the professional engineer. 

IH. This section shall not limit or impair the right or the obligation of the City: 

(1) To perform such construction inspections as are required by § 119-5, Construction 
Inspections; 

(2) To perform such periodic fire safety and property maintenance inspections as are required 
by § 119-11, Fire Safety and Property Maintenance Inspections; and/or 

(3) To take such enforcement action or actions as may be necessary or appropriate to respond 
to any condition that comes to the attention of the City by means of its own inspections or 
observations, by means of a complaint, or by any other means other than a condition 
assessment or a report of a condition assessment. 

§ 119-12 Complaints.  
The Code Enforcement Officer shall review and investigate complaints which allege or assert the 
existence of conditions or activities that fail to comply with the Uniform Code, the Energy Code, this 
chapter, or any other local law, ordinance or regulation adopted for administration and enforcement 
of the Uniform Code or the Energy Code. The process for responding to a complaint shall include 
such of the following steps as the Code Enforcement Officer may deem to be appropriate: 

A. Performing an inspection of the conditions and/or activities alleged to be in violation, and 
documenting the results of such inspection;  

B. If a violation is found to exist, providing the owner of the affected property and any other 
person who may be responsible for the violation with notice of the violation and opportunity to 
abate, correct or cure the violation, or otherwise proceeding in the manner described in § 119-15, 
Enforcement; penalties for offenses, of this chapter;  

C. If appropriate, issuing a stop-work order;  

D. If a violation which was found to exist is abated or corrected, performing an inspection to 
ensure that the violation has been abated or corrected, preparing a final written report reflecting 
such abatement or correction, and filing such report with the complaint.  
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§ 119-13 Recordkeeping.  
A. The Code Enforcement Officer shall keep permanent official records of all transactions and 

activities conducted by all code enforcement personnel, including records of: 

(1) All applications received, reviewed and approved or denied;  

(2) All plans, specifications and construction documents approved;  

(3) All building permits, certificates of occupancy/certificates of compliance, temporary 
certificates, stop-work orders, and operating permits issued;  

(4) All inspections and tests performed;  

(5) All statements and reports issued;  

(6) All complaints received;  

(7) All investigations conducted;  

(7)(8) All condition assessment reports received;  

(8)(9) All other features and activities specified in or contemplated by §§ 119-4 
through 119-12, inclusive, of this chapter; and  

(9)(10) All fees charged and collected.  

B. All such records shall be public records open for public inspection during normal business 
hours. All plans and records pertaining to buildings or structures, or appurtenances thereto, shall 
be retained for at least the minimum time period so required by state law and regulation.  

§ 119-14 Program review and reporting.  
A. The Code Enforcement Officer shall annually submit to the City Council of this City a written 

report and summary of all business conducted by the Code Enforcement Officer and the 
inspectors, including a report and summary of all transactions and activities described in § 119-
13, Recordkeeping, of this chapter and a report and summary of all appeals or litigation pending 
or concluded.  

B. The Code Enforcement Officer shall annually submit to the Secretary of State, on behalf of this 
City, on a form prescribed by the Secretary of State, a report of the activities of this City relative 
to administration and enforcement of the Uniform Code.  

C. The Code Enforcement Officer shall, upon request of the New York State Department of State, 
provide to the New York State Department of State, from the records and related materials this 
City is required to maintain, excerpts, summaries, tabulations, statistics and other information 
and accounts of the activities of this City in connection with administration and enforcement of 
the Uniform Code.  

§ 119-15 Enforcement; penalties for offenses.  
A. Compliance orders. The Code Enforcement Officer is authorized to order, in writing, the 

remedying of any condition or activity found to exist in, on or about any building, structure, or 
premises in violation of the Uniform Code, the Energy Code or this chapter. Upon finding that 
any such condition or activity exists, the Code Enforcement Officer shall issue a compliance 
order. The compliance order shall be in writing; be dated and signed by the Code Enforcement 
Officer; specify the condition or activity that violates the Uniform Code, the Energy Code, or 
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this chapter; and specify the provision or provisions of the Uniform Code, the Energy Code, or 
this chapter which is/are violated by the specified condition or activity. If the compliance order 
refers to a violation of the Uniform Code, it must direct that full compliance be achieved within 
30 days after the date of the order, or such other time as may be promulgated by the New York 
State Department of State, and specify the date for full compliance. Although the order for a 
violation of the Uniform Code requires full compliance within 30 days, the City may order the 
person or entity in violation to begin to remedy the violation(s) immediately or within some 
other stated period of time less than 30 days after the date of the order. In a compliance order 
for a violation of the Uniform Code, the Code Enforcement Officer may also require other 
protective actions as the Code Enforcement Officer may deem appropriate while such violations 
are being remedied.  

B. Service. The Code Enforcement Officer shall cause the compliance order for a violation of the 
Uniform Code, or a copy thereof, to be served on the person or entity in violation personally or 
by certified or registered mail within five days of the date of the order. A compliance order for 
violations of the Uniform Code shall be deemed served on the date it is mailed by certified or 
registered mail. The Code Enforcement Officer shall be permitted, but not required, to cause a 
compliance order for violations that are not under the Uniform Code, or a copy thereof, to be 
served on any builder, architect, tenant, contractor, subcontractor, construction superintendent, 
or their agents, or any other person taking part or assisting in work being performed at the 
affected property personally or by certified mail; provided, however, that failure to serve any 
person mentioned in this sentence shall not affect the efficacy of the compliance order.  

C. Appearance tickets. The Code Enforcement Officer and each inspector are authorized to issue 
appearance tickets for any violation of the Uniform Code.  

D. Civil penalties. In addition to those penalties prescribed by state law, any person who violates 
any provision of the Uniform Code, the Energy Code or this chapter, or any term or condition 
of any building permit, certificate of compliance, temporary certificate, stop-work order, 
operating permit or other notice or order issued by the Code Enforcement Officer pursuant to 
any provision of this chapter, shall be liable to a civil penalty of not more than $1,000 for each 
day or part thereof during which such violation continues. The civil penalties provided by this 
subsection shall be recoverable in an action instituted in the name of this City.  

E. Injunctive relief. An action or proceeding may be instituted in the name of this City, in a court 
of competent jurisdiction, to prevent, restrain, enjoin, correct, or abate any violation of, or to 
enforce any provision of the Uniform Code, the Energy Code, this chapter, or any term or 
condition of any building permit, certificate of occupancy/certificate of compliance, temporary 
certificate, stop-work order, operating permit, compliance order, or other notice or order issued 
by the Code Enforcement Officer pursuant to any provision of this chapter. In particular, but 
not by way of limitation, where the construction or use of a building or structure is in violation 
of any provision of the Uniform Code, the Energy Code, this chapter, or any stop-work order, 
compliance order or other order obtained under the Uniform Code, the Energy Code or this 
chapter, an action or proceeding may be commenced in the name of this City, in the Supreme 
Court or in any other court having the requisite jurisdiction, to obtain an order directing the 
removal of the building or structure or an abatement of the condition in violation of such 
provisions.  

F. Remedies not exclusive. No remedy or penalty specified in this section shall be the exclusive 
remedy or penalty available to address any violation described in this section, and each remedy 
or penalty specified in this section shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for or 
limitation of, the other remedies or penalties specified in this section, in § 119-6, Stop-work 
orders, of this chapter, in any other section of this chapter, or in any other applicable law. Any 
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remedy or penalty specified in this section may be pursued at any time, whether prior to, 
simultaneously with, or after the pursuit of any other remedy or penalty specified in this section, 
in § 119-6, Stop-work orders, of this chapter, in any other section of this chapter, or in any other 
applicable law. In particular, but not by way of limitation, each remedy and penalty specified in 
this section shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for or limitation of, the penalties 
specified in Subdivision (2) of § 382 of the Executive Law, and any remedy or penalty specified 
in this section may be pursued at any time, whether prior to, simultaneously with, or after the 
pursuit of any penalty specified in Subdivision (2) of § 382 of the Executive Law.  

§ 119-16 Fees.  
A fee schedule shall be established by resolution of the City Council of this City. Such fee schedule 
may thereafter be amended from time to time by like resolution. The fees set forth in, or determined 
in accordance with, such fee schedule or amended fee schedule shall be charged and collected for the 
submission of applications, the issuance of building permits, certificates of occupancy/certificates of 
compliance, temporary certificates, opening permits, fire safety and property maintenance 
inspections, and other actions of the Code Enforcement Officer described in or contemplated by this 
chapter. 

§ 119-16.1 Delinquent inspection fees.  
Upon presentation to the City Tax Collector by the Code Enforcement Officer of a described 
property on which an inspection fee has not been paid, the Tax Collector shall place a lien on such 
property in the amount of the unpaid fee, which amount shall collect interest at the statutory rate. 

§ 119-17 Intermunicipal agreements.  
The City Council of this City may, by resolution, authorize the Mayor of this City to enter into an 
agreement, in the name of this City, with other governments to carry out the terms of this chapter, 
provided that such agreement does not violate any provision of the Uniform Code, the Energy Code, 
Part 1203 of Title 19 of the NYCRR, or any other applicable law. 

§ 119-18 Climatic and Geographic Design Criteria.  

A. The Code Enforcement Officer shall determine the climatic and geographic design criteria for 
buildings and structures constructed within this City as required by the Uniform Code. Such 
determinations shall be made in the manner specified in the Uniform Code using, where 
applicable, the maps, charts, and other information provided in the Uniform Code. The criteria 
to be so determined shall include but shall not necessarily be limited to, the following: 

(1) Design criteria to include ground snow load; wind design loads; seismic category; potential 
damage from weathering, frost, and termite; winter design temperature; whether ice barrier 
underlayment is required; the air freezing index; and the mean annual temperature; 

(2) Heating and cooling equipment design criteria for structures within the scope of the 
RCNYS. The design criteria shall include the data identified in the Design Criteria Table 
found in Chapter 3 of the RCNYS; and 

(3) Flood hazard areas, flood hazard maps, and supporting data. The flood hazard map shall 
include, at a minimum, special flood hazard areas as identified by the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency in the Flood Insurance Study for the community, as amended or 
revised with: 

(a) The accompanying Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM); 

(b) Flood Boundary and Floodway Map (FBFM); and 
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(c) Related supporting data along with any revisions thereto. 

B. The Code Enforcement Officer shall prepare a written record of the climatic and geographic 
design criteria determined pursuant to Subsection A of this section, shall maintain such record 
within the office of the Code Enforcement Officer, and shall make such record readily available 
to the public. 

Section 2. Ratification, Readoption and Confirmation 

Except as specifically modified by the amendments contained herein, Chapters 119 of the Code of 
the City of Beacon is otherwise to remain in full force and effect and are otherwise ratified, 
readopted and confirmed. 

Section 3. Numbering for Codification 

It is the intention of the City of Beacon and it is hereby enacted that the provisions of this Local Law 
shall be included in the Code of the City of Beacon; that the sections and subsections of this Local 
Law may be re-numbered or re-lettered by the Codifier to accomplish such intention; that the 
Codifier shall make no substantive changes to this Local Law; that the word “Local Law” shall be 
changed to “ Chapter,” “Section” or other appropriate word as required for codification; and that 
any such rearranging of the numbering and editing shall not affect the validity of this Local Law or 
the provisions of the Code affected thereby. 

Section 4. Severability 

The provisions of this Local Law are separable and if any provision, clause, sentence, subsection, 
word or part thereof is held illegal, invalid or unconstitutional, or inapplicable to any person or 
circumstance, such illegality, invalidity or unconstitutionality, or inapplicability shall not affect or 
impair any of the remaining provisions, clauses, sentences, subsections, words or parts of this Local 
Law or their petition to other persons or circumstances. It is hereby declared to be the legislative 
intent that this Local law would have been adopted if such illegal, invalid or unconstitutional 
provision, clause, sentence, subsection, word or part had not been included therein, and if such 
person or circumstance to which the Local Law or part hereof is held inapplicable had been 
specifically exempt there from. 

Section 7. Effective Date 

This local law shall take effect immediately upon filing with the Office of the Secretary of State.  
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CITY OF BEACON 
CITY COUNCIL 

 
RESOLUTION NO. 145 OF 2022 

 
ADOPTING PROPOSED LOCAL LAW NO. 12 OF 2022 WHICH AMENDS 119 OF THE CODE OF 

THE CITY OF BEACON CONCERNING THE ADMINISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT OF 
THE NEW YORK STATE UNIFORM FIRE PREVENTION AND BUILDING CODE AND THE 

STATE ENERGY CONSERVATION CONSTRUCTION CODE 
 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Resolution No. 2022-140, passed on November 21, 2022, the City of Beacon 
City Council set a public hearing for December 5, 2022 regarding the Proposed Local Law No. 12 of 2022 
which amends 119 of the Code of the City of Beacon concerning the administration and enforcement of the 
New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Code the State Energy Conservation Construction Code 
to incorporate recent updates to 19 NYCRR Part 1203. 

 
WHEREAS, notice for the Public Hearing was published in the Poughkeepsie Journal on November 

27, 2022; and  
 
WHEREAS, the Public Hearing was held on December 5, 2022 and the City of Beacon City Council 

provided the opportunity for the public to comment on the proposed Local Law; and 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the City of Beacon City Council hereby adopts 
Proposed Local Law No. 12 of 2022 which amends 119 of the Code of the City of Beacon concerning the 
administration and enforcement of the New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Code the State 
Energy Conservation Construction Code to incorporate recent updates to 19 NYCRR Part 1203. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resolution No. 145 of 2022 Date: December 5, 2022   
 Amendments                   2/3 Required 
 Not on roll call.  On roll call  3/4 Required 

Motion Second Council Member Yes No   Abstain Reason Absent 
  Paloma Wake      
  Justice McCray      
  George Mansfield      
  Wren Longno      
  Molly Rhodes      
  Dan Aymar-Blair      
  Mayor Lee Kyriacou      

  Motion Carried      
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City of Beacon City Council Agenda
12/05/2022

Title:

Resolution No. 146 - Authorizing the Naming of the Townsend Street Extension

ATTACHMENTS

Keane & Beane P.C. Memorandum Regarding 25 Townsend Street Subdivision

Rieger Homes Request for Council Action

25 Townsend Street - Subdivision Plat

Resolution Naming 25 Townsend Street Subdivision
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https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1675841/25_Townsend_Street_-_KB_Memo_to_City_Council_-_Street_Naming_Request__4866-5264-9536.1_.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1675840/Rieger_Homes_Request_for_Council_Action.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1675839/25_Townsend_Street_-_Subdivision_Plat_-_FM12743.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1683682/Resolution_Naming_25_Townsend_Street_Subdivision.pdf


 Main Office
445 Hamilton Avenue
White Plains, NY 10601
Phone 914.946.4777
Fax 914.946.6868

 Mid-Hudson Office
200 Westage Business Center
Fishkill, NY 12524
Phone 845.896.0120

 New York City Office
99 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016
Phone 646.794.5747

MEMORANDUM

TO: Mayor Lee Kyriacou and Members of the 
Beacon City Council

FROM: Keane & Beane, P.C.

RE: 25 Townsend Street - Request for Street Name

DATE: November 23, 2022

In July 2018, the City of Beacon Planning Board granted Final Subdivision Approval 
for property located at 25 Townsend Street in the R1-7.5 Zoning District.  The 
subdivision includes 13 lots for the construction of new single-family residences, plus 
an additional lot to be owned by the homeowner’s association for stormwater 
infiltration.  The subdivision also includes a 50’ right-of-way offered for dedication to 
the City as an extension of the existing Townsend Street roadway.  A copy of the 
approved, filed subdivision plat is enclosed with your meeting materials.  

Section 195-21.G of the City Code requires all streets to be named and the name is 
subject to the approval of the Planning Board.  In prior street naming applications 
considered by the City, the name has also been subject to confirmation by the City 
Council.  Where the street is a continuation of an existing street the Code requires the 
continued street to bear the same name as the existing street.  

Here, the current owner of the subdivision has submitted a request that the City 
Council confirm and approve the name of the proposed extension of Townsend 
Street.  Dutchess County 911 is aware of the proposed name and has requested from
the subdivision owner a City Council resolution confirming the name of the 
proposed street as “Townsend Street.”

A draft street naming resolution has been prepared for the City Council’s 
consideration. 
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FROM: Steven Rieger, Rieger Homes 
TO: City Administrator Christopher White, Secretary to the Mayor Ben Swanson,  
       City Attorney Jennifer L. Gray, and the Beacon City Council 
RE: Townsend Street 
 
With regard to our Townsend Street subdivision, Dutchess County 911 requires that we submit 
to it a resolution from a City Board designating our extension of Townsend Street as part of 
Townsend Street.  The language in Section 195-21. G of the City Code highlighted below seems 
to make it mandatory that the new street be named Townsend Street.  We appeared at the 
Planning Board at its November meeting and it agreed, but referred the matter to the City 
Council.   
  
We would appreciate your placing this on the next available City Council agenda (November 28, 
I believe) for consideration and action at the December 5 meeting.  Please let me know if you 
need anything else in this regard and if it is advisable for us to attend the meetings.   
  
Thanks for your help. 
  
  
Section 195-21.G 
G.  Street names. All streets shall be named, and such names shall be subject to the approval of the 
Planning Board. Prior to naming streets, the Planning Board shall confer with the Beacon Historical 
Society for the purpose of receiving recommendations for the naming of streets after notable persons in 
Beacon's history. Street names shall be sufficiently different in sound and in spelling from other names 
in the City so as not to cause confusion. A street which is a continuation of an existing street shall bear 
the same name. In general, street names shall conform to the following classifications: 
 
(1)  Avenue, street or road: major or collector street. 
(2)  Drive or lane: minor residential streets, except as follows: 
       (a)  Court or place: permanent dead-end street. 
       (b)  Circle or loop: street that returns to a starting point, or a street both ends of which intersect     
              another street at different locations. 
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CITY OF BEACON 
CITY COUNCIL  

RESOLUTION NO. 146 OF 2022 

25 TOWNSEND STREET SUBDIVISION STREET NAMING 

WHEREAS, in July 2018 the City of Beacon Planning Board granted Final Subdivision 
Approval for property located at 25 Townsend Street to create 13 residential lots, plus an additional lot for 
stormwater infiltration purposes (the “Subdivision”); and  

WHEREAS, the Subdivision includes a proposed 50 ft right-of-way offered for dedication to the 
City of Beacon as an extension of Townsend Street which is an existing public right-of-way; and  

WHEREAS, Section 195-21.G of the City Code requires that all streets shall be named and 
further requires that where the proposed street is an extension of an existing street the extension shall bear 
the same name as the existing street; and 

WHEREAS, on November 9, 2022, the Planning Board unanimously recommended “Townsend 
Street” as the name of the proposed extension of the existing “Townsend Street;” and 

WHEREAS, the owner of the Subdivision and Dutchess County Emergency Response has 
requested a resolution from the City Council confirming the proposed street name.  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the City Council of the City of Beacon hereby 
adopts the name Townsend Street for the proposed extension of Townsend Street to be constructed as part 
of the Subdivision.  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the City Council of the City of Beacon hereby 
adopts the name Townsend Street for the proposed extension of Townsend Street to be constructed as part 
of the Subdivision.  

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the City Clerk is directed to send a copy of this Resolution to 
the property owner, Dutchess County Real Property Tax Department, the City of Beacon Police 
Department, Dutchess County Department of Emergency Response Director of 911, the City of 
Beacon Fire Department, the local ambulance provider and the head of all City Departments. 

Resolution No. 146 of 2022 Date: December 5, 2022 
 Amendments         2/3 Required 
 Not on roll call.  On roll call  3/4 Required 

Motion Second Council Member Yes No  Abstain Reason Absent 
Paloma Wake 
Justice McCray 
George Mansfield 
Wren Longno 
Molly Rhodes 
Dan Aymar-Blair 
Mayor Lee Kyriacou 
Motion Carried 
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City of Beacon City Council Agenda
12/05/2022

Title:

Resolution No. 147 - Approving Amendments to the 2022 Operating Budget

ATTACHMENTS

Proposed Amendments to the 2022 Operating Budget

Resolution Authorizing Amendments to the City of Beacon 2022 Operating Budget
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Council Budget Amendments 
December 5, 2022 Meeting

1. Amend the 2022 General Fund Budget to transfer funds to Police equipment line to replace the 
Police vehicle that was crashed into and totaled in the Police parking lot.  Below is the proposed 
budget amendment:

2. Amend the 2022 General Fund Budget to transfer funds to Police equipment to cover the costs 
of new radar units.  Below is the proposed budget amendment:

Respectfully submitted,
Susan K. Tucker CPA

Increase to:
A   -03-3120-250000- PURCHASE EQUIPMENT 52,000$ 

Increase to:
A   -03-3120-268000- INSURANCE RECOVERIES 52,000$ 

Transfer to:
A   -03-3120-250000- PURCHASE EQUIPMENT 10,000$ 

Transfer from:
A   -01-1990-400001- CONTINGENCY FUND 10,000$ 
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CITY OF BEACON 

CITY COUNCIL  
 

RESOLUTION NO. 147 OF 2022 
 
 

APPROVAL OF AMENDMENTS TO THE 2022  
CITY OF BEACON OPERATING BUDGET 

 
 

BE IT RESOLVED, that the City of Beacon City Council hereby authorizes the attached 
amendments to the 2022 Operating Budget.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resolution No. 147 of 2022 Date: December 5, 2022   
 Amendments                   2/3 Required 
 Not on roll call.  On roll call  3/4 Required 

Motion Second Council Member Yes No   Abstain Reason Absent 
  Paloma Wake      
  Justice McCray      
  George Mansfield      
  Wren Longno      
  Molly Rhodes      
  Dan Aymar-Blair      
  Mayor Lee Kyriacou      

  Motion Carried      
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Council Budget Amendments  
December 5, 2022 Meeting 

      
1. Amend the 2022 General Fund Budget to transfer funds to Police equipment line to replace the 

Police vehicle that was crashed into and totaled in the Police parking lot.  Below is the proposed 
budget amendment: 
 

  
    

2. Amend the 2022 General Fund Budget to transfer funds to Police equipment to cover the costs 
of new radar units.  Below is the proposed budget amendment: 
 

  
  

 
 
  
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Susan K. Tucker CPA 

Increase to:
A   -03-3120-250000- PURCHASE EQUIPMENT 52,000$  

Increase to:
A   -03-3120-268000- INSURANCE RECOVERIES 52,000$  

Transfer to:
A   -03-3120-250000- PURCHASE EQUIPMENT 10,000$  

Transfer from:
A   -01-1990-400001- CONTINGENCY FUND 10,000$  
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City of Beacon City Council Agenda
12/05/2022

Title:

November 21, 2022 Minutes

ATTACHMENTS

November 21, 2022 Minutes
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1  

COURTROOM 
1 MUNICIPAL PLAZA 
BEACON, NY 12508 
AND LIVE VIA ZOOM 

 
 
 

November 21, 2022 
7:00 PM 

City Council 
Draft 

Minutes 

Mayor Lee Kyriacou 
Councilmember George Mansfield, At Large 

Councilmember Paloma Wake, At Large 
Councilmember Molly Rhodes, Ward 1 

Councilmember Justice McCray, Ward 2 
Councilmember Wren Longno, Ward 3 

Councilmember Dan Aymar-Blair, Ward 4 
City Administrator Chris White 

 
 
 
Regular Meeting 
These minutes are for the regular meeting of the Beacon City Council. The City Council Meeting was 
held through video conference and in the Courtroom at 1 Municipal Plaza, Beacon NY 12508. A video 
recording of the meeting is available at 
https://vimeo.com/user1296488. The public was able to attend in-person or through video or telephone 
and were made aware via the City of Beacon website, beaconny.gov. Please take notice that the full 
transcript of this meeting is available upon request at City Hall Suite 1, 1 Municipal Plaza, Beacon NY 
12508, or by calling (845) 838 – 5010, or by emailing cityofbeacon@beaconny.gov . 

 

Councilmembers Present 
Mayor Lee Kyriacou 

Councilmember Paloma Wake, At Large  

Councilmember George Mansfield, At Large 

Councilmember Molly Rhodes, Ward One 

Councilmember Justice McCray, Ward Two 
Councilmember Wren Longno, Ward Three  
Councilmember Dan Aymar-Blair, Ward Four 

 
Also Present 
Chris White, City Administrator 
Drew Victoria Gamils, City Attorney 
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2 

Call to Order 

Pledge of Allegiance

Roll Call 

Public Comment 

Public Hearings 

Public Hearing for the Proposed 2023 Budget 

Motion to open the public hearing by Councilmember Rhodes. 
 Second by Councilmember Aymar-Blair. 
 Motion passes 7 – 0. 

Motion to close the public hearing by Councilmember Longno. 
Second by Councilmember Mansfield. 
Motion passes 7 – 0. 

Public Hearing Regarding the 2023 Dutchess County Community Development Block Grant Program 

Motion to open the public hearing by Councilmember McCray. 
 Second by Councilmember Rhodes. 
 Motion passes 7 – 0. 

Motion to close the public hearing by Councilmember Longno. 
Second by Councilmember Aymar-Blair. 
Motion passes 7 – 0. 

Public Hearing for a Proposed Local Law to Amend Chapter 211 of the Code of the City of Beacon 
Concerning Stop Signs on South Brett Street and Parking on West Church Street 

Motion to open the public hearing by Councilmember McCray. 
 Second by Councilmember Rhodes. 
 Motion passes 7 – 0. 

Motion to close the public hearing by Councilmember Longno. 
Second by Councilmember Mansfield. 
Motion passes 7 – 0. 
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3  

Reports: Mayor, City Council, and City Administrator 

Local Laws and Resolutions 

1. Resolution No. 136 - Appointing Jerome Burton to the Position of Police Officer 
 
 Motion to pass the resolution by Councilmember Mansfield.  
  Second by Councilmember Rhodes. 
  Motion passes 6 – 1 – 0. Councilmember McCray Abstained.  
 
2. Resolution No. 137 - Appointing Kristine Marino to the Position of Senior Account 

Clerk Typist 
 
 Motion to pass the resolution by Councilmember Mansfield.  
  Second by Councilmember Wake. 
  Motion passes 7 – 0. 
 

3. Resolution No. 138 - Adopting the Proposed 2023 Budget 

 
 Motion to pass the resolution by Councilmember Rhodes.  
  Second by Councilmember Mansfield. 
  Motion passes 7 – 0. 

 
4. Resolution No. 139 - Approving a Proposed Local Law to Amend Chapter 211 of the Code of the 

City of Beacon Concerning Stop Signs on South Brett Street and Parking on West Church Street 
 

 Motion to pass the resolution by Councilmember Rhodes.  
  Second by Councilmember Longno. 
  Motion passes 7 – 0. 
 

5. Resolution No. 140 - Setting a Public Hearing for a Proposed Local Law amending 119 of the 
Code of the City of Beacon Concerning the Administration and Enforcement of the New York 
State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Code and the State Energy Conservation 
Construction Code to Incorporate Recent Updates to 19 NYCRR Part 1203 

 

 Motion to pass the resolution by Councilmember Rhodes.  
  Second by Councilmember Aymar-Blair. 
  Motion passes 7 – 0. 
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4  

 

6. Resolution No. 141 - Approving Amendments to the 2022 City of Beacon Operating 
Budget 

 
 Motion to pass the resolution by Councilmember Aymar-Blair.  
  Second by Councilmember Rhodes. 
  Motion passes 7 – 0. 
 
 
Approval of Minutes 
 
1. November 7, 2022 Minutes 

 
 Motion to approve the minutes, as amended to correct Councilmember Wake’s voting on 
November 7, 2022, by Councilmember Longno.  

 Second by Councilmember Aymar-Blair. 
 Motion passes 7 – 0. 
 
 
Public Comment - Second 

Opportunity Adjournment 

 Motion to adjourn by Councilmember Longno.  
 Second by Councilmember Mansfield. 
 Motion passes 7 – 0. 
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